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ABSTRACT

A framework for an acoustic-phonetic approach to speech recognition was devel-
oped. The framework consists of: 1) specifying the features needed to recognize the
sounds or class of sounds of interests; 2) mapping the features into acoustic properties
based on relative measures so that they are relatively insensitive to interspeaker and
intraspeaker differences; 3) developing algorithms to extract automatically and reliably
the acoustic properties; and 4) combining the acoustic properties for recognition.

The framework was used in the development of a recognition system for the class
of English sounds known as the semivowels /w,y,r,l/. Fairly consistent recognition
results were obtained across the corpora used to develop and evaluate the semivowel
recognition system. The corpora contain semivowels which occur within a variety
of phonetic environments in polysyllabic words and sentences. The utterances were
spoken by males and females who covered eight dialects. Based on overall recognition
rates, the system is able to distinguish between the acoustically similar semivowels
/w/ and /1/ at a rate better than chance. Recognition rates for /w/ range from 21%
(intervocalic context) to 80% (word-initial context). For /1/, recognition rates range
from 25% (prevocalic context following an unvoiced consonant) to 97% (sonorant-final
context). However, if lumped into one category, overall recognition rates for these
semivowels range from 87% to 95%. Consistent overall recognition rates around 90%
were obtained for /r/ and overall recognition rates in the range 78.5% to 93.7% were
obtained for /y/.

Several issues were brought forth by this research. First, an acoustic study re-
vealed several instances of feature assimilation and it was determined that some of the
domains over which feature spreading occurred support the theory of syllable struc-
ture. Second, an analysis of the sounds misclassified as semivowels showed that, due
to contextual influences, the misclassified vowels and and consonants had patterns of
features similar to those of the assigned semivowels. This result suggests that the
proper representation of lexical items may be in terms of matrices of binary features
as opposed to, or in addition to, phonetic labels. Finally, the system's recognition of
semivowels which are in the underlying transcription of the utterances, but were not
included in the hand transcription, raises the issue of whether hand-transcribed data
should be used to evaluate recognition systems. In fact, it appears as if insights into
how speech is produced can also be learned from such "errors."

Thesis Supervisor: Kenneth N. Stevens
Title: Clarence J. LeBel Professor of Electrical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

The ultimate goal of most speech recognition research is the development of a sys-

tem which allows the natural communication by speech from people to machines. That

is, we want recognition systems to be capable of understanding fluent conversational

speech from any random speaker. Such systems are desirable since speech is our most

natural mode of communication. Thus, unlike today when people must have special

skills such as typing to communicate with a computer, the use of such recognition

systems requires no training. Furthermore, since we speak much faster than we write

and type, speech provides the highest potential capacity in human-to-machine com-

munication. Finally, computers which understand speech free the eyes and hands of

the operator to perform other tasks simultaneously.

Although research in speech recognition and other related areas has been going on

for several decades, recognition systems have yet to come close to realizing their fll

potential. With current systems, reasonable recognition performance is possible only

if the task is greatly simplified. Present state-of-the-art systems, with few exceptions,

can only recognize a small vocabulary of acoustically distinct words which must be

said in isolation by a particular speaker. Systems capable of understanding continuous

speech also reduce the recognition task by limiting the user to a particular speaker

and by constraining the way in which sentences can be formed.

One major reason for these necessary limitations is our present inability to deal with

the considerable variability in the speech signal. In addition to linguistic information,

the speech signal contains extralinguistic information regarding the talker's personal
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characteristics, his or her psychological and physiological state, and the recording

environment. Thus, to achieve the goal of speaker-independence and continuous speech

input, recognition systems must be able to separate out and decode the message-

bearing components of the spoken utterance.

What are these message bearing components? We believe that the answer to this

question is based on two widely accepted premises. First, the speech signal is composed

of a limited set of basic sound units known as phonemes. In English, the inventory of

phonemes includes about 16 vowels and 24 consonants. Second, the canonic represen-

tation of each phoneme is characterized by a small set of distinctive features, where a

distinctive feature is a minimal unit which distinguishes between two maximally close

but linguistically distinct speech sounds. For example, the single feature voice sep-

arates the phonemes /b/ and /p/. The distinctive features also organize the speech

sounds into natural classes on the basis of common characteristics. For example, the

feature nasal lumps the phonemes /m/, /n/ and // into one such class. In languages

in general, there are about 20 distinctive features. However, any one language only

uses a subset of 10 to 15 for signaling phonetic contrasts.

Although the associations are not well understood in every case, it is hypothesized

that all the distinctive features have acoustic correlates. While the distinctive features

are binary in nature, the corresponding acoustic properties can have varying degrees of

strength due to the wide variability in the acoustic realization of the phonemes. This

variability is principally of two types. As we stated earlier, one kind of variability is due

to the different vocal tract sizes and shapes of different talkers and the changes in voice

quality within the same speaker and across speakers. While there are definite acoustic

changes due to these sources, the feature specification of the phonetic segments is

usually unchanged. Thus, if properly defined, acoustic properties for features should

not be affected by such variability.

On the other hand, another kind of variability known as feature assimilation can

modify considerably the feature make-up of the underlying phonemes and the strength

of their corresponding acoustic properties. These changes, which occur when phonemes

are concatenated to form larger units such as syllables, words and sentences, are due

in part to the varying degrees of sluggishness in the articulators when moving from

one target configuration to the next. That is, the adjustment of the articulators to

implement one set of features may be influenced by the adjustment needed to produce

an adjacent set. As a consequence, one or more features of a phonetic segment may

18



spread to a nearby sound, resulting in several types of modifications.

First, some of the features of a segment may change. For example, this phe-

nomenon will sometimes occur when a weak voiced fricative (/v/ and /6/) is in an

intervocalic position. Whereas fricatives are characteristically nonsonorant with some

high frequency noise, in this context they can be sonorant with no noise. However,

features other than the sonorant feature remain unchanged. Such variants from the

canonical representation of a particular phoneme are referred to as allophones. Thus,

a /v/ which occurs between two vowels is usually a different allophone from the one

which occurs in other contexts. Second, a feature which is normally unspecified for a

segment may become specified. An example of this phenomenon is the nasalization of

vowels when they are adjacent to a nasal consonant. Finally, a result of this feature

spreading may be the merging of two segments into one segment which has a number

of features common to both of the underlying sounds. This phenomenon is often seen

at word boundaries in continuous speech. For example, the word pair did you" is

often pronounced in fluent speech as dija." That is, the word-final /d/ and the word-

initial /y/ can be coarticulated such that the resulting sound is a //. The degree to

which sounds undergo such feature assimilation is determined by several factors such

as speaking style, speaking rate and language specific rules.

Thus, the use of phonetic features as basic units upon which larger units such as

phonetic segments, syllables, words, sentences, etc. are recognized is appealing since,

if properly defined and extracted, they should not be affected by much of the within-

speaker and across-speaker variability seen in the speech signal. However, it appears

that some mechanism is needed to account for feature assimilation effects.

Before outlining and discussing these issues within the context of the class of sounds

focused upon in this thesis, we will first consider previous work in speech recognition.

A brief review of some of the findings of previous acoustic and perceptual studies of

the semivowels, along with the results of an acoustic study conducted in this thesis,

are given in Chapter 3.

1.2 Literature Review

Considerable effort has been expended in the development of isolated word and

continuous speech recognition systems. Basically, there have been two standard ap-

proaches: phonetically-based methods and mathematically-based models.
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The phonetically-based approach to speech recognition has mainly been pursued

in academia because of its long term investment. This method draws on the dis-

tinctive feature theory first proposed by Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952) and later

expanded by Chomsky and Halle (1968). Such an approach attempts to extract the

message-bearing components of the utterance explicitly by extracting relevant acous-

tic properties. While this approach has a strong theoretical base, limited success has

been obtained because of the lack of a good knowledge of acoustic phonetics and other

related areas. That is, researchers have yet to uncover the proper acoustic properties

for features and, therefore, they have not been able to reliably extract this informa-

tion for phonetic recognition. In addition, all aspects of feature assimilation are not

understood.

Researchers of the mathematically-based methods find the well-defined algorithms

which can be used within this framework attractive, and many consider the heuristics

used in the extraction of explicit speech knowledge ad hoc. This type of an approach

to speech recognition has mainly been pursued in industry because of its near term

success for constrained recognition problems. Such an approach attempts to extract

the mnessage-bearing components of the utterance implicitly. That is, equipped with

large amounts of training data and sophisticated engineering techniques, recognition

systems are expected to either discover all of the regularities in the speech signal and

"average out" all of the variability, or effectively model all of the variability. Presently,

none have been able to adequately cope with all types of variability.

Because of the shortcomings of the mathematically-based approaches and yet their

ability to model some speech variability that we presently do not understand, there

have been recent efforts to develop ways of incorporating our increasing acoustic pho-

netic knowledge within the statistical frameworks. It is hoped that such an integration

of approaches will eventually lead to speaker-independent continuous speech recogni-

tion.

In this section, we give a brief review of these methods. For a more extensive

coverage of speech recognition research, we recommend reviews given by Lindgren

(1965) and Lea (1980).

1.2.1 Phonetically-Based Approach

Recognition systems which attempt to extract acoustic cues from which phonemes

or phones are recognized date as far back as 1956 when Wiren and Stubbs developed a
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binary phoneme classification system. In this system, acoustic properties were used to

classify sounds as voiced-unvoiced, turbulent-nonturbulent, acute-grave, and compact-

diffuse. Although no overall recognition score is given, the performance of this system

is encouraging in light of how little was known in the area of acoustic phonetics at

the time of its development. For example, vowels in monosyllabic words spoken three

times each by 21 talkers were correctly classified as acute or grave 98% of the time.

Since that time, several recognizers based on this approach have been developed.

While most of these systems have obtained only moderate recognition rates for a

particular class of phonemes occurring in specific contexts, important concepts have

been introduced. For example, Martin, Nelson and Zadell (1964) used detectors which

not only indicated when a feature was present or absent, but also indicated the strength

of its acoustic correlate. As another example, Medress (1965), as far as we know, was

the first to take advantage of phonotactic constraints which restrict allowable phoneme

sequences. This information was used to help identify word-initial and word-final

consonant clusters in an isolated word recognition system.

More recently, this approach has been applied to the recognition of continuous

speech. Between 1971 and 1976, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

funded the largest effort yet to develop continuous speech recognition systems. (See

Klatt (1977) for a review.) While these systems used some knowledge of acoustic

phonetics, most of them relied extensively upon high level knowledge of syntax and

semantics for sentence decoding. For example, Harpy, the most successful system in

terms of word and sentence accuracy, correctly recognized 97% of the words in the

utterances even though it correctly recognized only 42% of the phonetic segments.

This poor phonetic recognition was due to a primitive front end which segmented and

labelled the speech signal. Whereas the segmenter used acoustic cues extracted from

parameters such as zero crossing rates and smoothed and differenced waveforms, the-

labeller used phone templates consisting of linear-prediction spectra. To deal with

variability due to feature assimilation, 98 templates were used to represent all possible

allophones, and juncture rules accounted for some effects between phone sequences.

In addition, to deal with within-speaker variability, each template was computed by

averaging all occurrences of the particular allophone in a set of training sentences.

An exception to this heavy reliance on high level knowledge for continuous speech

recognition was the HWIM system developed at BBN which used considerably more

acoustic phonetic knowledge. To provide a phonetic transcription of an utterance, a
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parametric representation and a set of 35 ordered acoustic-phonetic rules was used.

This processing resulted in a segment lattice which provided multiple segmentation

paths for portions of an utterance. With a dictionary of 71 allophones, 69% of the

correct phonetic segments were in the top two choices produced by the front end.

1.2.2 Mathematically-Based Methods

Most commercially available speech recognition systems are based on general pattern-

matching techniques which use little speech-specific knowledge. They are speaker de-

pendent and recognize a limited vocabulary of words which must be said in isolation.

These systems are trained by having the talker to be recognized generate a set of

reference patterns or templates which are digitized and stored. The templates usually

consist of a series of spectral sequences computed every 10 to 20 msec. For recogni-

tion, these systems use a distance metric to select from a set of stored templates the

closest match to the pattern computed from the incoming word. The first complete

recognizer of this sort was developed in 1952 by Davis, Biddulph and Balashek. This

speaker-dependent system had a recognition rate of 97% for the digits zero(oh) to nine.

Since that time, several engineering techniques have been introduced to deal with

some of the variability in the speech signal. For example, to deal with varying speaking

rates which result in duration differences between stored and input templates, several

time-alignment procedures have been developed. Presently, the most effective and

widely used technique is dynamic time warping (DTW), introduced by Sakoe and

Chiba (1971). This algorithm, when comparing two templates, uses a distance metric

to nonlinearly warp the time axis of one so that the templates are maximally similar. A

computationally efficient distance metric developed for use with DTW was developed

by Itakura in 1975.

In addition, since spectral templates are inherently speaker dependent, techniques

have been developed so that systems could accommodate multiple speakers. One such

system, developed by Rabiner et al. (1979), uses clustering algorithms to generate

multiple templates for each vocabulary item. While recognition accuracies obtained

from multiple speakers compare favorably to those obtained from equivalent speaker-

dependent -systems, extension to speaker-independence is not foreseeable. Such an

extension would require knowing when the training data were large enough so that

they adequately account for all allowable pronunciations. Furthermore, assuming a

sufficient data base could be collected, it is not clear that the recognition system will
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find, from amongst all of the acoustic variability present, all of the allophonic variants.

While the techniques mentioned are important engineering advances, they are not

sufficient for extension of these systems to continuous speech recognition. That is,

there is still no mechanism for dealing with feature assimilation effects between word

boundaries. Presently, feature assimilation between phonemes is accounted for by

choosing words as the recognition unit, possibly storing multiple or averaged templates

for each word, and requiring sufficient silence (usually 200 msec) between words so that

there is no feature spreading between them. To recognize continuous speech, template

matching systems basically ignore feature spreading effects between words and use

isolated word templates to spot words in the utterance (Myers and R,.biner, 1981).

Although these systems have had limited success (greater than 94% string accuracy

in a restricted digit task when the string length is known), this type of "brute force"

approach cannot cope with some of the feature assimilation effects often seen at word

boundaries (discussed in Section 1.1). Thus, extensions along these lines are unlikely.

In addition to this drawback, isolated word template-matching systems are unable

to focus on phonetically relevant information needed to distinguish between acousti-

cally similar words such as "way" and lay," where the vowels in the word pair are the

same and the consonants, although different, share common acoustic characteristics.

This problem is the result of the distance metrics employed. Presently, in comparing

two word templates, all parts of the utterance are weighted equally. Thus, in the

example cited above, too much weight is given to the similarity in the frame-by-frame

variations of the steady state vowel and too little weight to the differences between the

consonants. As a result, for reasonable performance, the recognition vocabulary must

consist of acoustically distinct words. This poses yet another problem for template-

matching systems in that the size of the recognition vocabulary must be limited, since

the acoustic distinctiveness between words decreases as the number of words increases.

During the past several years, many researcher have been investigating another

approach for isolated word recognition systems which is based on hidden Markov

models (HMM). With this technique, a labeled training data base is used to build

Markov models for each word. In recognition, a probability score is computed for

each word HMM given the unknown token, and the recognized word is the one whose

model probability is highest. In a comparison of a speaker-independent isolated word

recognition system based on HMM with one based on pattern-matching techniques

with DTW, Rabiner et al. (1983) found that the HMM system performed slightly
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worse. It was hypothesized that this difference in performance was due to insufficient

training data.

The most successful use of HMM to date has been in the speaker-dependent con-

tinuous speech recognition system developed at IBM (Jelinek et al., 1975; Jelinek,

1976; Jelinek, 1981). Recognition rates of 91% have been obtained for words selected

from sentences in the 1000 word vocabulary of Laser Patent Text. Instead of word

HMM models, this system uses HMM to model the time-varying spectral properties

of phonetic segments. Each word in the lexicon is then represented as a sequence of

phoneme models in a finite state graph, and feature assimilation between phonemes is

handled through rules.

While consistently high word-recognition rates have been obtained with the IBM

system for speakers who have trained the system extensively before use, extension of

its approach to speaker-independence is problematic. Presently, the signal representa-

tion used to train the phone HMM consists of raw spectra which, as we said earlier,

are intrinsically speaker dependent. Thus, to model all of the variability seen across

all speakers would require an inordinate amount of training data and comparable

computation and memory requirements.

1.2.3 Combined Methods

Over the past few years, efforts have been made to incorporate explicit speech

knowledge into the mathematically-based frameworks. Below we discuss two such

efforts which have reported positive results.

One effort which combined speech-specific knowledge and statistics is the FEA-

TURE system developed by Cole et al. (1983). Instead of spectral templates, FEA-

TURE used about 50 acoustic properties to recognize the isolated letters of the English

alphabet. Motivated from a study of a large data base, these properties consisted of

measures such as fornmant frequencies extracted from vowel regions and voice-onset

time extracted from consonant regions. To integrate the properties for recognition,

a statistical pattern classifier was used. For letters in the easily confused E set

(B,C,D,E,G,P,T,V and Z), FEATURE obtained error rates of only 10% as compared

to traditional spectral template matching systems which have error rates of between

301% and 400%.

A more recent system which combines these approaches was developed at BBN

(Schwartz et al., 1985). In this speaker-dependent recognizer, context-dependent HMM
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models are used to recognize phonemes in continuous speech. However, in addition

to the raw spectra, acoustic properties extracted from the speech signal are used

within the HMM formalism to aid in certain phonetic contrasts. With this addition,

confusions between acoustically similar phonemes decreased by as much as a factor of

two. For example, Schwartz et al. state that the correct identification of the unvoiced

stop consonants /p,t,k/ increased from 83% to 91%.

1.3 Thesis Scope

A conclusion which can be drawn from the literature review is that research in

acoustic phonetics is of primary importance if speaker-independent continuous speech

recognition systems shall be realized. More specifically, systematic studies of large

data bases, combined with solid theoretical models of speech production and percep-

tion, are needed to uncover the proper acoustic properties for features and to gain an

understanding of feature assimilation effects. Such a study is the focus of this research.

In this thesis we develop a framework for a phonetically-based speech recognition

system. We view the recognition process as consisting of four steps. First, the fea-

tures needed to recognize the speech sounds of interest must be specified. Second, the

features must be translated into acoustic properties which can be quantified. Third,

algorithms must be developed to automatically and reliably extract the acoustic prop-

erties. Finally, these properties must be combined for recognition.

The task we have chosen to study is the recognition of the semivowels /w,y,r,l/.

This is a particularly challenging problem since the semivowels, which are acoustically

very similar to the vowels, almost always occur adjacent to a vowel. As a consequence,

spectral changes between these sounds are often quite gradual so that acoustic bound-

aries are usually not apparent. In this respect, recognition of the semivowels is more

difficult than recognition of other consonants.

We have limited the recognition task to semivowels which are voiced and nonsyl-

labic. Devoiced allophones, which may occur when the semivowels are in clusters with

unvoiced consonants, are excluded since some aspects of their acoustic manifestation

are considerably different from that of the other semivowel allophones. In addition,

the syllabic allophones of /r/ and /1/ in words like "bird" and "bottle" are excluded

since they are more correctly classified as vowels.

To make this study manageable, we have simplified the semivowel recognition prob-
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lem in several other ways. In particular, the recognizer is designed using polysyllabic

words excised from the simple carrier phrase " pa." We chose this simple

context as opposed to isolated words or more continuous speech because it allows for a

more controlled environment. That is, following the test words with "pa" reduces the

possibility of glottalization and other types of variability that occur in utterance-final

position. In addition, since there is no sentence context to help convey the speaker's

message, he or she is more likely to enunciate the words more clearly. Thus, the

acoustic cues signalling phonetic contrasts should in general be more salient.

Although the recognition task has been simplified, it remains quite challenging.

The data base chosen contains the semivowels in a variety of phonetic environments

so that variability similar to that observed in continuous speech due to stress and

feature assimilation is also found in the polysyllabic words. Thus, the methods used

to recognize the semivowels are extendible to more continuous speech. This extension

of the system is demonstrated with a small corpus of sentences.

The first part of this thesis lays the groundwork for the recognition system. We

describe the data bases used to develop and test the recognition algorithms in Chapter

2. Also included in this chapter is a brief discussion of the tools used at different stages

of this research.

Once a data base was collected to develop the recognition algorithm, we conducted

an acoustic study to supplement data in the literature regarding the acoustic correlates

for features needed to recognize the semivowels. The results of this study and a

discussion of feature spreading and its apparent relation to syllable structure are given

in Chapter 3.

After we identify acoustic properties for features, steps three and four of the frame-

work outlined above are implemented. A description of how these steps are carried

out is given in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 contains an overview and a breakdown of the recognition results ob-

tained for each of the data bases. The discussion therein points out the weaknesses

and strengths of the recognition system. In addition, an analysis of the misclassi-

fications brings forth several issues regarding feature spreading, attaching phonetic

labels to patterns of features before lexical access, and using hand-transcribed data

to evaluate recognition systems. The chapter closes with a comparison between the

semivowel recognition results obtained in this thesis and those obtained in two earlier

phonetically-based systems.
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Finally, In Chapter 6, we summarize the results and discuss further some of the

issues highlighted by this research. In particular, we discuss ideas regarding future

studies of feature assimilation and lexical access from acoustic properties.
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Chapter 2

Data Bases and Tools

This chapter describes the corpora used to develop and evaluate the semivowel

recognition system. In addition, we discuss some of the tools used in various stages of

this research. Among these tools is a formant tracker which we discuss in more detail

since it was developed as a part of this thesis.

2.1 Data Bases

The initial step in this research was the design of a data base for developing and

testing the recognition algorithms. Using ALEXIS, a software tool for lexicon search

(Zue et al., 1986), we chose 233 polysyllabic words from the 20,000-word Merriam-

Webster Pocket Dictionary. These words contain the semivowels and other similar

sounds, such as the nasals and, in some contexts, other voiced consonants, in a variety

of phonetic environments. They occur in word-initial and word-final positions such as

the /y/ and /1/ in "yell," in intervocalic positions such as the /r/ and /1/ in "caloric,"

and adjacent to voiced (sonorant and nonsonorant) and unvoiced consonants such as-

the /w/ in the /dw/ cluster in "dwell," the /r/ and the /w/ in "carwash," the /y/

adjacent to the /n/ in "banyan" and the /r/ in the /str/ cluster in "astrology." In

addition, the semivowels occur adjacent to vowels which are stressed and unstressed

such as the word-initial /1/ and the prevocalic /1/ in "loathly," and they occur adjacent

to vowels which are tense and lax, high and low, and front and back. An alphabetical

listing and a grouping of the words according to various contexts are given in Appendix

A. Some words occur in more than one of the categories based on context. The purpose

of this overlap was to minimize the number of words in the data base while covering
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most contexts.

According to the phonetic ti anscription of the words given in the Pocket dictionary,

the data base should contain 145 tokens of /r/, 139 tokens of /1/, 94 tokens of /w/

and 61 tokens of /y/. However, the actual number of semivowel tokens enunciated

by each speaker differs because some words have multiple allowable pronunciations

and some words were mispronounced. For example, a word which has a vowel-to-

vowel transition where the first vowel has a /y/ offglide may be spoken with a /y/

inserted. Thus, the word radiology" can be pronounced as [reYdiyyalj'iY] with an

intervocalic /y/ or as [reYdiYalo'iY] without an intervocalic /y/. Similarly, if the first

vowel in a vowel-to-vowel transition has a /w/ offglide or is the retroflexed vowel /a/,

then a /w/ or an /r/ may be inserted, respectively. Thus, the word flour" may be

pronounced as [flaww] with an intervocalic /w/ or as [flaw3¶ without a well enunciated

/w/. Likewise, the word "laceration" may be pronounced as [lasreYsan] with an /r/

inserted or as [laesreYSn]l without an /r/ inserted. In addition, a postvocalic /1/,

when followed by another consonant, may not be clearly articulated. Thus, the word

"almost" may be pronounced [olmowst) or [omoWst]. Furthermore, a postvocalic /1/

which follows a reduced vowel may be articulated as a syllabic //. Thus, "unilateral"

may be pronounced as [yunalwararl] with a syllabic /1/, or it may be pronounced

as [yunalaerral] with a postvocalic /1/. Finally, one of the speakers systematically

confused /r/ and /w/. For example, the intervocalic /w/ in rauwolfia" was replaced

by an /r/ and the prevocalic /r/ in "requiem" was replaced by a /w/.

For these reasons, judgement regarding the inclusion or exclusion of a semivowel

is often ambiguous. Several measures were used to make this decision if a semivowel

was not clearly heard when the utterance or a portion thereof was played. First,

within the region in question, we looked for significant formant movement towards

values expected of the semivowel. Second, we looked for other spectral changes such

as a decrease in energy since the semivowels are usually weaker than adjacent vowels.

Finally, we sometimes consulted with other transcribers.

For acoustic analysis and the development of the recognition algorithms, each word

was recorded by two males (one black and one white) and two females (one black

and one white). The speakers are from the northeast (New York and Rhode Island)

and the midwest (Ohio and Minnesota). They were recorded in a quiet room with

a pressure-gradient close-talking noise-cancelling microphone. The microphone was

placed about 2 cm in front of the mouth at a right angle just above the midline. All
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of the words were hand-transcribed to facilitate the acoustic study (see Chapter 3).

When transcribing the data base, we placed markers at particular instants of time to

divide the speech signal into segments which were assigned labels that in some way

described some property(s) of the delineated regions.

Two corpora were used to test the recognition system. The first data base con-

sisted of the same polysyllabic words spoken by two additional speakers (one female,

one male, both white) from the same geographical areas cited above. The same record-

ing set-up was used. These words were also transcribed to facilitate the evaluation of

the recognition algorithms. The second data base consisted of a small subset of the

sentences contained in the TIMIT data base (Lamel et al., 1986). In particular, we

chose the sentences "She had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year" (Sent-1)

and "Don't ask me to carry an oily rag like that" (Sent-2), since they contain sev-

eral semivowels in a number of contexts. Presently, the TIMIT data base is being

segmented and labelled by several experienced transcribers with the help of an auto-

matic alignment system (Leung and Zue, 1984). From the transcribed utterances, we

selected 14 repetitions of Sent-1 (6 females and 8 males) and 15 repetitions of Sent-2

(7 females and 8 males). The speakers cover 7 U.S. geographical areas and an "other"

category used to classify talkers who moved around often during their childhood. Like

the words in the other data bases, these sentences were recorded using a close-talking

microphone.

2.2 Tools

The semnivowel recognition system was implemented on the MIT Speech Commu-

nication Group's LISP machine facility for which several software tools have been

developed to aid speech research. The way in which the tools were used in this thesis

is described briefly in this section. A more detailed discussion of the tools is offered in

(Zue et al., 1986).

2.2.1 SPIRE

Initial processing of the data base was done with the Speech and Phonetics Interac-

tive Research Environment (SPIRE). First, the recorded words were digitized using a

6.4 kHz low pass filter and a 16 kHz sampling rate. Such a wide frequency range helps

in the identification of obstruents (stops, fricatives and affricates) and, therefore, in
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Table 2.1: Symbols Available in SPIRE for Phonetic Transcription
Unvoiced Stops: p t k 
Voiced Stops: b d g I
Stop Gaps: p" t kP b d g r
Nasals: - n m rj Z
Syllabic Nasals: .n m l 
Unvoiced Fricatives: s I f 0
Voiced Fricatives: z I v
Glides: I r w y
Vowels: Pi e e' a a 3 3' A U U U i =
Schwa: a g i
H, Silences: h fi a o
Special Markings: # $S + - ' "

the discrimination between sonorant and nonsonorant sounds. This is aipproximately

the frequency range that is often used for spectrogram reading. Second, the speech

signals were preemphasized to compensate for the relatively weak spectral energy at

high frequencies, particularly for sonorants. This preemphasis means that the average

spectral energy is similar at the higher and lower frequencies. Finally, SPIRE was used

to transcribe the data bases. The set of symbols available for phonetic transcription is

shown in Table 2.1. Most of these symbols were taken from the International Phonetic

Alphabet (IPA). However, there are some additions and modifications. For example,

the word initial sound in "yell" is denoted by the symbol /y/ in SPIRE and by the

symbol /j/ in the IPA. In addition, the syllabic /1/ as in table" is denoted by the

symbol /1/ in SPIRE and by // in the IPA.

Although there are 58 phonetic symbols in Table 2.1, we found this list incom-

plete for sonle of the feature-spreading phenomena occurring between semivowels and

adjacent segments. These effects are described below.

The features of a vowel or consonant and a following /r/ may overlap

considerably, such that the acoustic manifestation of these two segments is an

r-colored vowel or an r-colored consonant, respectively. An example of this

phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.1, which compares spectrograms of the words

"harlequin" and marlin" spoken by the same person. In the case of "marlin,"

the lowest frequency of F3 clearly occurs in the /r/ region which follows the

vowel. However, in "harlequin," F3 is lowest at the beginning of the vowel and

remains steady for a considerable duration of the vowel, after which it rises due

to the influence of the /1/. In the latter case, an /r/ segment separate from the

vowel segment is not apparent. Thus, instead of forcing nonoverlapping
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Figure 2.1: A comparison of the words "harlequin" and "marlin." In "harlequin"

the underlying /a/ and /r/ sounds appear to be merged into one segment, in the

sense that the lowest point of F3 occurs at the beginning of the vowel. Thus, the

transcription should allow overlapping sounds. In "marlin," F3 is well above 2000 Hz

in the beginning of the /a/, and it falls steadily to its lowest point in the /r/. Thus,

the /a/ and /r/ appear to be separate segments.
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overlap.

/v/ in "everyday" appears to be sonorant and retroflexed. In fact,

of F3 occurs within this segment. Thus, the /v/ and /r/ appear to

juxtaposed segments, a more correct transcription facility would allow the

transcribed /a/ and /r/ regions to be combined into one region with an

appropriate r-colored vowel label. A similar example of this phenomenon, in

this case the retroflexed consonant /v/, is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where a

spectrogram of the word "everyday" is shown.

When in a cluster with unvoiced consonants, the semivowels are sometimes

devoiced. An example of this type of feature spreading is shown in Figure 2.3,

which compares spectrograms of the word "queen" spoken by two different

speakers. In the spectrogram on the top, the /w/ in the /kw/ cluster is only

partially devoiced such that there are considerable F2 and F3 transitions from

the /w/ into the following vowel. However, in the spectrogram on the bottom,

the /w/ is completely devoiced. In this case, little in the way of F2 and F3

transitions occur between the fricated /w/ and the following vowel. Instead,

the acoustic cues indicating the presence of the /w/ are the low-frequency

frication and the low-frequency burst of the /k/. As in the case described

above, these phonetic segments co-occur, causing segmentation to be difficult.
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Figure 2.3: Two spectrograms of the word "queen," spoken by different speakers. In

the example on the top, the /w/ is only partially devoiced. In the example on the

bottom, the /w/ is completely devoiced.
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Since SPIRE does not have phonetic symbols for devoiced semivowel allophones

that occur simultaneously with unvoiced consonants, and since the convention

within the speech research group regarding this phenomenon is to label some

portion of the beginning of the vowel region as being the devoiced semivowel,

part of the vowel was transcribed as /w/. To locate the beginning of the

fricated /w/, we successively removed frames from the beginning of the word

until the /k/ was no longer audible, so that we heard /wiYn/.

2.2.2 SEARCH

SEARCH (Structured Environment for Assimilating the Regularities n speeCH) is

an exploratory data analysis tool which facilitates use of several statistical techniques

for examination of a large body of data. For example, questions such as What per-

centage of the intervocalic semivowels have significantly less energy than their adjacent

vowels?" can be answered with this tool. In acoustic analysis, this software package

was used in several ways. First, we used it to study the effectiveness of parameters in

capturing properties observable in spectrograms. Second, SEARCH was used to de-

termine the relationship between an acoustic property and the context of a particular

phonetic segment or class of phonetic segments. Finally, since SEARCH can display

data in various forms including histograms, scatter plots and a bar-like display, we

used it to determine thresholds for quantifying the extracted properties.

2.2.3 Knowledge-Based Formant Tracker

Although it is not yet offered as a general tool, a formant tracker implemented

in the SPIRE facility was developed as a part of the thesis. We based the formant

tracker on peak-picking of the second difference of the log-magnitude linear-prediction

(ISDLM-LP) spectra. Since the development of this software turned out to be a major

undertaking, a discussion of the strategy, techniques and constraints employed in the

automatic formant tracker is given below.

Strategy

Since we are interested in the recognition of voiced and sonorant semivowels, for-

mant tracking is performed only in those regions specified by the voiced and sonorant

detectors (for the parameters used, see Section 3.2.3). To obtain initial estimates of
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the formant frequencies, a strategy similar to that developed by McCandless (1974) is

used. A block diagram of this strategy is given in Figure 2.4.

Before formant tracking, energy peaks, which usually correspond to syllabic nuclei

within vowel regions, and energy dips, which usually correspond to syllable boundaries

within sonorant consonant regions, are detected (a discussion of how they are obtained

is given in the subsection Intersonorant Semivowels" of Section 4.3.1). Peak picking

begins at an energy peak since the formants are most likely to be tracked correctly in

the middle of a vowel region, which is least affected by feature assimilation effects such

as nasalization or retroflexion. First, the algorithm back tracks, filling formant slots

with peaks based on continuity constraints (the frame rate is one per 5 msec) until

a boundary is reached. In this case, a boundary can be either the beginning of the

detected voiced sonorant region or an energy dip. Second, the algorithm forward tracks

from this energy peak, deciding on peaks in each successive frame until a boundary is

reached. In this case, a boundary can be either the end of the detected voiced sonorant

region or an energy dip. If there are other energy peaks within the voiced sonorant

region, this process is continued until the formants have been tracked in each frame.

Techniques

As mentioned above, we chose to pick peaks from the ISDLM-LP spectra. We

decided to use this spectral representation of the vocal tract transfer function for

several reasons. First, the semivowels are articulated orally with no side branches

(except possibly for /1/). Thus, in the frequency range of interest, the transfer function

of these sounds can be represented accurately by a all-pole model. Second, spurious

peaks which are common in many forms of spectral analysis are rare in the linear

prediction spectra, and, therefore, they are rare in the ISDLM-LP spectra. Thus, peak-

picking is a more tractable problem using a linear-prediction-based spectra. Finally,

shoulder resonances, which occur often in linear prediction spectra and usually cannot

be detected through peak picking, show up as distinct peaks in the ISDLM-LP spectra

(Christensen et al., 1976).

Although this spectral representation reduces the peak merger problem, this prob-

lem as well as problems due to nasalization still remain. In the former case, two peaks

which are completely merged in the linear prediction spectra will also be completely

merged in the ISDLM-LP spectra. As a result, there will be empty formant slots. In

such instances, we compute the ISDLM-LP spectra inside the unit circle. An iterative
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram of formant tracking strategy within a voiced sonorant region.
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procedure is used to resolve the merged peaks. The enhanced spectrum is first com-

puted with a radius of 0.996. If the missing peak has not been resolved, the radius

is decremented by 0.004 and a new enhanced spectrum is computed. This process is

continued until-either the missing peak has been resolved or the radius is less than

0.88. Most merged peaks will be resolved through this type of enhancement. However,

in a few instances, further enhancement may be needed to resolve a missing formant.

In addition, in some cases, LPC may represent very close peaks by one pole pair. A

higher order LPC model is needed to resolve such peaks.

This missing-formant problem also occurs in nasal consonants. However, in this

case, the missing formant is not due to merged peaks; it is missed because the formant

has been cancelled by a zero.

Whether they are due to our inability to resolve them or zero cancellation, these

missing forniant slots are filled in through interpolation in the final steps of the formant

tracker. This process is discussed below.

Constraints

Both frequency and amplitude constraints are used to decide which peaks to iden-

tify as formants. Before formant tracking, we estimate the pitch frequency of the

speaker to determine whether the talker is male or female. The pitch detector (which

is part of the SPIRE facility) was developed by Gold and Rabiner (1969). Based on

this pitch frequency estimate, we use empirically-determined male or female formant

anchors for F1, F2, F3-and F4. These anchors are used to decide on the peaks in the

frames marked by the energy peaks. When back tracking or forward tracking from

this frame, continuity constraints as well as frequency thresholds, which restrict how

much a formant can change within 5 msec, are used to decide which peaks will go into

the formant slots. Due to continuity constraints and using the strategy outlined in-

Figure 2.4, the decision of which peaks are assigned to the formant slots in the frame

marked by the energy peak(s) is crucial. An incorrect decision in this frame will result

in unreasonable formant tracks. To minimize the chances of making a wrong decision

in this frame, we compute the ISDLM-LP spectra on the unit circle and at several

radii inside the unit circle. In most cases, this procedure guarantees that all merged

formants are resolved.

Amplitude constraints are used when two peaks are competing for the same formant

slot. This situation happens when a nasal formant is piesent within a vowel region or,
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in the case of females, when there is a strong harmonic below Fl. In most instances,

the amplitude of the nasal formant or the harmonic is weak compared to the amplitude

of the adjacent peak(s). Thus, in each frame, we always choose the strongest peak

to go into the formant slot being considered, unless it does not meet the continuity

constraints.

Even with enhancement, and frequency and amplitude constraints, incorrect deci-

sions are sometimes made. Once the formants have been tracked throughout the voiced

sonorant regions within the utterance being analyzed, the formants are processed by an

algorithm which tries to ensure reasonable formant tracks. This algorithm is described

in the next section.

Post-Processor

When formant tracking, the first five peaks in the ISDLM-LP spectra are candidates

for formant slot positions. Four of the five peaks are assigned to slots for F1, F2, F3

and F4. The peak not assigned to any of these positions is not thrown away, but is

kept in either a slot labelled "possible nasal formant" or a slot labelled "extra peak."

If the frequency of the additional peak is less than the frequency of the peak assigned

to the F2 slot, then it is placed in the possible nasal slot. Otherwise, it is placed in

the extra slot. Thus, the extra slot usually contains F5, and the possible nasal slot

may contain either a nasal formant (or the peak it was competing with, usually Fl),

a spurious low frequency peak, or, in the case of females, a strong harmonic.

These extra peak slots are used in the post-processor. In this stage of processing,

the formant tracks are checked for discontinuities. If one or more tracks possess a

discontinuity, and if substitution or partial substitution of the tracks in either of the

extra peak slots will result in a more continuous track, they are switched. If such a

switch occurs between any one of the formant tracks and either of the extra peak slots,

then each formant track is checked again for discontinuities. This process is continued

until no change occurs for any of the formant tracks.

Two situations in which this post processing stage was necessary to obtain rea-

sonable formant tracks are illustrated in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 for the words "exclaim"

and plurality," respectively. In both cases, the outputs of the formant tracker, and

the formant tracker plus the post processing stage and smoothing are compared. Also

shown in the figures are the locations of the energy peaks and energy dips used to

compute the formant tracks and the extra peaks obtained. For the word "exclaim,"
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Figure 2.5: An illustration of the performance of the post processing stage in the

tracking of the word "exclaim." (a) Formant tracks obtained before post processing

and smoothing. Note that F2 is zero within the /m/. (b) Location of energy peaks

used in formant tracker. (c) Spectral peaks occurring in the "possible nasal formant

slot." (d) Formant tracks after post processing and smoothing. Note that the peaks

occurring in the "possible nasal formant slot" between 600 msec and 680 msec have

been placed in the empty F2 slots.
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of the performance of the post processing stage in the

tracking of the word "plurality." (a) Formant tracks obtained before post processing

and smoothing. (b) Location of energy peaks used in formant tracker. (c) Location of

energy dips used in formant tracker. (d) Spectral peaks occurring in the extra formant

slot. (e) Formant tracks obtained after post processing and smoothing. Note that the

peaks occurring in the extra formant slot between about 110 msec and 170 msec were

placed in the F3 track.
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no peaks are stored in the F2 slot during the nasal sound /m/ before the post process-

ing stage. Instead, due to the large discontinuity in F2 (a change of about 900 Hz)

between the vowel /eY/ and the /m/, this information is stored in the extra slot for

possible nasal formants. However, after post processing, this information is placed in

the F2 slot.

In the case of the word "plurality" which was spoken by a female speaker, F3 and

F4 (2500 Hz and 3250 Hz, respectively) at the time of the first energy peak are both

close to the anchor frequency for F3 (2930 Hz). Since F4 is about 4 dB greater in

amplitude, it was placed in the formant slot for F3, and F3 was placed in the extra

formant slot. As can be seen, this resulted in a sharp discontinuity at 170 msec within

the F3 track. However, during one iteration of the post processor, the peaks placed

in the F3 slot before the discontinuity were replaced by the information stored in the

extra peak slot. From part d, we see that the corrected F3 track is always in the F3

range observable from the spectrogram.

Interpolation and Smoothing

Even with enhancement, the problem of peak mergers and the additional problem

of nasalization result in frames with missing formants. After the post-processing stage

(discussed above), the tracks obtained for Fl, F2 and F3 are checked for missing data.

If any of these tracks have missing data, a polynomial is used to fit the the formant

track in a region surrounding the frames with missing data. This region is defined by

formant tracks on each side of the missing data where the sign (positive or negative) of

the slope is constant for several frames. The order of the least mean-square polynomial

used to fit the data depends upon the sign of the slopes of the tracks on both sides

of the missing data. If the slopes on both sides are postive or negative, then linear

interpolation is done. However, if the slopes differ in sign, a second order polynomial

is used for interpolation.

Once the missing data have been filled in through interpolation, the formant tracks

of F1, F2 and F3 are smoothed twice with the zero phase filter

F;'(n) = .Fi(n - 1) + Fi(n) + Fi(n + 1).

Two situations in which interpolation was needed are shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8

which contain formant tracks for the words "harlequin" and "urethra." For several

frames in the word "harlequin," F3, because it has a low amplitude, could not be
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of the performance of the interpolation algorithm. (a)

Formant tracks obtained for "harlequin" before interpolation. Note that F3 during

the /1/ was not tracked. (b) Formant tracks for "harlequin" after interpolation and

smoothing.
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Figure 2.8: An illustration of the performance of the interpolation algorithm. (a)

Formant tracks obtained for "urethra" before interpolation. Note that F3 during the

/u/ and /r/ segments was not always tracked. (b) Formant tracks for "urethra" after

interpolation and smoothing.
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tracked, even with enhancement. However, by using the frequency values of F3 on

both sides of the missing frames, reasonable estimates of F3 were obtained through

interpolation. Likewise, for the word "urethra," F3 was not tracked for several frames

during the /u/ and /r/. In this case, however, F2 and F3 were merged in the LPC

spectra such that enhancement did not resolve F3. Again, reasonable estimates of F3

were obtained through interpolation.

Performance

To refine the formant tracker, incorrect tracks obtained for the words said by

a particular speaker were corrected by modifying the code. Errors were detected

by overlaying the tracks on a spectrogram and by comparing the formant estimates

with the peaks occurring in wide-band and narrow-band short-time spectra. After

reasonable formant tracks were obtained for all words, F1, F2 and F3 were computed

for the words said by a different speaker. Again, errors were corrected by refining

the code. This process continued until reasonable tracks were obtained across all of

the words said by all of the speakers of the database used to develop the recognition

algorithms.

For the other two corpora, estimates of the formant tracks were computed once.

We have not looked at all of the forrnant tracks to determine the number of errors that

occurred. However, the results obtained in different stages of the recognition process

(discussed in Chapters 4 and 5) have led us to the discovery of formant-tracking errors

occurring within semivowels. In the corpus containing polysyllabic words, incorrect

tracks were obtained for 1.4% of the 850 semivowels. In addition, 10 words were not

tracked at all due to a minor problem which has since been corrected. In the corpus of

sentences, incorrect tracks were obtained in 1.4% of the 141 semivowels. In this case,

one sentence was not tracked at all.
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Chapter 3

Properties of Semivowels

3.1 Introduction

The sounds /w,y,r,l/ are called semivowels because they have properties which are

similar to both vowels and consonants. Like the vowels, the semivowels are produced

orally without complete closure of the vocal tract and without any frication noise.

Furthermore, the rate of change of the formants and of other aspects of the spectrum

tends to be slower than that of the other consonants and the degree of constriction

needed to produce these sounds does not inhibit spontaneous voicing. Thus, as in

the case of vowels, a voiced steady state (with a duration that is usually in the range

30 msec to 70 msec) is often observed from spectrograms of the semivowels. These

acoustic properties can be observed in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 (Zue, 1985) where, along

with x-ray tracings of the vocal tract, we show spectrograms of these sounds in word-

initial position within the two sets of minimal pair words we," "ye," reed" and "lee"

and woo," you," rue" and Lou."

The semivowels /1/ and /r/ are often referred to as liquids; their articulation in-

volves contact of the blade and/or tip of the tongue with the alveolar ridge. In the

production of /1/, a lateral constriction is made by placing the center of the tongue tip

against the alveolar ridge. In addition, when they occur before vowels, there is usually

a rapid release of the tongue tip from the roof of the mouth. As a result, an abrupt

spectral change between /l/'s and following vowels is often observable from a spec-

trogram (Fant, 1960; Dalston, 1975). This phenomenon can be seen at the boundary

between the /1/ and the following vowels in Figure 3.2.

In the production of /r/, the constriction is made toward the back of the alveolar
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Figure 3.1: X-ray tracings of the vocal tract and wide band spectrograms of the words

"we" and "ye" (top), and "woo" and "you"(bottom).
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Figure 3.2: X-ray tracings of the vocal tract and wide band spectrograms of the words

"reed" and "lee" (top), and "rue" and Lou" (bottom).
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ridge, near the palate. This placement of the tongue tip creates a sublingual cavity

whose lowest natural resonance is usually at or below 2000 Hz and close to the lowest

natural resonance of the back cavity (Stevens, in preparation). These two resonances

constitute F2 and F3. This acoustic distinctiveness of /r/ can be seen in Figure 3.2.

The semivowels /w/ and /y/ are produced with a vocal tract configuration similar

to those for the vowels /u/ and /i/, respectively, but with a more radical constriction.

As a result, /w/ has lower F1 and F2 frequencies than /u/, and /y/ has a lower F1

frequency and a higher F2 frequency than /iY/. These differences can be seen in the

words "woo" and "ye" of Figure 3.1.

The semivowels /w/ and /y/ are often referred to as glides or transitional sounds

because they are produced as the articulators move towards or away from an artic-

ulation. That is, they are considered as onglides when they precede vowels (i.e., the

/y/ in the word "compute") or offglides when they follow vowels (e.g., the second

component of the diphthong /oY/ in the word "boy"). In addition, the glides are often

intermediate sounds when the articulators pass from the position of one vowel, with

the appropriate offglide, to the position of another vowel. An example of this is the

/y/ sound often heard in the pronunciation of "the ice," due to the /y/ offglide of

the vowel /iY/. The glides are produced with constant movement of the articulators

such that the formants in the transition between them and adjacent vowels exhibit a

smooth gliding movement accompanied by either an increase in amplitude when they

occur before vowels, or a decrease in amplitude when they are the offglides of vow-

els. The semivowel /r/ is sometimes included in the definition of a glide. However,

/1/ is usually not included since, as mentioned above, the spectral change between a

prevocalic /1/ allophone and the following vowel is usually abrupt.

In addition to exhibiting a difference in manner of articulation, the semivowels differ

from other consonants from a distributional standpoint as well. The semivowels must

occupy a position in a syllable immediately adjacent to the vowel, with the exception

of words like "snarl" in which the /r/ occurs between the vowel and the word-final /1/.

(Some acoustic data obtained in the study suggest that there should not be such an

exception clause in the phonotactic constraints of semivowels. For further discussion,

see Section 3.3.) Furthermore, the semivowels are the only consonants that can be the

third member of a three-consonant syllable-initial cluster.

Like the other consonants, however, the semivowels usually occur at syllable mar-

gins. That is, they generally do not have or constitute a peak of sonority (sonority,
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in this case, is equated with some measure of acoustic energy). The relatively low

amplitude of the semivowels as compared to the vowels is due in part to the fact that

they tend to have a low frequency first formant. It may also be due to a large F1

bandwidth caused by the narrower constriction, or to an interaction between the vocal

folds and the constriction (Bickley and Stevens, 1987). At present, this phenomenon

is not well understood.

3.2 Acoustic Study

There have been many acoustic and perceptual studies involving some or all of

the semivowels (Lisker, 1957; O'Connor et al., 1957; Lehiste, 1962; Kameny, 1974;

Dalston, 1975; Bladon and Al-Bamerni, 1976; Bond, 1976). Mainly, these studies have

focused on the acoustic and perceptual cues which distinguish among the semivowels

and the coarticulatory effects between semivowels and adjacent vowels. We have used

the acoustic and perceptual findings of this past work to guide an acoustic study of

the semivowels and other sounds contained in the data base (see Chapter 2) designed

for the thesis.

In this study, we attempt to quantify some of the findings of past acoustic and

perceptual research using energy based parameters, formant tracks and fundamental

frequency. While the parameters were selected on the basis of some informal work,

we realize that there may be other ones which better capture the desired acoustic

properties.

Most of the measurements made in the study are relative. That is, a measure either

examines an attribute in one speech frame in relation to another frame, or, within a

given frame, examines one part of the spectrum in relation to another. As a result,

the relative measures tend to be independent of speaker, speaking rate and speaking

level.

The following sections are organized by measure(s). First, we discuss measures

which help to distinguish between the semivowels. These measures are based on for-

mant frequencies and formant transitions. Second, we discuss measures which help to

separate the semivowels from other classes of sounds. These measures are based on

bandlimited energies and measures of the rate of spectral change.

The features for which the measures are presumed to be correlates of are mentioned

in each section. However, a summary of this study is given in Chapter 4 in Table 4.3.
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This table includes the features needed to separate the semivowels as a class from

other sounds and to distinguish between the semivowels, the acoustic properties for

features, and the parameters from which these relative measure are extracted.

To conduct the study of the semivowels, we used the tool SEARCH (see Section

2.2.2). Recall that this tool is token-based such that the measurements are dependent

upon the hand transcription of the words.

3.2.1 Formant Frequencies

Past studies agree that important cues for distinguishing among the semivowels are

the frequencies of the first three formants (F1, F2 and F3). Given minimal pair words,

F1 separates the glides /w/ and /y/ from the liquids /1/ and /r/, F2 separates /w/

from /l,r/ fromn /y/, and F3 separates the liquids /1/ and /r/. The data in this study

concur with these observations. The formant frequencies were estimated by averaging

samples around the time of a minimum or maximum in a formant track within the

hand-transcribed semivowel region. In the case of /w/ and /1/, the values of F1, F2 and

F3 were averaged around the time of the minimum value of F2. For /y/, the formant

values were averaged around the time of the maximum value of F2. Finally, for /r/,

the formant values were averaged around the time of the F3 minimum. At most, three

samples were used to compute the average. The results are shown for each speaker

and across speakers in Tables 3.1-3.5 for word-initial, prevocalic (including semivowels

that are word-initial and adjacent to a voiced consonant), intervocalic, postvocalic

(including the /1/ in words like "snarl") and word-final semivowels. Speakers SS and

SM are females and speakers MR and NL are males.

Also included in Tables 3.1-3.5 are the normalized formant values (Fl-FO, F2-F1,

F3-FO and F3-F2) which are used in the recognition system discussed in Chapter 4.

In addition, the distributions of the normalized formants are shown in Figures 3.3,

3.4 and 3.5 for the prevocalic, intervocalic and postvocalic semivowels, respectively.

The formants were normalized in this manner to better capture some of the acoustic

properties of the semivowels. The acoustic correlates of the features back and front are

usually thought of in terms of the spacing between F1 and F2, rather than the absolute

frequency of F2. Similarly, results from preliminary work suggest that, in addition to

the frequency of F3, the spacing between F3 and F2 is important in establishing the

acoustic correlate of the feature retroflex. We observed that /w/'s can have F3 values

comparable to that of some /r/'s. However, F3 and F2 tend to be much closer for
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Table 3.1: Average formant frequencies of word-initial semivowels broken down by

speaker and averaged across all speakers.

w 1 r y

F1 365 443 389 308

F2 696 1250 1270 2040

F3 12170 2480 1620 2710

speaker: MR

w 1 r y

F1 319 397 340 287

F2 819 1420 1290 2350

F3 2420 2810 1880 3000

speaker: SM

w 1 r y

F1 374 393 345 294

F2 768 1100 1090 1960

F3 2340 2540 1490 2930

speaker: NL

w 1 r y

F1 324 384 360 240

F2 674 1110 969 2350

F3 2440 2730 1500 3480

speaker: SS

w 1 r y

F1 347 404 358 281

F2 739 1220 1150 2190

F3 2330 2640 1620 3040

all speakers

w 1 r y

F1 - FO 211 266 216 138

F2 - F1 392 821 794 1910

F3 - FO 2200 2510 1480 2900

F3 - F2 1600 1420 471 855

all speakers
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Table 3.2: Average formant frequencies of voiced prevocalic semivowels broken down

by speaker and averaged across all speakers.

w 1 r y

F1 347 423 401 301

F2 691 1030 1240 2040

F3 2160 2410 1630 2750

speaker: MR

w 1 r y

F1 339 387 366 311

F2 782 1200 1360 2330

F3 2440 2850 1970 2970

speaker: SM

w 1 r y

F1 381 394 370 323

F2 788 1060 1150 2010

F3 2320 2510 1590 2780

speaker: NL

w -- 1 r y

F1 337 386 392 266

F2 697 1060 1120 2350

F3 2370 2600 1650 3100

speaker: SS

w 1 r y

F1 351 397 383 305

F2 793 1090 1220 2190

F3 2320 2600 1710 2910

all speakers

w 1 r y

F1 - FO 214 258 242 163

F2 - F1 388 693 835 1890

F3 - FO 2180 2460 1570 2770

F3 - F2 1580 1510 491 719

all speakers
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Table 3.3: Aveage formant frequencies of

speaker and averaged across all speakers.

speaker: MR

w 1 r y

F1 344 441 466 357

F2 603 1140 1330 2490

F3 2470 2900 1950 3100

speaker: SM

intervocalic semivowels broken down by

speaker: NL

w 1 r y

F1 350 466 482 389

F2 718 1090 1220 2360

F3 2370 2670 1650 3010

speaker: SS

w 1 r y

F1 349 445 460 361

F2 771 1060 1240 2270

F3 2340 2640 1720 2920

all speakers

w I I r y

F1 - FO 211 305 317 213

F2 - F1 422 610 783 1910

F3 - FO 2200 2500 1570 2770

F3 - F2 1570 1580 473 648

all speakers
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Table 3.4: Averaged formant values for

and averaged across all speakers.

F1

F2

F3

postvocalic liquids broken down by speaker

1

454

821

2380

487

1240

1690

F1

F2

F3

486

1280

1770

459

875

2690

speaker: MR speaker: NL

1 r 1 r

F1 493 528 F1 457 509

F2 994 1350 F2 901 1330

F3 2830 2040 F3 2620 1840

speaker: SM speaker: SS

1 r

F1 465 503

F2 898 1300

F3 2630 1830

all speakers

1 r

F1 - FO 323 363

F2 - F1 433 799

F3 - FO 2490 1690

F3 - F2 1740 531

all speakers
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Table 3.5: Average formant values for word-final liquids broken down by speaker and

averaged across all speakers.

I r

F1 444 484

F2 768 1270

F3 2430 1670

speaker: MR

1 r

F1 481 472

F2 932 1350

F3 2830 2050

speaker: SM

1 r

F1 454 444

F2 841 1240

F3 2680 1670

speaker: NL

1 r

F1 443 484

F2 864 1330

F3 2590 1760

speaker: SS

I r

F1 455 471

F2 850 1300

F3 2630 1790

all speakers

1 r

F1 - FO 313 330

F2 - F1 396 828

F3 - FO 2490 1650

F3 - F2 1780 493

all speakers
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/r/, whereas F2 and F1 tend to be much closer for /w/ (this difference between the

acoustic properties of these sounds can be seen in the formant plots of Figures 3.3

- 3.5). Therefore, we included the measure F3-F2. In addition, while the acoustic

correlates of the features high, low and retroflex relate to the frequencies of F1 and F3,

the sex of the speaker is usually considered before making any judgements regarding

their presence or absence. That is, since F1 and F3 will generally be higher for a

female than for a male, we usually normalize for sex. In a simple attempt to account

for the sex of the speaker, we normalized F1 and F3 by the average fundamental

frequency, FO, computed across the voiced regions of the utterance. More specifically,

we subtracted FO from F1 and F3.

Several observations can be made from these data. First, the average formant

frequency values of the word-initial, prevocalic and intervocalic semivowels are com-

parable. The generally higher F1 frequency for the intervocalic semivowels suggests

that they are not usually as constricted as their prevocalic allophones. Second, the

difference in the formant values for postvocalic and prevocalic /1/ and /r/ allophones

support previous findings. That is, a postvocalic /1/ is more velarized than a prevo-

calic /1/, resulting in a much lower F2, a higher F1 and, therefore, a smaller F2-F1

difference. This allophonic variation is shown in Figure 3.6 where the word-initial /1/

in "loathly" is compared with the word-final /1/ in "squall." Both words were spoken

by the same speaker. In th.e former case, the /1/ has F1, F2 and F3 frequencies of

about 370 Hz, 990 Hz and 2840 Hz, respectively. In the latter case, the frequencies of

F1, F2 and F3 are about 465 Hz, 700 Hz and 2660 Hz, respectively.

As for /r/, Lehiste found that the postvocalic /r/ allophone (all word-final with

the exception of the /r/ in "wharf") has higher frequencies for F1, F2 and F3 than the

word-initial /r/ allophone. Furthermore, Lehiste found that the average word-final F2

frequency for a postvocalic /r/ is in the range of F3 for a word-initial /r/ allophone, and

that the average postvocalic F3 frequency is about 300 Hz greater than its average

F2 frequency. Our data agree with most of these findings. F1, F2 and F3 of the

postvocalic or word-final /r/ allophones are generally higher than their corresponding

values for prevocalic or word-initial /r/ allophones, respectively. However, for speaker

MR, the frequency values for F2 and F3 are similar for the word-initial and word-

final /r/ allophones, and for the prevocalic and postvocalic /r/ allophones. This is

also true for speaker SM if we compare F2 and F3 of the prevocalic and postvocalic

/r/ allophones; however, these frequency differences are greater for the word-initial
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and word-final /r/ allophones. Thus, comparing the F2 and F3 values obtained by

averaging across all speakers the word-final and word-init:al /:/ allophones, or the

postvocalic and prevocalic /r/ allophones, we see that, unlike Lehiste's data, F2 of

the /r/ allophone following a vowel is not close to F3 of the /r/ allophone preceding

a vowel. Furthermore, the difference between F3 and F2 of the /r/ allophones which

follow a vowel is about 500 Hz.

This allophonic variation can be seen in Figure 3.7 by comparing the formant

frequencies of the word-initial /r/ in "rule" with the word-final /r/ in "explore." Both

words were spoken by the same speaker. In the former case, the /r/ has F1, F2 and

F3 frequencies of about 340 Hz, 1100 Hz and 1550 Hz, respectively. In the latter case,

the word-final /r/ has F1, F2 and F3 frequencies of about 460 Hz, 1280 Hz and 1950

Hz, respectively.

Finally, the wide spread in the distribution of average formant values given in

Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 for the prevocalic, intervocalic and postvocalic semivowels

shows that the formant frequencies of the semivowels are affected by those of adjacent

sounds. That is, the F1 frequency of the semivowels is usually lower than the average

frequency of F1 when they are adjacent to high vowels, and usually higher than the

average F1 value when they are adjacent to low vowels. Similarly, the F2 frequency of

the semivowels tends to be lower than the average F2 frequency when they are adjacent

to back vowels, and higher than the average F2 frequency when they are adjacent to

front vowels. Furthermore, the F3 frequency of the semivowels /w/, /y/ and /1/ tends

to be lower than their average value when they are either adjacent to /r/, such as the

/w/ in "carwash," or they are one segment removed from an /r/, such as the /y/ in

"Eurasian" and the /1/ in brilliant." In addition, F3 of /r/ tends to be higher than its

average value when it is adjacent to a front vowel(s). These contextual effects account

for most of the overlap between /r/ and the other semivowels on the basis of F3-FO.

3.2.2 Formant Transitions

Given the average formant frequencies of the semivowels, certain formant transi-

tions can be expected between them and adjacent vowels. To determine the direction

and extent of this formant movement, the average semivowel formant values were sub-

tracted from the average formant values of the adjacent vowel(s). The average vowel

formant values were computed from the values occurring at the time of the maximum

value of F1 within the hand-transcribed vowel region and the frequencies occurring
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Table 3.6: Averages and standard deviations of the differences between the average

formant values of prevocalic semivowels and those of following vowels.

AF1 AF2 AF3

avg std avg std avg std

w 194 124 516 275 17 315

y 175 135 -519 333 -503 393

1 158 123 436 308 -7 224

r 128 107 281 307 466 382

in the previous and following frames (if they also occur within the hand-transcribed

region). The findings of this part of the acoustic study are shown in Tables 3.6, 3.7 and

3.8 for the average differences between the formant values of the vowels and adjacent

prevocalic, intervocalic and postvocalic semivowels, respectively. Also included are the

standard deviations. Below we discuss the results separately for each semivowel.

/w/

As expected, compared to the adjacent vowel, F1 and F2 are almost always lower

for a /w/. However, the data for F3 show that the transition of F3 between a /w/ and

an adjacent vowel can be positive or negative. A negative F3 transition from a /w/

into an adjacent vowel may seem surprising, since /w/ is produced labially. However,

we found this to be the case mainly when /w/ is adjacent to a retroflexed vowel.

The average change in F3 between prevocalic /w/'s and following retroflexed vowels

is about -215 Hz. In the case of intervocalic /w/'s, the average increase in F3 from

a preceding retroflexed vowel is about 300 Hz, and the average decrease in F3 into a

following retroflexed vowel is about 200 Hz. Examples of this phenomenon can be seen

in the spectrograms and formant tracks of the words "thwart" and "froward" which

are displayed in Figure 3.8. Although F3, due to its low amplitude, is not always

visible within the /w/, the direction of the F3 movement can be inferred from the

visible transitions in the adjacent vowel(s), and it is apparent in the accompanying

formant tracks.
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Table 3.7: Average and standard deviation of the difference between the average for-

mant values of intervocalic semivowels and those of the surrounding vowels.

preceding vowel

AF1 AF2 AF3

avg std avg std avg std

w 123 76 657 342 -36 326

y 108 130 -527 390 -499 400

1 103 93 314 237 -140 217

r 48 70 167 218 438 292

following vowel

AF1 AF2 AF3

avg std avg std avg std

w 169 134 619 303 -24 291

y 176 153 -524 334 -346 295

1 84 117 378 205 -8 136

r 57 110 264 274 433 324

Table 3.8: Averages and standard deviations of the differences between the average

formant values of postvocalic liquids and those of the preceding vowels.

AFi AF2 AF3

avg std avg std avg std

1 128 112 352 225 -159 217

r 68 90 39 269 317 242
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As expected, F1 almost always increases from a /y/ into an adjacent vowel(s), and

F2 almost always decreases between /y/ and adjacent vowel(s). Similarly, F3 of a /y/

is normally higher than that of adjacent vowels. There were a few cases where this F3

movement was not observed. In these instances, F3 steadily rose from its value in the

/y/ and through the vowel due to the influence of another adjacent consonant, such

as the /n/ in "brilliant" ([brilyIntl) and the /1/ in "uvula"([yuvyulj).

/1/

As can be inferred from the data, F1 of the vowel is normally higher than F1 of the

prevocalic and postvocalic /1/. In the few cases where a postvocalic /f/ had a slightly

higher F1 than that of the preceding vowel, the vowel was an /u/. Finally, in the case

of an intervocalic /1/, Fl may be lower than F1 of both surrounding vowels, or, due

to contextual influences, it may be higher than F1 of one of the surrounding vowels.

If /1/ is preceded by a low vowel and followed by a high vowel, such as the second /1/

in "dillydally" ([dIiYdaliYI), F1 of /1/ may be higher than F1 of the following high

vowel. The converse is true as well. That is, when /1/ is preceded by a high vowel

and followed by a low vowel, Fl1 of the /1/ will sometimes be higher than F1 of the

preceding high vowel.

The data also show that, as in the case of /w/, /1/ almost always has a lower

F2 frequency than that of the adjacent vowel(s). However, there are a few interesting

exceptions which occurred when /1/ was in an intervocalic context. These cases involve

the borrowed French words "roulette" and "poilu," spoken by two speakers familiar

with the French language. It appears that, in these cases, they produced an /1/ which

is different from any /1/ allophones typical of English. Examples of these /l/'s are

shown in Figure 3.9.

Finally, the averages and standard deviations of the F3 differences show that F3

almost always increases significantly between /1/ and preceding vowels, and that there

is usually little change in F3 between /I/'s and following vowels. These data support

previous findings which show that /1/ tends to have an F3 frequency equal to or

higher than that of adjacent vowels. However, as can be inferred from the standard

deviations, there are several instances where /1/ had a significantly lower F3 frequency

than that of the adjacent vowel. This phenomenon, which usually occurs when /1/

is adjacent to a front vowel, can be observed in the words "leapfrog" and "swahili"
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shown in Figure 3.10. Note that, in the latter case, F3 of /1/ is lower than that of

both surrounding front vowels.

When /r/ is in prevocalic position, F1 normally rises from the /r/ into the following

vowel. This behavior is often observed between vowels and postvocalic /r/'s as well.

However, as can be seen from the data of Table 3.8, there are several instances when

the postvocalic /r/ had a higher F1 than that of the preceding vowel. These cases

include words like "clear," "queer," weatherworn" and "yore" where the vowel has a

relatively low frequency for Fl. Examples of this type of F1 transition are shown in

Figure 3.11 for the words "yore" and clear." Finally, as in the case of /1/, F1 of an

intervocalic /r/ may be higher than F1 of one of the adjacent vowels. That is, if /r/

is adjacent to a high vowel and a back vowel, then F1 of the /r/ may lie somewhere

between the F1 frequencies of the surrounding vowels.

Between a prevocalic /r/ and a following vowel, F2 may increase or decrease,

though the former movement occurs more often. Often, when F2 falls from an /r/

into the following vowel, it is preceded by a coronal consonant such as the /d/ in

"withdraw," the /6/ in "cutthroat" or the /z/ in Israelite." An example of this type

of F2 movement can be observed between the /r/ and /u/ in the word quadruplet"

shown at the top of Figure 3.12. There were a few cases where the F2 differences

between the vowel /u/ and the preceding word-initial /r/ in the words "rule" and

"roulette" were also negative. However, in all but one case, there was an initial rise

in F2 from the /r/ before it fell into its lower value for the /u/. This behavior, which

can be seen in the word "rule" also shown in Figure 3.12, was also noted by Lehiste

(1962). However, in the word roulette," shown at the bottom of the figure, this F2

increase is not apparent.

As for intervocalic /r/'s, most have a lower F2 value than adjacent vowels. However,

if an intervocalic /r/ is preceded by a back vowel and followed by a front vowel, as

in "chlorination" ([klorineYSanl), then there may be a rise in F2 from the back vowel

through the /r/ and into the front vowel. Likewise, if the /r/ is preceded by a front

vowel and followed by a back vowel, as in "heroin" ([hcrowIn]), then F2 may fall steadily

from the front vowel through the /r/ and into the back vowel.

In the case of postvocalic /r/'s and preceding vowels, F2 may increase or decrease,

depending upon whether the vowel is front or back. That is, if the vowel is back, F2
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case, /1/ has a lower F3 frequency than an adjacent vowel(s).
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may rise while F3 falls, narrowing the difference between F3 and F2. However, if the

vowel is front, both F2 and F3 will fall into the appropriate values for an /r/. This

behavior can also be observed in the words "yore" and "clear" shown in Figure 3.11.

As expected, F3 almost always increases between a prevocalic /r/ and the following

vowel. However, there was a notable exception. This case involved the the word

"rauwolfia" which, instead of being pronounced as rowolfiYal, was pronounced as

[roroWlfiYa. That is, the speaker replaced the intervocalic /w/ with an intervocalic

/r/. Due to the influence of the intervocalic /r/, F3 falls by 220 Hz between the

prevocalic /r/ and the //. This behavior can be observed in Figure 3.13, where

F3 steadily decreases from its first visible value within the word-initial /r/ to its

lowest value within the intervocalic /r/. This behavior, which is observable from the

formant tracks which are extracted within the portion where F3 is not visible on the

spectrogram, was verified from wide-band and narrow-band short-time spectra. This

is the type of F3 movement we would expect to see between prevocalic /w/'s and

following retroflexed sounds. However, when this utterance is played, a clear word-

initial /r/ is heard.

In the case of intervocalic /r/, F3 is almost always equal to or lower than that of

adjacent vowels. There was an exception which occurred in the word "guarani," shown

in Figure 3.14. In this case, the vowel /a/ preceding the /r/ is retroflexed so that the

lowest point of F3 is within the vowel region.

Finally, the data of Table 3.8 show that postvocalic /r/'s generally have a lower

F3 value than the preceding vowel. However, as can be inferred by the large standard

deviation, there are some instances where a postvocalic /r/ has a higher F3 value than

that of the preceding vowel. This behavior was observed only in words where the /r/

is not in word-final position, but is followed by another consonant, such as the /r/'s in

"cartwheel," "harlequin" and "Norwegian." Furthermore, as was seen in the example

of the word uguarani," there is significant feature assimilation between the vowel and

the following /r/ such that the vowel is retroflexed throughout. In these cases, the

lowest point of F3 within the syllabic region can occur near the beginning of the vowel.

This phenomenon is discussed further in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Relative Low-Frequency Energy Measures

As we stated earlier, the production of the semivowels is in many ways similar

to the production of vowels. The vocal folds vibrate during the articulation of the
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semivowels and, unlike many consonants, no frication noise is produced. The only

other consonants which share these properties are the nasals. Hence, the semivowels,

vowels and nasals are considered to be voiced sonorant sounds.

In this part of the acoustic study, we attempted to determine robust acoustic

correlates of these voiced and sonorant features. The acoustic correlate normally used

for the feature voiced is low frequency periodicity. However, the available pitch tracker

(Gold and Rabiner, 1969) does not always accurately estimate the beginning of voiced

and sonorant segments. Therefore, we used a low-frequency energy measure instead.

This energy measure is based on the bandlimited energy computed from 200 Hz to

700 Hz. More specifically, the value of the parameter in each frame is the difference

(in dB) between the maximum energy within the utterance and the energy in each

frame. An example of this parameter is shown in part b of Figure 3.15 for the word

"chlorination." As can be seen, the energy difference is small in the vowel, semivowel

and nasal regions, and large and negative in value in the stop and fricative regions.

The parameter used to capture the feature sonorant is the difference (in dB) be-

tween the high-frequency energy computed from 3700 Hz to 7000 Hz and the low-

frequency energy computed from 100 Hz to 300 Hz. Thus, for vowels, nasals and

semivowels, which have considerable low-frequency energy and some high-frequency

energy, this difference should be small. However, for nonsonorant consonants, like

fricatives which have mainly high-frequency energy, this difference should be high.

This behavior can be seen in part c of Figure 3.15.

The results obtained with these parameters are shown in Figure 3.16. Separate

scatter plots are shown for the vowels, the nasals and semivowels, and the remaining

consonants. Statistical data concerning the averages and standard deviations are also

given.

As can be seen, there is almost complete overlap between the vowels (about 2400

tokens), and the semivowels and nasals (about 2200 tokens). However, there is very

little overlap between these voiced sonorant sounds and the remaining consonants

(about 2400 tokens). Only about 16% of the remaining consonants overlap with the

voiced sonorant sounds. Of these overlapping consonants, 79% are voiced consonants,

including flaps, glottal stops, fricatives, stops and affricates. Excluding the glottal

stops (which make up one fourth of these voiced consonants), 71% of the voiced con-

sonants are in intervocalic position or, more generally, in intersonorant (between two

sonorants) position. Spectrograms of words containing two of these consonants, the
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intervocalic // in "wagonette" and the intervocalic /v/ in "wolverine," are shown in

Figure 3.17. As can be seen, the intervocalic /g/ has no burst or voice onset time. In-

stead, the /g/ segment appears to be sonorant throughout. Likewise, the intervocalic

/v/, which has no frication noise, also appears to be sonorant throughout. Thus, the

feature sonorant, which is generally absent from voiced stops, fricatives and affricates,

is sometimes shared by these sounds when they are surrounded by sonorant segments.

Many of the remaining nonintervocalic and voiced consonants that overlap with the

vowels, nasals and semivowels, are unreleased stops, which occur in word-final position.

Overlapping prevocalic stops usually occur before back or retroflexed sounds such that

they have low-frequency bursts. This latter phenomenon can be observed for the /g/

burst in the word "granular," shown at the top of Figure 3.18. The nonintervocalic

and voiced fricatives which overlap with the sonorants are all /v/'s that occur mainly

in word-final position. An example of such a /v/ occurs in the word "exclusive," also

shown in Figure 3.18. Note that the word-final /v/ is very weak and has no frication

noise.

Finally, those unvoiced stops which overlap with the semivowels, vowels and nasals

are either unreleased and in word-final position, or they occur in prevocalic position

before back sounds such that they have low-frequency bursts. Such a stop is the /k/

in the word "queen" shown at the bottom of Figure 2.3 of Chapter 2.

In summary, the results of this section show that, in addition to the semivowels

and nasals, other voiced consonants may appear as sonorant in certain environments.

However, with these parameters, a few nonsonorant consonants are confused with the

sonorant sounds.

3.2.4 Mid-Frequency Energy Change

Vowels, because they are less constricted, usually have considerably more energy in

the low- to mid-frequency range than the semivowels and other consonants. That is,

the semivowels, like other consonants, usually occur at syllable boundaries. A syllable

boundary can be defined acoustically as a significant dip within some bandlimited

energy contour. To access this difference in energy between semivowels and vowels,

and, more generally, between consonants and vowels, we used two bandlimited energies

in the frequency ranges 640 Hz to 2800 Hz and 2000 Hz to 3000 Hz.

We chose the frequency range 640 Hz to 2800 Hz because, relative to the vowels,

the semivowels tend to have less energy in this region. This can be seen in Figure 3.19
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for the /w/ in "periwig," the /r/ in "diuretic," and the /1/ and /y/ in "humiliate."

The lower bound of 640 Hz will usually exclude F1 which, for most sounds, is stronger

than F2 and F3. In addition, as can be seen in "humiliate," the amplitude of F1 for

the semivowels can be comparable to that of the adjacent vowels. The upper limit of

2800 Hz includes F2 and F3 which, relative to the vowels, tend to be weaker for the

semivowels. The low amplitude of F3 for /w/ is probably due to its very low F1 and F2

frequencies. This acoustic property supports perceptual results obtained by O'Connor

et al. (1957). They found that an acceptable /w/ could be synthesized using only the

first two formants. In fact, including F3 in the synthesis made little or no perceptible

difference. A weak third formant is also characteristic of the semivowel //. In this

case, the low amplitude formant is due to a close lying antiresonance caused by the

shunting effect of the mouth cavity behind the tongue blade (Fant, 1960).

The frequency range 2000 Hz to 3000 Hz was chosen to aid in the detection of

/r/'s. From a preliminary study, we found that many intervocalic /r/'s had energy, in

the frequency range 640 Hz to 2800 Hz, comparable to that of adjacent vowels. Such

an /r/ is in the word "periwig" shown in Figure 3.19. As can be seen, F1, F2 and F3

of the /r/ are all strong. However, since F3 is normally between 2000 Hz and 3000 Hz

for vowels, but falls near or below 2000 Hz for /r/, /r/ will usually be considerably

weaker in the 2000 Hz to 3000 Hz range than an adjacent vowel(s).

We discuss separately below the effectiveness of these bandlimited energies in identi-

fying the presence of semivowels and other consonants when they occur in intervocalic,

prevocalic and postvocalic contexts.

Intervocalic Consonants

For each of the energy parameters, the difference (in dB) between the minimum

energy within the semivowels and other consonants, and the maximum energy within

the adjacent vowels was measured. The smaller of these two differences determines

the depth of the energy dip. An example of this measurement is given in Figure 3.20

for the word "bewail." As can be seen from the bandlimited energy waveform shown

in part b of Figure 3.20, an energy dip of 28 dB occurs within the intervocalic /w/ at

about 190 msec.

To determine if similar energy dips occurred within vowels, we used a similar

measurement procedure illustrated in Figure 3.21 for the word "yon." Within the

hand-transcribed vowel region, we made several measurements. First, we determined
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trogram of the word "yon." (b) Energy 640 Hz to 2800 Hz.

(a) Wide band spec-

the minimum energy and the time at which it occurs. This instant of time is marked

as point A in part b of Figure 3.21. Second, we determined the maximum energy

between the beginning of the vowel region and point A. The frame in which this

maximum energy occurs is marked as point B. Finally, we determine the maximum

energy occurring between point A and the end of the vowel region. The frame at which

this maximum energy occurs is marked as point C. The smaller of the differences in

energy at times B and A and at times C and A determines the depth of the intravowel

energy dip. In this example, the depth of this dip is 4 dB.

The results of the above measurements are shown in Figure 3.22. In part a, which

contains measurements made on about 2400 vowels, we see that usually there is no

intravowel energy dip. In most instances where there is a significant intravowelenergy

dip larger than 2 dB, the vowel is an // or a diphthong. For example, consider the

/z/ in the word "plurality" and the /iY/ in the word queer," shown in Figure 3.23. In

both instances, portions of the transcribed vowels appear to be nonsyllabic. Although
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no clear /r/ and /y/ were heard, their exclusion from the transcription is questionable.

Most of the nonsonorant and nasal consonants shown in parts b and c of Figure 3.22

have significant energy dips in one or both bandlimited energies. Those consonants

which have as much or more energy than the adjacent vowels are the strong fricatives

/S/ and //, which have considerable energy in the range 2000 Hz to 3000 Hz. Recall

that the speech signals were preemphasized.

Finally, the results for the semnivowels, which are shown in part d of the figure, show

that they usually have significantly less energy than the surrounding vowels. However,

10% of the semivowels did not have a significant (> 2 dB) energy dip in either of the

bandlimited energies. More specifically, 33% of the /y/'s, 14% of the /r/'s and 5% of

the /l/'s did not contain significant energy dips.

On close examination of the semivowels which do not appear to be nonsyllabic,

certain patterns emerged. In nearly all of the words containing either an intervocalic

/1/ or /r/ with no energy dip, the /1/ or /r/ followed a stressed vowel and preceded an

unstressed vowel, such as the /l/'s in swollen," 'plurality" and "astrology," and the

/r/'s in "heroin," "marijuana" and "guarantee." There was, however, an exception

which involved the /1/ in "musculature," where the /1/ followed an almost devoiced

/a/. Examples of one of the /l/'s and one of the /r/'s are shown in Figure 3.24.

The case of the intervocalic /y/'s that do not contain significant energy dips is

more complicated. In 12 out of 14 words containing a /y/ with no significant energy

dip, the /y/ segment is a result of the offglide of a diphthong, such as the /eY/ in

"humiliate" and the /y/ in "flamboyant." The two cases where this was not the case

involved the words volume" (pronounced as [vayuml) and cellular" (pronounced as

[sEyulal).

As in the case of /1/ and /r/, 64% of the /y/'s with no significant energy dip

preceded vowels with less stress then the vowels they followed, such as the /y/'s in

the words "brian" and "diuretic." The exceptions to this pattern involved the words

"radiology," "humiliate," "unreality" and riyal."

From a reexamination of these words, we found that a clear /y/ was heard in most of

them when we played either the entire utterance or some portion thereof. A comparison

of the words "humiliate," which contains a clearly heard /y/, and "Ghanaian," which

contains a questionable /y/, are shown in Figure 3.25.

It is not clear what we should conclude about this lack of significant energy dips

within 10% of the intervocalic semivowels. It may be that some syllable boundaries
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are perceived only after we extract words from our lexicon. It may be that some ad-

ditional acoustic property(s), such as formant movement, helps us to perceive syllable

boundaries. Or, it may be that some other bandlimited energy would result in their

detection. For example, since /y/ normally has F2 and F3 frequencies above 2000 Hz,

a bandlimited energy computed from 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz may contain dips within

more of the /y/ segments. Clearly this phenomenon needs to be studied further.

Prevocalic Consonants

To ascertain the effectiveness of the bandlimited energies in identifying the pre-

vocalic semivowels and other consonants, we compared the minimum energy within

the consonants (the beginning of the consonant region was taken to be the smaller of

either 10 msec or 20% into the hand-transcribed consonant region) with the maximum

energy within the following vowel. For comparison, we also measured the depth of

similar energy changes occurring naturally within word-initial vowels. An example of

the latter measurement procedure is given in Figure 3.26 for the word always." First,

we compute the maximum energy within the vowel and the time at which it occurs.

This frame is labeled point A in part b. Second, between the beginning of the vowel

(starting at the smaller of 10 msec or 20% into the hand-transcribed vowel region)

and point A, we compute the minimum energy and the time at which it occurs. This

frame is labeled point B. The difference (in dB) between the maximum energy and

minimum energy at these times is the depth of the intravowel energy dip. For the //

in the example, the intravowel energy dip is 11 dB.

The results for the vowels and consonants are compared in Figure 3.27. As can

be seen in part a, the average energy increase within vowel regions is about 12 dB.

However, the energy can increase by as much as 30 dB. The average increase in energy

between nonsonorant consonants and vowels and between nasals and vowels is between

28 dB and 33 dB. Between the semivowels and following vowels, the average energy

increase is about 21 dB, and 40% of the semivowel-voweltransitions involve an energy

increase of more than 30 dB. If we look only at the energy change between word-initial

semivowels and following vowels, the average energy increase is about 30 dB, and 62%

of the semivowel-vowel transitions have an energy increase of more than 30 dB.
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difference between prevocalic consonants and following vowels. vowels: *, nonsonorant

consonants: x, nasals: ., semivowels: o.
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Postvocalic Consonants

To determine the depth of energy dips occurring between postvocalic consonants

and preceding vowels, we computed the difference (in dB) between the maximum

energy within the vowel regions and the minimum energy-within the postvocalic con-

sonant (where the end of the consonant region is considered to be the larger of 10

msec before the end of the hand-transcribed region or 80% of the hand-transcribed

region). For comparison, we measured the natural decrease in energy within word-final

vowels. This measurement procedure for the vowels is illustrated in Figure 3.28 for the

word "bourgeois." First, we determined the maximum energy and the time at which

it occurs. This frame is labeled point A in part b. Second, we compute the minimum

energy occurring between this time and the end of the vowel region (where the end of

the vowel region is the larger of 10 msec before the end of the hand-transcribed region

or 80% of the hand-transcribed energy). This frame is labeled point B. The intravowel

energy dip is taken to be the difference between the maximum and minimum energy.

In this example, the intravowel energy dip is 14 dB.

The distributions of energy dips occurring within word-final vowels and between

vowels and postvocalic consonants are shown in Figure 3.29. As can be seen in part

a, the vowels have an average natural energy taper between 12 dB and 14 dB. Most

of the vowels with an energy dip of more than 20 dB are diphthongs. That is, a large

energy change is usually due to a /y/ or /w/ offglide. An example of this significant

decrease in energy is shown in Figure 3.30 for the word "view," which has a 50 dB

energy dip in the frequency range 2000 Hz to 3000 Hz. If we exclude diphthongs and

syllabic nasals from the word-final vowels, the average energy dip drops to 11 dB with

a maximum energy dip of only 25 dB.

Parts b, c and d of Figure 3.29 show that there is usually a significant drop in

energy between vowels and following consonants. The average energy change between

nonsonorant consonants and preceding vowels and between nasals and preceding vowels

is between 25 dB and 30 dB. However, between semivowels and preceding vowels, the

average energy changes are only 14 dB and 18 dB. If we remove postvocalic consonants

which are followed by a sonorant consonant, such as the /r/ in the word "harlequin,"

the average energy change increases to 17 dB and 22 dB, and 43% of the vowel-

semivowel transitions involve an energy decrease of more than 25 dB.
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Figure 3.28: Measurement procedure for natural energy taper in word-tinal vowels.

(a) Wide band spectrogram of the word "bourgeois." (b) Energy 640 Hz to 2800 Hz.
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Figure 3.29: Comparisons of natural energy taper within vowels and average energy

difference between postvocalic consonants and preceding vowels. vowels: *, nonsono-

rant consonants: x, nasals: ., semivowels: o.
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Figure 3.30: Illustration of large energy taper in word-final diphthongs. (a) Wide band

spectrogram of the word "view." (b) Energy 640 Hz to 2800 Hz.
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3.2.5 Rate of Spectral Change

Fant (1960) observed that a distinguishing cue for /1/, when it precedes a vowel, is

an abrupt shift in F1 from the /1/ into the following vowel. Dalston (1975) attributes

this property to the rapid movement of the tongue tip away from the roof of the

mouth. In addition, Dalston noted that this abrupt shift in F1 is often accompanied

by a transient in the higher frequencies.

The parameter used in the study to extract this abrupt rate of change in energy

between /1/ and vowels and, more generally, between consonants and vowels is based on

the outputs of a bank of linear filters to which some nonlinearities (designed to model

the hair-cell/synapse transduction process in the inner ear) are applied to enhance

offsets and onsets (Seneff 1986). Compared to bandlimited energies based on the DFT,

we found that these parameters have much sharper onsets and offsets. An example is

shown in Figure 3.31 for the word correlation." As can be seen, the abrupt spectral

changes between /1/ and the surrounding vowels are captured in the waveforms, part

b, which have sharp onsets and offsets between 300 Hz and 650 Hz and between 1070

Hz and 1700 Hz.

Based on these waveforms, we computed global onset and offset waveforms. The

onset waveform is obtained by summing, in each frame, all the positive first differences

in time (with a frame rate of 5 msec) of the channel outputs. Similarly, the offset

waveform is computed by summing, in each frame, all the negative first differences in

time. The resulting onset and offset waveforms for the word "correlation" are shown in

parts c and d of Figure 3.31, respectively. As can be seen, the sharp spectral changes

between the /1/ and the surrounding vowels show up in the onset and offset waveforms

as a peak and a valley, respectively.

We examined the rate of change of these waveforms between all consonants and

adjacent vowels. We defined the onset value to be the maximum rate of change between

the consonant and following vowel. Likewise, we defined the offset value to be the

maximum absolute value of the rate of change of the waveform between the preceding

vowel and the consonant. As can be seen in Figure 3.31, the offset before the /1/

occurs at about 270 msec and the onset after the /1/ occurs at about 330 msec.

The data across all words and all speakers are discussed separately below for prevo-

calic, intervocalic and postvocalic consonants. In each context, we compare the rate of

change associated with the semivowels with those associated with the nasals and non-

sonorant consonants. In addition, we compare the rate of spectral change associated
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Figure 3.31: An illustration of parameters which capture abrupt spectral changes. (a)

Wide band spectrogram of "correlation." (b) Channel outputs of an auditory model.

(c) Offset waveform. (d) Onset waveform.
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with /l/'s with those associated with the other semivowels.

Prevocalic Consonants

Only onsets are associated with prevocalic consonants since they are not preceded

by vowels. Since the semivowels can be devoiced in this case, we only examined

the onsets between semivowels which were either word-initial or preceded by a voiced

consonant. These data, along with onset values associated with prevocalic nonsonorant

consonants and nasals, are compared in Figure 3.32.

As expected, the average onset values associated .ith nonsonorant consonants and

nasals, shown in parts a and b, are larger than those associated with the semivowels,

shown in parts c and d. In addition, the average onset value associated with /1/, part

c, is larger than that of the other semivowels, part d. However, as can be seen, there

is a wide spread in the distribution of onset values. It appears as if stress is a major

factor affecting the rate of spectral change between consonants and vowels. That is, the

onset values tend to be large when the consonants precede vowels which are stressed,

and small when the consonants precede vowels which are unstressed. Examples are

shown in Figure 3.33. The onset value between the /1/ and /A/ in "blurt" is 37 dB

(at about 130 msec), whereas the onset value between the /1/ and /iY/ in "linguistics"

is only 5 dB (at about 155 msec). Similarly, small onset values between nasals and

following vowels occur in words such as "nisrule" and "misquote." An example of this

phenomenon is also shown in Figure 3.33. In this case, the onset between the /m/ and

/I/ in "niisrule" is only 2 dB (at about 110 msec).

Intervocalic Consonants

Since intervocalic consonants are surrounded by vowels, they have associated with

them an offset and an onset. Figure 3.34 shows a comparison of the distribution of

offset and onset values for intervocalic nonsonorant consonants, intervocalic nasals and

intervocalic semivowels. The average and standard deviation of the offset and onset

values appear with each scatter plot.

As in the prevocalic case, the average rate of spectral change associated with the

nonseimivowel consonants, parts a and b, is greater than the average rate of spectral

change associated with the semivowels, parts c and d. In addition, the average onset

and offset values between /l/'s and surrounding vowels, part c, is greater than the ones

between the other semivowels and adjacent vowels, part d. Again, stress appears to
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be a major factor affecting the rate of spectral change. That is, those //'s associated

with the higher onset values occur before stressed vowels. Examples are the /l,'s

in roulette" and "caloric." Similarly, those //'s associated with offset values less

than -15 dB also occur before stressed vowels, such as those in the words "poilu" and

"walloon." In addition, some /l/'s with abrupt offsets occur before vowels which have

secondary stress, such as those in "twilight" and "emasculate." Shown in Figure 3.35

is the word "walloon" which has an abrupt offset between the // and the preceding

vowel, and an abrupt onset between the /1/ and the following vowel. As can be seen,

the offset before the /1/ occurs at -190 msec and is -18 dB. The onset after the /1/

occurs at 260 msec and is 22 dB.

As in the case of prevocalic /l/'s, some intervocalic /1/'s are associated with a

gradual rate of spectral change. Such /l/'s usually occur after stressed vowels and

before unstressed vowels, such as those in the words "swollen" and "horology," or they

occur between unstressed vowels, such as the second /1/ in soliloquize" and the inter-

vocalic /1/ in "calculus." This latter result is not surprising given the data of Section

3.2.4, which show that intervocalic /l/'s in this context may not have significantly less

mid-frequency energy than the surrounding vowels. For comparison, we included in

Figure 3.35 the word "swollen," which has a gradual rate of spectral change between

the /1/ and surrounding vowels. In this case, the offset is only -7 dB (at about 350

msec) and the onset is only 9.8 dB (at about 410 msec).

Postvocalic Consonants

The distribution of offset values associated with the postvocalic consonants are

compared in Figure 3.36. As can be seen, the spread of offset values associated with

the nonsemivowels, parts a and b, is much wider than the distributions associated with

/1/ and /r/, parts c and d, respectively. Note that there is not a marked difference

between the latter distributions. This result suggests that, in the case of postvocalic

/l/'s, the tongue tip may not make contact with the palate. Or, it if does, it's release

from the roof of the mouth is gradual.

3.2.6 Dip Region Duration

The data given in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 show that, when the semivowels occur

intervocalically, they uually have less energy than both of the surrounding vowels,

such that they have associated with them an offset and an onset. The offsets and
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onsets can be considered to correspond to the beginning and end of the semivowels.

We shall define the time difference between them to be the duration of the energy dip

region. This correspondence can be seen in the word "correlation" shown in Figure 3.31

where the difference between the time of the offset occurring between the /1/ and the

preceding vowel, and the time of the onset occurring between the /1/ and the following

vowel, is equal to the duration of the intervocalic dip region.

In this part of our acoustic study, we compare the duration of the energy dip

regions when there is either one or two sonorant consonants occurring between vowels.

We have observed that when two sonorant consonants occur between vowels and the

first consonant is a semivowel (in which case it has to be eher an /!' or /r/ since

only they can be in postvocalic position), then the offset between the preceding vowel

and the intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster usually occurs after the semivowel,

at the beginning of the following sonorant consonant. This type of energy change is

illustrated with the word "harmonize" shown on the left side of Figure 3.37. This

word contains the intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster /rm/. As can be seen, the

offset occurs after the /r/ at the beginning of the /m/, and the onset occurs at the

boundary between the /m/ and the following vowel. Thus, only the /m/ is included

in the energy dip region which is 75 msec in duration.

On the other hand, when the first member of an intervocalic sonorant consonant

cluster is a nasal, then the energy offset will occur before this sonorant consonant.

This type of energy change is illustrated with the word "unreality" shown on the right

side of Figure 3.37. In this case, the intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster is /nr/.

As can be seen, the offset between the sonorant consonant cluster and the preceding

vowel occurs before the /n/ at about 175 msec, and the onset occurs after the /r/

before the following vowel at about 295 msec. Thus, the energy dip region includes

both sonorant consonants and is 120 msec in duration.

Thus, by comparing the time difference between the offsets and onsets surrounding

the intervocalic sonorant consonant clusters, we see that the duration of the energy

dip region is usually much longer when the first member of the cluster is not a liquid,

than when the first member of the cluster is a liquid.

The results of the difference in duration (measured in frames where the frame rate

is 5 msec) between energy dip regions which contain only one intervocalic sonorant

consonant (a semivowel or nasal), an intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster where the

first member is a liquid, and an intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster where the first
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member is a nasal are compared in Figure 3.38. As can be seen, the average duration

of energy dip regions containing only one sonorant consonant is comparable to the

average duration of energy dip regions involving a sonorant consonant preceded by a

liquid. This result suggests that the liquid is not included in the energy dip region.

On the other hand, energy dip regions involving a sonorant consonant which is

preceded by a nasal are about 12 frames or 60 msec longer than energy dip regions

containing only one sonorant consonant, and 10 frames or 50 msec longer than energy

dip regions involving a sonorant consonant preceded by a liquid. This result suggests

that this type of dip region contains both sonorant consonants. In fact, many of the

latter dip regions with durations that overlap with the former cases are short because

the nasal does not appear as a separate segment, but is manifested by nasalization

within the vowel.

3.3 Discussion

This acoustic study is an evaluation of two factors. First, it is an assessment of

the effectiveness of the selected parameters and measures used in capturing the desired

acoustic properties. Clearly, in some cases, better attributes and more precise measures

can be developed. For example, the grouping of some /k/'s, which have low-frequency

bursts with nasals and semivowels on the basis of the properties used to extract the

features voiced and sonorant (see Section 3.2.3) is undesirable. Second, this study is

an analysis of how humans produce speech. For example, the inclusion of some voiced

fricatives and stops with voiced and sonorant consonants appears to be reasonable.

The data show that when these consonants occur between sonorant segments, there

can be considerable feature assimilation, such that they look sonorant as well.

In addition, the results seem to suggest that some features are distinctive while

others are redundant. For example, the data in Tables 3.6 - 3.8 (see pages 64 and 65

show that /r/ almost always has a lower F3 value than that of the adjacent segment(s).

In the cases where this is not true, the vowel is r-colored with an F3 frequency at or

below 2000 Hz. Thus, it appears that the feature retroflex is always present, although

its acoustic correlate, due to feature assimilation, may have varying degrees of strength.

On the other hand, the data of Section 3.2.4 show that 14% of the intervocalic /r/

segments are not significantly weaker than the surrounding vowels. That is, the /r/

does not always appear to be nonsyllabic. One interpretation of these results is that
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for /r/, the feature retroflex is distinctive, but the feature nonsyllabic is redundant.

The data provide further support for the theory of redundancy in speech (Stevens et

al., 1986). While each of the properties investigated provides some separation between

the desired sounds, there remains some overlap. No one property always provides

a clear distinction. Instead, some discriminations require the integration of several

acoustic cues. For example, the data in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 show that there is

some overlap between the /r/'s and other semivowels on the basis of F3-FO. That is,

because of feature assimilation effects, F3 may not always be at a low enough frequency

such that on the basis of it alone, we can determine that the segment is an /r/. In

such cases, additional cues, such as the direction and extent of the transition of F3

between the /r/ and the adjacent sound(s) and the spacing between F3 and F2 within

the /r/ segment, may be needed before the /r/ can be correctly identified. Though

there are presently no features for which these additional cues are acoustic correlates,

they do appear to be needed for recognition of /r/.

Several general tendencies have been observed in the data. First, an F2 minimum

always occurs in a /w/ segment. This acoustic event enhances the detection of the

feature back. Second, an F2 maximum always occurs in a /y/ segment. This acoustic

event enhances the detection of the feature front. Similar tendencies occur for /1/

and /r/. That is, an F2 minimum and/or F3 maximum usually occurs in an /1/

segment and an F3 minimum usually occurs in an /r/ segment. However, due to

feature assimilation, there are noteworthy exceptions.

In the case of /r/, an F3 minimum almost always occurs within its hand-transcribed

region. However, as was discussed in Section 3.2.2, there are several exceptions to this

pattern. The exceptions involve words like "cartwheel" and "harlequin," where the

/r/ is followed by another consonant. In these cases, either an F3 minimum occurs

in the vowel or F3 stays relatively constant at a low frequency throughout what can

be called the vowel and /r/ region. That is, acoustically, the vowel and /r/ appear

to be completely assimilated such that the resulting segment is an r-colored vowel.

For example, consider the first sonorant regions in the four repetitions of the words

"cartwheel" shown in Figure 3.39. As can be seen, F3 remains fairly constant at or

slightly below 2000 Hz in each case. No discernible acoustic cue points to two separate

/a/ and /r/ segments.

These acoustic data provide evidence for the syllable structure as explained by

Selkirk (1982, and others therein). This syllable structure is shown in Figure 3.40,
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Figure 3.39: Wide band spectrograms of the word "cartwheel" spoken by each speaker.
In each word, the /a/ and /r/ sounds appear to be merged into one segment.
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syllable

onset rhyme

ida

Figure 3.40: Tree structure for syllable.

where the onset consists of any syllable-initial consonant sequence, the peak consists

of either a vowel or vowel and sonorant, and the coda consists of any syllable-final

consonant sequence. Selkirk states that when a postvocalic liquid is followed by a

consonant which must occupy the syllable-final position, the liquid will be part of the

peak. Based on this theory, the structure for the first syllable in "cartwheel" is as

shown in Figure 3.41. Thus, this theory accounts in a natural way for some overlap in

the features of the vowel and liquid.

When postvocalic liquids are not followed by a consonant which must be syllable-

final, Selkirk states that they tend to be consonantal though they have the option of'

being part of the peak or the coda. In the case of /r/, the acoustic data suggest that

both situations occur. Compare the spectrograms of the words "harlequin," "carwash"

and "Norwegian" shown in Figure 3.42. In the cases shown in the first row, the vowel

and /r/ appear to be one segment in the sense that retroflexion extends over the entire

vowel duration. Thus, it appears as if they are both a part of the syllable peak. On

the other hand, in the cases shown in the second row, the vowels do not appear to be

retroflexed. Instead, there is a clear downward movement in F3 which separates the

vowel and /r/. Thus, in these cases, the /r/ is probably in the coda.
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Figure 3.41: Tree structure for first syllable in "cartwheel."

Although a more extensive study is needed before any conclusive statements can

be made regarding this phenomenon, it appears from these data that there should be

no exception clause in the phonotactic constraints of semivowels for words like snarl,"

where the /1/ is supposedly separated from the vowel by the /r/. Instead, it appears

that the semivowels always occur adjacent to vowels, even in words like snarl." In

cases such as this, the vowel and /r/ probably both make up the syllable nucleus.

Spectrograms of the word "snarl" spoken by each speaker are shown in Figure 3.43.

Even though they are not transcribed as such, the two occurrences of Usnarl," shown in

the top row, were pronounced as /snaral/ with an intervocalic /r/. Consequently, there

is a significant dip in F3. A // was not inserted between the /r/ and /1/ in the first

occurrence on the bottom row. In this case, F3 remains constant at a low frequency,

such that the vowel and /r/ appear to be completely assimilated. Finally, it is not

clear whether the last occurrence was pronouned as /snarl/ or /snaral/. Regardless

of how it was pronounced, a steady F3 frequency at about 2100 Hz can be traced

throughout most of the vocalic region.

Further support for this type of feature assimilation was given in Section 3.2.6,

where the data show that postvocalic liquids that are in an intervocalic sonorant
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consonant cluster are not part of the energy dip region. Therefore, on the basis of

significant energy change, they do not appear to be nonsyllabic. Although this result

would seem to suggest that all such postvocalic liquids are part of the syllable nucleus,

we feel that in-some cases there may be other cues which signal their consonantal

status. A case in point are the significant F3 dips occurring within the /r/'s in the

second row of words in Figure 3.42. It appears as if this acoustic event is used to

separate the /r/ from the vowel.

This point brings us to our final discussion of the semivowel /1/. The data in

Tables 3.6 - 3.8 show that an F2 minimum usually occurs within an /1/ segment.

Furthermore, the data show that an F3 maximum also occurs within many of the /1/

segments, particularly in the postvocalic allophones. However, much of the discussion

for /r/ applies for /1/ as well. That is, it appears as if postvocalic, but not word-final,

/l/'s will sometimes be part of the syllable nucleus and sometimes part of the coda. In

words like "bulrush," "walnut" and almost," a clear /1/ is not always heard. Many

times, no discernible acoustic cue separates the /1/ from the preceding vowel. A case

in point is the underlying /1/ in the word "almost" shown at the top of Figure 3.44.

As can be seen, an /1/ was not included in the transcription of this word. However,

in some repetitions of these words, there is a significant rise in F3 before the energy

dip region. This acoustic event could be the cue which signals a separate /1/ segment.

An example of this phenomenon is shown at the bottom of Figure 3.44, where a

spectrogram of the word "stalwart" is given. As can be seen, F3 rises about 200 Hz

between the beginning of the /a/ and the end of the /1/.
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Chapter 4

Recognition System

This chapter describes the recognition system in detail. The recognition process

consists of four stages. First, the features needed to recognize the semivowels are

specified. Second, these features are mapped into properties which are quantified.

Third, algorithms are applied to automatically extract the properties. Finally, the

properties are combined for recognition. Each stage is discussed in detail below.

4.1 Feature Specification

To recognize the semivowels, features are needed for separating the semivowels as

a class from other sounds and for distinguishing among the semivowels. Shown in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are the features needed to make these classifications. The features

listed are modifications of those proposed by Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952) and

by Chomsky and Halle (1968). In the tables, a +" means that the speech sound(s)

indicated has the designated feature and a "-" means the speech sound(s) does not

have the designated feature. If there is no entry, then the feature is not distinctive:

For example, the data of Section 3.2.2 show that /1/ (except when it is postvocalic)

and /r/ do not, in general, have as low an F2 frequency as /w/. In fact, Figure 3.2

shows that the difference between F2 and F1 of these emivowels can be as high as

1300 Hz. For this reason, the feature back in Table 4.2 is left unspecified for /r/ and

prevocalic /1/'s.

This raises the question of why, in Table 4.2, we divided /1/ on the basis of whether

it is prevocalic or postvocalic. This was done because of two distinct acoustic differ-

ences we observed between these allophones. As has been mentioned before, postvo-
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Table 4.1: Features which characterize various classes of consonants

Table 4.2: Features for discriminating among the semivowels

119

voiced sonorant nonsyllabic nasal

voiced fricatives, stops, affricates + - + -

unvoiced fricatives,stops,affricates - - + -

semivowels + + + -

nasals + + + +

vowels + + - -

stop high back front labial retroflex

/w/ - + + - + -

/y/ - + - + -

/r/ - - - - +
prevocalic /1/ + - - - -

postvocalic /1/ - - + - - -



calic /!/'s generally have a closer spacing between F2 and F1 (average difference of 433

Hz) than prevocalic /l/'s (average difference of 693 Hz). In fact, the former difference

is comparable to the average values obtained for prevocalic and intervocalic /w/'s (388

Hz and 422 Hz, respectively). For this reason, postvocalic /l/'s are considered to be

back. In addition, the data of Section 3.2.5 show that the rate of spectral change (a

first difference computed with a frame rate of 5 msec) is generally higher between

prevocalic /l/'s and following vowels (13 dB) than between postvocalic /l/'s and pre-

ceding vowels (5.5 dB). This difference is even more pronounced when the adjacent

vowels are stressed. In this case, abrupt spectral changes as high as 37 dB were ob-

served between prevocalic /l/'s and following vowels. As stated earlier, this stop-like

characteristic of /l/'s in this context is probably due to the rapid release of the tongue

tip from the roof of the mouth in the production of this noncontinuant sound. In the

case of postvocalic /l/'s, the tongue tip may never make contact with the roof of the

mouth and, if it does, it's release is usually more gradual.

Unfortunately, since the transcriptions of the words do not include stress markers,

we are unable to divide the intervocalic /1/'s into those which tend to be syllable-initial

and those which tend to be syllable-final. However, we suspect, on the basis of the

data presented in Section 3.2.5, that the intervocalic /l/'s which are syllable-initial

tend to have abrupt offsets and abrupt onsets. Thus, in this sense, they resemble the

prevocalic /l/'s. On the other hand, /l/'s which are syllable-final tend to have gradual

offsets and gradual onsets. In this respect, they resemble the postvocalic /l/'s. Thus,

the intervocalic /l/'s are assumed to be covered acoustically by the prevocalic and

postvocalic /1/ allophones.

The feature specifications given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are based on canonic acoustic

representations of the different speech sounds. However, as was shown in Chapter 3,

the overlapping of features between adjacent phonetic segments can alter significantly

their acoustic manifestation. As a result, the class and phonetic distinctions given

in the tables cannot always be clearly made. For example, the results of Section

3.2.3 show that, in addition to the semivowels and nasals, other intersonorant voiced

consonants sometimes exhibit the property of sonoraucy.
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Table 4.3: Mapping of Features into Acoustic Properties

Feature Acoustic Correlate Parameter Property

Voiced Low Frequency Periodicity Energy 200-700 Hz High'

Sonorant Comparable Low & High Energy Ratio (03oo0) High

Frequency Energy

Nonsyllabic Dip in Energy Energy 640-2800 Hz Low*

Energy 2000-3000 Hz Low*

Stop Abrupt Spectral Change Onset Waveform" High

Offset Waveform" High

High Low F1 Frequency F1 - FO Low

Back Low F2 Frequency F2 - F1 Low

Front High F2 Frequency F2 - F1 High

Labial Downward Transitions for F3 - FO Low'

F2 and F3 F2 - FO Low'

Retroflex Low F3 Frequency & F3 - FO Low

Close F2 and F3 F3 - F2 Low

*Relative to a maximum value within the utterance.
**For a definition of these parameters, see Section 3.2.5.

4.2 Acoustic Correlates of Features

This section is divided into two parts. First, we will discuss the mapping of the

features specified in Section 4.1 into measurable acoustic properties. This will be

followed by a discussion of how the acoustic properties were quantified.

4.2.1 Mapping of Features into Acoustic Properties

Table 4.3 contains acoustic correlates of the features specified in Tables 4.1 and

4.2, the mapping of these features into properties which can be quantified and the

parameters from which the properties are extracted. Note that there is no parameter

from which we extract the acoustic correlate of the feature nasal. Thus, on the ba-

sis of Table 4.1, we expect the system to make some confusions between nasals and

semivowels since they are both sonorant consonants.

The effectiveness of these properties in capturing the designated features was
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demonstrated in Chapter 3. Recall that the properties extracted from these parame-

ters are based on relative measures which tend to make them insensitive to interspeaker

and intraspeaker differences. The properties are of two types. First, there are proper-

ties which examine an attribute in one speech frame relative to another speech frame.

For example, the property used to capture the nonsyllabic feature looks for a drop

in either of two mid-frequency energies with respect to surrounding energy maxima.

Second, there are properties which, within a given speech frame, examine one part of

the spectrum in relation to another. For example, the property used to capture the

features front and back measures the difference between F2 and Fl. Some properties,

such as the one which extracts the feature sonorant, keep nearly the same strength

over intervals of time and, therefore, define regions within the speech signal. Other

properties, such as that used to capture the feature nonsyllabic, are highlighted by

maximum values of strength and, therefore, are associated with particular instants of

time.

Based on our present knowledge of acoustic phonetics, some parameters, and there-

fore some properties, are more easily computed than others. For example, the different

energy measures involve straightforward computations so that the energy-based prop-

erties are easily extracted. On the other hand, computation of the formant tracks is

often complicated by nasalization and peak merging effects (see Section 2.2.3). Thus,

the extraction of formant-based properties is not as reliable. Likewise, we have ob-

served that the pitch tracks (Gold and Rabiner, 1969) are error prone at the beginning

of voiced regions. For several frames in the beginning of a voiced region, the pitch fre-

quency is sometimes registered as being several octaves higher than the average value

within the utterance, or it is sometimes zero due to a considerable delay between the

onset of voicing and the detection of periodicity by the pitch tracker. For this reason,

the detection of voiced regions was based mainly on low frequency energy. However,

pitch information was used to refine initial estimates.

4.2.2 Quantification of Properties

To quantify the properties, we used a framework motivated by fuzzy set theory

(DeMori, 1983) which assigns a value in the range [0,1]. A value of 1 means we

are confident that the property is present. Conversely, a value of 0 means we are

confident that the acoustic property is absent. Values in between these extremes

represent a fuzzy area with the value indicating our level of certainty that the property
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is present/absent.

As an example of how this framework is applied, consider the quantification of

the acoustic property used to extract the feature nonsyllabic. As discussed in Section

3.2.4, the acoustic correlate of this feature is significantly less energy in the consonant

regions than in the vowel regions. In an attempt to define this property of "less energy"

more precisely, we selected the bandlimited energies 640 Hz to 2800 Hz and 2000 Hz

to 3000 Hz and examined their effectiveness in identifying the presence of intervocalic

semivowels. Scatter plots comparing the range of values of the energy dips for vowels

and intervocalic consonants are shown in Figure 3.22. Recall that less than 1% of the

vowels contain an energy dip. Furthermore, these energy dips tend to be less than 2

dB.

Based on these data, this property was quantified into the regions shown in Fig-

ure 4.1. An energy dip of 2 dB or more definitely indicates a nonsyllabic segment. If

an energy dip between 1 dB and 2 dB is measured, we are uncertain as to whether a

nonsyllabic segment is present or not. Finally, energy dips of less than 1 dB are not

indicative of a nonsyllabic segment.

Not all of the properties have a defined "maybe" region. Instead, "fuzziness" is

expressed in slanted tails as opposed to abrupt cutoffs which would result in quanti-

zation. For example, consider the quantification of the property used to capture the

features back and front. This property measures the difference between the first and

second formants. Shown in part a of Figure 4.2 are overlays of smoothed distributions

of F2-F1 for each of the semivowels. Based on this plot, we quantified this property

into the four regions shown in Figure 4.2 b: very back, back, mid and front. Thus, a

sound with an F2-F1 difference less than 300 Hz will be classified as very back with a

confidence of 1, whereas a sound with an F2-F1 difference of 1500 Hz or more will be

classified as front with a confidence of 1. On the other hand, a sound with an F2-F1

difference of 1450 Hz will be classified as front and mid with a confidence of 0.5

A listing of the qualitative descriptions given to the regions of the quantified prop-

erties is given in Table 4.4. As can be seen from this table, the number of regions

within the quantified properties is variable. This number was based on the data as

well as the type of discriminations needed to distinguish between the semivowels.
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maybe syllabic nonsyllabic

1 2

Breakpoints (dB)

Figure 4.1: Quantification of the acoustic correlate of the feature nonsyllabic.

Table 4.4: Qualitative Description of Quantified Properties
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syllabic
I

C)C0
~0
CO

Feature Quantified Regions

Nonsyllabic syllabic, maybe syllabic, nonsyllabic

Stop gradual, abrupt, very abrupt onsets/offsets

High(Low) high, maybe high, nonhigh, low, very low

Back(Front) very back, back, mid, front
Retroflex retroflex, maybe retroflex, not retroflex

close f2 f3, maybe close f2 f3, not close f2 f3



0

0 1.0 2.0
(Smoothing Cosine Are - 16.72) x 103

F2-F1 (Hz)

very back back mid front

300' 900 1500

Breakpoints (Hz)

Figure 4.2: Quantification of the acoustic correlates of the features back and front.
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4.3 Control Strategy

The recognition strategy for the semivowels is divided into two steps: detection

and classification. The detection process marks certain acoustic events in the vicinity

of times where there is a potential influence of a semivowel. In particular, we look

for minima in the mid-frequency energies and we look for minima and maxima in the

tracks of F2 and F3. Such events should correspond to some of the features listed in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. For example, an F2 minimum indicates a sound which is more

"back" than an adjacent segment(s). Thus, this acoustic event will occur within most

/w/'s and within some /l/'s and /r/'s. Note that acoustic events occurring within other

sounds may be marked as well. For example, in addition to the semivowels, nasals and

other consonants will usually contain an energy dip. Once all acoustic events have

been marked, the classification process integrates them, extracts the needed acoustic

properties, and through explicit semivowel rules decides whether the detected sound

is a semivowel and, if so, which semivowel it is. At this time, by combining all the

relevant acoustic cues, the semivowels should be correctly recognized while the re-

maining detected sounds should be left unclassified. A more detailed description of

the recognition stages is given in this section.

4.3.1 Detection

The aim of this part of the recognition process is to mark all regions within an

utterance where semivowels occur. To do this we use phonotactic constraints which

restrict where the semivowels can occur within an utterance and, more specifically,

within a voiced sonorant region. These constraints state that semivowels almost always

occur adjacent to a vowel (with the exception of /rl/ clusters in words like "snarl").

Therefore, they are usually prevocalic, intervocalic or postvocalic. While all of the

semivowels can occur in prevocalic and intervocalic positions, only the liquids /1/ and

/r/ can occur in postvocalic positions.

These contexts map into three types of places within a voiced sonorant region. This

mapping is illustrated in Figure 4.3. First the semivowels can be at the beginning of

a voiced sonorant region. Semivowels of this type are prevocalic and they may be

word-initial or in a cluster with a nonsonorant consonant(s). Second, the semivowels

can be at the end of a voiced sonorant region. Semivowels of this type are postvocalic

and they may be word-final or in a cluster with a nonsonorant consonant(s). Finally,
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voiced sonorant region

sonorant Initial inta\rs ran\ sonorant final

,ibroid / thwart

Intervocalic cluster

quay carwash
snarl

banyan
Figure 4.3: Places within a voiced sonorant region where semivowels occur.

the semivowels may be further inside a voiced sonorant region. We refer to these

semivowels as intersonorant and one or more may be present. Semivowels of this type

can be either intervocalic or in a cluster with another sonorant consonant such as the

/y/ in "banyan" and the /r/ in snarl." Note that all of the semivowels can be the

second member of an intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster since all of them can

be prevocalic. However, as stated earlier, only the semivowels /1/ and /r/ can be

postvocalic. Thus, of the semivowels, only /1/ and /r/ can be the first member of an

intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster.

The detection strategy begins by finding all regions within an utterance which

are voiced and sonorant. Next, as stated earlier, anchor points are placed within the

voiced sonorant regions on the basis of significant energy change and significant formant

movement. That is, dip detection is performed within the time functions representing

the mid-frequency energies to locate all nonsyllabic sounds. Dip detection and peak-

detection are performed on the tracks of F2 and F3 to extract some of the formant

based properties possessed by one or more of the semivowels. The F2 dip detection

algorithm marks sounds which are more "back" than adjacent segments. Thus, as the

data of Section 3.2.2 show, the detection of this type of formant movement should

find most /w/'s as well as many /l/'s and /r/'s. The F2 peak detection algorithm

marks sounds which are more "front" than adjacent sounds. Thus, this algorithm

should locate most of the /y/ glides. Most of the retroflexed /r/ and some labial

/w/ sounds should be found from dip detection of F3. Finally, the F3 peak detection
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algorithm should locate many of the nonlabial and nonretroflexed semivowels /1/ aucL

/y/ since they usually have an F3 frequency greater than or equal to that of adjacent

sounds. In addition, as the data of Section 3.2.2 show, /w/'s which are in a retroflexed

environment may be detected in this way.

The results of the acoustic study of Chapter 3 are embedded in the different detec-

tion algorithms in other ways as well. Before marking a maximum or minimum in the

energy and formant parameters, the amount of change is taken into consideration. In

addition, for the formant dips and peaks, the frequency at which they occur must fall

within an expected range of values. Thus, not all maxima and minima within these

parameters are marked by the algorithms.

While the principle is the same, different detection algorithms were developed to

find the sonorant-initial, sonorant-final and intersonorant semivowels. The results of

some algorithms are used in other algorithms such that the detection of the semivowels

follows a hierarchy. Because they can be detected most reliably, the intersonorant

semivowels are detected first. The resulting anchor points are then used to detect

the sonorant-final semivowels. Finally, the results from both the intersonorant and

sonorant-final detection schemes are used to detect the sonorant-initial semivowels.

Discussion of these different algorithms will follow this hierarchy.

Intersonorant Semivowels

A recursive dip detection algorithm (Mermelstein, 1975) was implemented to find

minima in the mid-frequency energies and in the tracks of F2 and F3. Peak detection

within the F2 and F3 waveforms is also performed by the dp detection algorithm

by inverting the formant tracks. This algorithm marks minima which are surrounded

by maxima. An example is shown in Figure 4.4. Since the intersonorant semivowels

usually occur between vowels so that there are either V-C-V transitions or V-C-C-V'

transitions, one or more of the parameters will have this type of waveform shape with

point B occurring within the semivowel, and points A and C occurring within the

adjacent vowels. As indicated in Figure 4.4, the strength or depth of the dip is also

computed. This value, which is labeled d, is the difference between the parameter

value at point B and the smaller of the parameter values at the surrounding local

maxima occurring at points A and C. The strength of the dips is used later in the

integration of the dips for classification (see Section 4.3.2).

Some results obtained by using this algorithm are shown in Figure 4.5 which con-
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of intersonorant dip detection algorithm.

tains several displays relating to the word "willowy." The detected voiced sonorant

region can be inferred from part a, which contains formant tracks that are computed

only within this region. As can be seen from part c, the times of both of the F2 minima

occurring within the intervocalic /1/ and /w/ segments are marked. The strengths of

these dips are represented by the height of the spikes. Thus, while both semivowels

have a dip in F2, the depth of the dip occurring within the /w/ segment is stronger

than the depth of the dip occurring within the /1/ segment.

Although most sonorant-initial and sonorant-final semivowels are not detected by

this algorithm, some acoustic events within these sounds may be marked if there is

considerable movement in a parameter due to an adjacent nonsonorant consonant.

An example of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 4.6 where the result of the F2

dip detection algorithm is shown for the word dwell." In this case, due to the for-

mant transitions between the /d/ and /w/, the prevocalic /w/ was detected by an

intersonorant F2 dip.

On the basis of the anchor points placed by the energy dip detection algorithm, the

locations of vowels are easily computed. Syllabic nuclei are determined by computing

the time of maximum energy between the series of acoustic events including the be-

ginning of the voiced sonorant region, the sequence of energy dips and the end of the

voiced sonorant region. Both of these types of events within willowy" are shown in

parts d and e of Figure 4.5, respectively. Since both energy dips occurring within the

intervocalic semivowels /1/ and /w/ are detected, the energy perks occurring within
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Figure 4.5: Results of Intersonorant dip detection in "willowy." (a) Wide-band spec-

trogram with formant tracks overlaid. (b) Phonetic transcription. (c) Location and

depth of F2 dips. (d) Location of energy peaks (e) Location and confidence of energy

dips.
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Figure 4.6: Result of Intersonorant F2 dip detection in "dwell." (a) Wide-band spec-

trogram with formant tracks overlaid. (b) Phonetic transcription. (c) Location and

depth of F2 dip.

the vowels are also located. As is discussed below, the time of the energy maxima are

used in both the sonorant-initial and sonorant-final semivowel detection algorithms.

Sonorant-Final Liquids

Of the semivowels, only the liquids /1/ and /r/ occur in postvocalic and, therefore

sonorant-final positions. Thus, the F2 peak detection algorithm used to locate the /y/

glide is not used in this detection scheme.

The data of Section 3.2.2 show the type of formant movement indicative of a

sonorant-final // and /r/. If an /1/ is at the end of a voiced sonorant region, there

is usually significant downward movement in F2 and/or significant upward movement

in F3 from the preceding vowel into the /1/. In the case of a sonorant-final /r/,

there is usually significant downward movement in F3 from the preceding vowel and

possibly downward movement in F2 if the vowel is front." As in the previous section,

sonorant-final peak detection of F3 is performed by inverting the track of F3 and doing

dip detection. Thus, the detection algorithm marks minima in waveforms whose shape

at the end of voiced sonorant regions resembles the one shown in Figure 4.7. Points
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of sonorant-final dip detection algorithm.

A and B correspond to the times of the maximum and minimum formant or energy

values within the vowel and following semivowel segments, respectively. The strength

of the dip labeled d is simply the difference between the values occurring at these

times.

To determine points A and B in a parameter, we need to monitor the movement of

the waveform throughout the vowel and semivowel regions. Recall that energy maxima

are computed once all the intersonorant energy dips are computed. Thus, the time

of the last energy maximum within the voiced sonorant region corresponds to point

A when the waveform is one of the mid-frequency energies. To determine point A

in the formant tracks, we estimate the beginning and end of the vowel within which

the last energy maximum occurs and compute the maximum formant value occurring

between these times. The onset and offset waveforms are used for this purpose. More

specifically, the vowel onset is taken to be the time at which there is the greatest

rate of change in energy between the sound preceding the vowel and the energy peak

occurring within the vowel. If an intersonorant energy dip indicating an intersonorant

sonorant consonant precedes the energy peak within the vowel, then the beginning

of the vowel is taken to be the time of the onset occurring between these events.

However, if no intersonorant energy dip precedes the energy peak, then the beginning

of the vowel is taken to be the time of the onset occurring between the beginning of

the detected voiced sonorant region and the time of the energy peak. In cases where

the vowel occurring before the sonorant-final liquid is preceded by a sonorant-initial
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semivowel or nasal which has not as yet been detected (recall that sonorant-initial

dip detection is performed after sonorant-final dip detection), the vowel onset may be

incorrectly estimated since the onset of the sonorant-initial consonant may be greater

than the onset -of the vowel. However, we have not found this to be a problem in the

determination of point A and, therefore, in the detection of the sonorant-final liquids.

Similar to the vowel onset, the vowel offset is taken to be the time of the greatest

rate of change in the offset waveform between the last energy maximum and the time

occurring 10 msec before the end of the voiced sonorant region. The time of the vowel

offset is also used to determine point B which is the time between this event and 10

msec before the end of the voiced sonorant region at which the minimum formant or

energy value occurs.

Results obtained with this algorithm are shown in Figure 4.8 which contains several

displays pertaining to the word "yell." As can be seen in parts d and e, estimates of the

vowel onset and offset, which occur at 154 msec and 256 msec, respectively, appear to

be reasonable. Thus, the movement of F2 and F3 between the /£/ and following /1/ is

detected. Both an F2 minimum and F3 maximum shown in parts f and g, respectively,

are found within the /1/.

Sonorant-Initial Semivowels

The strategy used to detect sonorant-initial semivowels is based on a comparison

between the beginning of a voiced sonorant region and the first vowel region. From

the data presented in Chapter 3, we have made several observations. First, many

word-initial semivowels have significantly less energy than the following vowel. Sec-

ond, between a prevocalic /w/, /1/ or /r/ and the following vowel, F2 usually rises

significantly. Third, between a prevocalic /r/ and the following vowel, F3 usually rises

significantly from a value normally below 2000 Hz. Finally, following a prevocalic /y/,

F2 and F3 fall gradually from a fronted position.

As before, peak detection in F2 and F3 is done by inverting the tracks and doing

dip detection. Thus, if a semivowel is present, we expect one or more of the energy and

formant parameters to have a waveform shape a' the beginning of the detected voiced

sonorant region which is similar to that shown in Figure 4.9. Point A is the time of the

maximum parameter value within the first vowel in the voiced sonorant region. When

the parameter is one of the bandlimited energies, this point will correspond to the first

energy peak placed by the vowel detection program discussed above. As in the case
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Figure 4.8: Results of sonorant-final dip detection in yell." (a) Wide-band spectro-

gram with formant tracks overlaid. (b) Phonetic transcription. (c) Location of energy

peak. (d) Offset waveform. The time of the vowel offset is estimated to be 256 msec.

(e) Onset waveform. The time of the vowel onset is estimated to be 154 msec. (f)

Location and depth of F2 dip. (g) Location and depth of F3 peak.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the sonorant-initial dip detection algorithm.

of the detection of sonorant-final semivowels, when a formant track is the parameter,

its movement throughout the first vowel must be monitored to determine point A.

Again, the offset waveform is used to determine the end of the first vowel region which

is taken to be the time of the offset occurring between the first energy peak and the

following boundary. This boundary may be either an intersonorant energy dip, an

acoustic event marked by one of the sonorant-final dip detection algorithms or, if none

of these exists, the end of the voiced sonorant region.

Point B is the time 10 msec into the voiced sonorant region. Thus, if the difference

d between the parameter values at points A and B is significant, point B is marked by

a spike with a height of d.

Results obtained with this algorithm are shown in Figure 4.10 where several dis-

plays relating to the word "yell" are presented. As can be seen in parts d, e and f, F2

and F3 maxima and an energy minimum are marked in the sonorant-initial /y/.

4.3.2 Classification

Based on the type of acoustic events marked within the region of the detected

sound(s), the classification step does two things. First, it extracts all of the acous-

tic properties from a region surrounding an anchor point selected from amongst the

acoustic events. This process involves the computation of average F1, F2 and F3 fre-

quencies which are based on the formant values at the time of the anchor point and
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the values occurring in the previous and following frames. In addition, FO is computed

by averaging together reasonable" estimates occurring throughout the utterance (as

mentioned in Chapter 3). From these values, the formant-based properties listed in

Table 4.2 are computed and quantified. The anchor point is also used to extract the

acoustic correlate of the feature stop which characterizes the rate of spectral change

between the detected sound and surrounding segments. In particular, if the anchor

point is preceded by an energy maximum (which should occur within the preceding
vowel), the offset between these events is extracted and quantified. Similarly, if the

anchor point is followed by an energy maximum (which should occur in the following
vowel), the onset between these events is extracted and quantified. With the quanti-

fied properties determined, the second step in this recognition process decides which

semivowel rules should be invoked.

The implementation of these steps differs somewhat depending upon whether a

detected sound is thought to be sonorant-initial, intersonorant or sonorant-final. Thus,
we discuss separately below the classification strategies for these contexts. Finally, we
end this section with a discussion of the semivowel rules.

Sonorant-Initial Classification Strategy

A flow chart of the strategy used to classify sounds detected by one or more

sonorant-initial dips is shown in Figure 4.11. Basically, the algorithm starts by trying

to determine what, if any, acoustic events have been marked between the beginning of

the detected sonorant region and the first energy peak which should occur within the

first vowel. As implied in the flow chart, the determination of what acoustic events

have been marked follows a hierarchy. This is so because some events, more so than

others, narrow the choice(s) of semivowels. For example, if an F2 peak is marked,

then, of the semivowels, we will only investigate the possibility of the sound being a

/y/. Thus, branch 3 is implemented so that the F2 peak is used as the anchor point

and only the /y/ rule is applied.

On the other hand, if an F2 dip is marked, then the detected sound could be a

/w/, /1/ or /r/. In this case, branch 1 is implemented. To further narrow the choices,
the algorithm looks to see what other events, if any, have been detected. For example,

if in addition to an F2 dip an F3 peak is marked, then the F2 dip is the anchor point

and the /r/ rule is not invoked. Instead, the /1/ rule is applied and, as indicated by
the bidirectional arrow, the /w/ and /w-l/ rules may also be applied. Recall that the
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Figure 4.12: Flow chart of the intersonorant classification strategy.

data of Section 3.2.2. show that /w/'s which are adjacent to retroflexed sounds have

a higher F3 frequency. Thus, the latter rules are applied if it is determined, from an

analysis of a small region surrounding the first energy peak, that the first vowel is

retroflexed.

Note that several unidirectional arrows also occur in the flow chart such as the

ones in the path of branch 1 which contains an F2 dip and F3 dip. The first arrow

implies that the /r/ rule is applied first and that the /w/ rule is invoked only if the

sound is not classified as an /r/. Similarly, the second arrow states that if the sound

is not classified as an /r/ or a /w/, then the /1/ rule is applied.

Intersonorant Classification Strategy

This classification strategy is more complicated than the others since an interson-

orant dip region (loosely defined by the energy maxima surrounding the energy dip)

may consist of one or two sonorant consonants. Thus, as Figure 4.12 shows, the first

step in this process is the determination of whether one or two sonorant consonants

are in the dip region.

The answer to this question is based on two types of acoustic cues. The first type
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of cue has to do with duration. Recall that the data of Section 3.2.6 show that te

difference in time between the offset and onset surrounding an intersonorant energy

dip is usually much longer when two sonorant consonants are present and the first

consonant is a n'asal than when either one sonorant consonant is present or two sonorant

consonants are present and the first one is either /r/ or /1/ (recall that /w/ and /y/

cannot be the first member of an intersonorant cluster). Thus, to differentiate between

the latter events and, therefore, determine if there is either one sonorant consonant or

a liquid followed by another sonorant consonant, the algorithm looks to see if an F3 dip

(indicating an /r/) or either an F3 peak or F2 dip (indicating an /1/) occurs between

the surrounding energy maxima, but either before or just after the offset. Examples

of these pattern of events within the words "harmonize" and stalwart" are shown in

Figure 4.13. As can be seen, only the /m/ in the /rm/ cluster of harmonize" occurs

between the offset and onset at 274 msec and 334 msec, respectively. The presence of

the /r/ is indicated by the strong F3 dip shown in part f which occurs just before the

offset. Similarly, the presence of the /1/ in the /lw/ cluster in "stalwart" is indicated

by an F3 peak occurring just before the offset at 352 msec.

If the algorithm determines that only one consonant is present in the dip region,

then the intervocalic classification strategy shown in Figure 4.14 is implemented. This

strategy is very similar to the one which classifies sounds detected by sonorant-initial

acoustic events. In this case, however, the determination of acoustic events does not

follow a hierarchy, except that the algorithm favors formant dips/peaks over energy

dips. Instead, the algorithm determines the strongest acoustic event (recall that the

strength of a dip is determined in addition to the time at which it occurs). Thus, if an

F2 dip and F3 dip both occur, but the F3 dip is stronger, then branch 2 in Figure 4.14

is implemented.

If the algorithm determines that two sonorant consonants are present in the dip

region, then the cluster classification strategy shown in Figure 4.15 is implemented.

The first step in this process is the determination of whether the first sonorant con-

sonant in the cluster may be a postvocalic liquid. If so, path 1 is followed. As can be

seen, after either the /r/ or /I/ rule is applied to the sound detected by the formant

dip/peak, the intervocalic classification strategy discussed above is used to classify the

sound occurring between the offset and onset.

Path 2 is followed when the algorithm suspects that two sonorant consonants occur

between the offset and onset. If this is so, then we know that the first consonant is
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not a semivowel and that the second consonant is either a nasal or semivowel. Thus,

we only want to classify the second consonant. To try to guarantee that only the

second consonant in the cluster is classified, the algorithm selects the last acoustic

event occurring in the energy dip region. This is the question which is being asked in

Path 2. For example, if the last acoustic event is an F3 peak, then the /y/ and /1/

rules are applied.

Sonorant-Final Classification Strategy

The classification strategy for acoustic events occurring in a sonorant-final region

(loosely defined as the interval between the last energy maximum and the end of

the voiced sonorant region) is shown in Figure 4.16. As can be seen, this process is

straightforward since, of the semivowels, only /1/ and /r/ can occur in a sonorant-final

position. The hierarchy implied is not crucial except that branches 1 and 2, because

a dip or peak in F3 distinguishes between the liquids, should be implemented before

the lower ones.

Rules

While the thresholds used to quantify the extracted properties are always the same,

the rules which are applied to integrate them for identification of the semivowels are

dependent upon context. The rules for the different contexts are compared in Tables

4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. As stated above, there is a /w-l/ rule for a class which is either /w/

or /1/. This category was created since, as the acoustic study discussed in Chapter 3

shows, /w/ and /1/ are acoustically very similar.

In the fuzzy logic framework, addition is analogous to a logical "or" and the result of

this operation is the maximum value of the properties being considered. Multiplication

of two or more properties is analogous to a logical 'and." In this case, the result is the

minimum value of the properties being operated on. Since the value of any property

is between 0 and 1, the result of any rule must also be between 0 and 1. We have

chosen 0.5 to be the dividing point for classification. That is, if the sound to which

a semivowel rule is applied receives a score greater than or equal to 0.5, it will be

classified as that semivowel.

Although the rules are similar across contexts, well known acoustic differences due

to allophonic variations are captured in the rules. For example, compare the prevocalic

and postvocalic /1/ rules. The rule for a prevocalic /1/ allows for the possibility of an
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Table 4.5: Prevocalic Semivowel Rules

abrupt rate of spectral change between the detected sound and the following vowel.

However, the rule for a postvocalic /1/ requires that the rate of spectral change between

the detected sound and the preceding vowel be gradual. In addition, the closer spacing

between F2 and F1 for a postvocalic /I/ as oppose to a prevocalic /1/ is also expressed.

Whereas the rule for a postvocalic /1/ allows for the sound to be "very back," the rule

for a prevocalic /1/ does not. Instead, to classify as an /1/, the detected sound must

be either "back" or "mid."

Note that the fuzzy logic framework provides a straightforward mechanism for

distinguishing between primary and secondary cues. For example, in the /w/ rules,

the property very Lack" is primary whereas the other cues are secondary. That is, if

the sound has the property "very back," it will be classified as a /w/ regardless of the

other properties. Otherwise, to be classified as a /w/ the sound needs to possess the

properties "back," "gradual," and either "high" or "maybe high." Likewise, regardless

of the value of any other properties, a sound which has the properties retroflex" and

a "close F2 and F3" or a "maybe close F2 and F3" (the postvocalic /r/ does not allow

the last property), will be recognized as an /r/.
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/w/ = (very back) + (back)(high + maybe high)(gradual onset)

(maybe close F2 F3 + not close F2 F3)

/1/ = (back + mid)(gradual onset + abrupt onset)(maybe high + nonhigh + low)

(maybe retroflex + not retroflex) (maybe close F2 F3 + not close F2 F3)

/w-l/ = (back) (maybehigh) (gradual onset)(maybe close F2 F3 + not close F2 F3)

/r/ = (retroflex) (close F2 F3 + maybe close F2 F3) +

(maybe retroflex) (close F2 F3) (gradual onset) (back + mid)

(maybe high + nonhigh + low)

/y/ = (front)(high + maybe high) (gradual onset + abrupt onset)

.--�---- - ---------- ----- --- --



Table 4.6: Intersonorant Semivowel Rules

Table 4.7: Postvocalic Rules

/1/ = (very back + back) (gradual offset) (not retroflex)

(not close F2 F3)(maybe high + nonhigh + low)

/r/ = (retroflex) (close F2 F3) +

(maybe retroflex) (close F2 F3)(maybe high + nonhigh + low)

(back + mid) (gradual offset)
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/w/ = (very back) + (back)(high + maybe high)(gradual onset)(gradual offset)

(maybe close F2 F3 + not close F2 F3)

/1/ = (back + mid)(maybe high + nonhigh + low)

(gradual onset + abrupt onset)(gradual offset + abrupt offset)

(maybe retroflex + not retroflex) (maybe close F2 F3 + not close F2 F3)

/w-l/ = (back) (maybehigh) (gradual onset) (gradual offset)

(maybe close F2 F3 + not close F2 F3)

/r/ = (retroflex) (close F2 F3 + maybe close F2 F3) +

(maybe retroflex) (close F2 F3) (gradual onset) (gradual offset)

(back + mid)(maybe high + nonhigh + low)

/y/ = (front)(high + maybe high) (gradual onset) (gradual offset)



4.3.3 Summary

In summary, we have divided the control strategy into two procedures: detection

and classification. In the detec'ion process, certain acoustic events (minima and max-

ima) which correspond to particular acoustic properties are automatically detected

from selected parameters. In the classification process, these acoustic events are used

in two ways. First, on the basis of their relative strengths and the time of their occur-

rence, they define a small region from which all of the acoustic properties for features

are extracted. Second, once the properties are quantified, the acoustic events are used

to decide which semivowel rule(s) will integrate the properties for classification of the

detected sound.
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Chapter 5

Recognition Results

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of the recognition procedures pre-

sented in Chapter 4. The detection and classification results are given separately for

each of the data bases described in Chapter 2. The data base used to develop the

recognition system is referred to as Database-1. Database-2 refers to the words con-

tained in Database-1 which were spoken by new speakers. Finally, Database-3 refers

to the sentences taken from the TIMIT corpus.

Recall that, whereas errors in the formant tracks of the words in Database-1 were

corrected, those in the formant tracks of the utterances in Database-2 and Database-3

were not. Consequently, we have excluded from the recognition results those semivow-

els which were not tracked correctly and words which were not tracked at all (see the

performance results for the formant tracker in Section 2.2.3).

In addition to overall recognition results for the data bases, separate results are

given for the sonorant-initial, intersonorant and sonorant-final semivowels. To further

establish the influence of context, additional divisions within these broad categories

are sometimes made.

Before presenting the recognition data, we shall discuss several key issues that

have a bearing on the understanding of them. These issues include the criteria used for

tabulating the detection and classification results, the effects of phonetic variability due

to such phenomena as stress and devoicing, and problems with some of the recognition

parameters.

Finally, we will conclude this chapter with a comparison of the recognition sys-
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tern developed in the thesis and some earlier acoustic-phonetic front ends for which

semivowel recognition results have been published. Unfortunately, we do not know of

any statistically based recognition system for which recognition results for the semivow-

els have been published. Thus, we are not able to compare the performance of systems

based on the different approaches.

5.2 Method of Tabulation of Results

A semivowel is considered detected if an energy dip and/or one or more formant

dips and/or peaks is placed somewhere between the beginning (minus 10 msec) and

end (plus 10 msec) of its hand transcribed region by any of the detection algorithms.

The 10 msec margin, which was chosen arbitrarily, did not always include effects of the

semivowels on what is considered to be the neighboring phoneme in the transcription.

Thus, for about 1% of the semivowels, further corrections were made when tabulating

the detection results. For example, consider the word "choleric" shown on the left side

of Figure 5.1. Based on the above criterion, the F3 peak in part e occurs within the

intervocalic /1/, but the first F2 dip in part d occurs in the preceding /a/. However, it

is clear that the fall of F2 from its maximum value within the // is due to the influence

of the /1/. Thus, when tabulating the detection results, the F2 dip is considered to be

in the /1/ and not in the /a/.

In contrast with this example, consider the word "harlequin," shown on the right

side of Figure 5.1. As can be seen in part d, an F3 dip is detected at the beginning of

the sonorant region. Based on the stated criterion, the F3 dip does not occur within

the /r/ segment. However, as in the previous example, this dip is also clearly due

to the influence of the semivowel. Nevertheless, since it does not occur close to the

hand transcribed /r/ region, but occurs at the beginning of the vowel, the dip is not

assigned to the /r/. Thus, the results will state that the /r/ was not detected.

On the other hand, if the /a/ in this example is recognized as an /r/, the recognition

results will say that the /r/ was correctly classified and the /a/ will not be included

in the list of vowels misclassified as /r/. This disparity between the detection and

classification results points to the problem in present transcription standards which do

not allow for the overlapping of phonetic sounds. That is, we do not consider it an error

if the sonorant-initial recognition strategy rather than the intersonorant recognition

strategy classifies the /r/. As is the case in this example and as was discussed in
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of acoustic events marked within choleric" (on left) and

"harlequin" (on right). (a) Wide band spectrogram with formant tracks overlaid. (b)

Location of energy peaks. (c) Location and confidence of energy dips. (d) Location

and depth of F2 dips in "choleric" and F3 dip in harlequin." (e) Location and depth

of F3 peak in "choleric."
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Section 3.3, the features of an /r/ in this context may overlap completely with the

preceding vowel. In this example, the underlying /a/ and following /r/ segments are

realized as an r-colored /a/. Thus, in this sense, the /r/ is sonorant-initial. However,

by allowing this "disorder" (or more appropriately no order" since ideally this sound

should be recognized as having the features of an /a/ and an /r/) at the acoustic level,

the unraveling of this r-colored segment into a vowel followed by an /r/ as opposed to

a vowel preceded by an /r/ must occur at or somewhere before lexical access. Ideas

concerning this mapping are discussed in chapter 6.

5.3 Effects of Phonetic Variability

The detection results are affected by phonetic variability due to stress and devoic-

ing. Shown in Figure 5.2 are examples of unstressed semivowels. Formant tracks are

given in the figure since some formants within the semivowels are not visible from the

spectrogram. As can be seen, there appears to be little or no acoustic evidence for

the /1/ in "luxurious" and the /y/ in ukulele." Thus, neither of these semivowels

is detected. This result is not surprising since perceptual findings (Cutler and Foss,

1977) have shown that acoustic cues of phonetic segments in unstressed syllables are

not as salient as they are in stressed syllables. In fact, on the basis of this finding and

their own work regarding lexical constraints imposed by stressed and unstressed sylla-

bles, Huttenlocher and Zue (1983) concluded that recognition systems may not need

to be very concerned with the correct identification of phonetic segments in unstressed

syllables.

In addition to some unstressed semivowels, devoiced and some partially devoiced

semivowels are also undetected by the recognition system. Examples of such semivow-

els are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. As can be seen, the /1/ in "clear," the /w/ in

"swollen" and the first /r/ in "transcribe" are all considerably devoiced. As a result,

they are not detected by the recognition system. Similarly, the /w/ in "mansuetude"

and the prevocalic /I/ in incredulously" are partially devoiced. In addition, these

semivowels are unstressed. While there is enough formant movement so that the lat-

ter sounds are detected, the transitions are not sufficient for a correct classification.

To recognize such semivowels, information in the preceding nonsonorant region is also

needed. For example, the pencil-thin vertical line occurring above 5 kHz and between

the /s/ and the following /1/ on the spectrogram of incredulously" corresponds to
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Figure 5.2: Wide band spectrogram with formant tracks overlaid of the words "ukulele"

and luxurious" which contain the unstressed, word-initial semivowels /y/ and /1/,

respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Wide band spectrograms of the words "clear," "swollen" and "transcribe

which contain a devoiced /1/, /w/ and /r/, respectively.
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the lateral release of the /1/ (Zue, 1985). In addition, on the spectrogram of the word

"mansuetude," the low frequency frication seen in the /s/ just below the starting point

of F2 in the following voiced sonorant region is often referred to as a "labial tail" and

is characteristic of a devoiced /w/. However, since analysis in the nonsonorant regions

of an utterance is outside the scope of the thesis, semivowels such as these may not

be detected. Recall that devoiced semivowels are not a part of our recognition task.

However, since some words in the data bases contain semivowels which are in clusters

with unvoiced consonants and since devoiced allophones and voiced allophones are

transcribed with the same phonetic symbols, the detection and classification results

for devoiced semivowels are included in the recognition data.

5.4 Parameter Evaluation

An evaluation of the voiced sonorant detector shows that, in a few instances, very

weak sounds are excluded from the detected voiced and sonorant regions. Examples of

this phenomenon are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6. As can be seen from the overlaid

formant tracks which are extracted only in the detected voiced sonorant regions, the

middle portion of the intervocalic /w/'s are excluded from the voiced sonorant regions.

If we use the bandlimited energy from 200 Hz to 700 Hz, the difference (in dB) between

the maximum energy within the utterance and the minimum energy within the /w/ is

37 dB for "bewail" and 41 dB for "bailiwick." As can be seen from the spectrograms,

the /w/'s also have very little energy below 200 Hz. These results suggest that the

/w/'s are produced with a constriction which is too narrow for them to be sonorant.

Instead, they are produced as obstruents. Thus, their exclusion from the sonorant

regions is reasonable.

Even though the intervocalic /w/'s shown in Figure 5.5 are partially excluded from

the detected voiced sonorant region, they are still recognized. In each instance, enough

of the /w/ is included in the following voiced sonorant regions so that it is detected

and classified by the sonorant-initial recognition strategy.

While the exclusion of portions of the /w/'s in Figure 5.5 did not affect their

recognition, the partial or complete exclusion of other semivowels from the detected

voiced sonorant regions did cause them to be undetected and, therefore, unrecognized.

Examples of such semivowels are shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. As can be seen in

Figure 5.6, the last syllable in the word "harlequin," which contains a prevocalic
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overlaid. (b) Waveform.
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/w/, and the word-initial /1/ in leapfrog" are left out of the detected voiced sonora.

regions. In addition, the word "like," which contains a word-initial /1/, in the sentence

in Figure 5.7, is omitted. As in the previous examples, the semivowels in Figure 5.6

are omitted because of their relatively low amplitude. However, in the latter case,

the word "like" as well as several other sounds in the sentence are excluded because

of their strong high frequency energy. Although the sentences in the TI corpus were

recorded with a close-talking microphone comparable to that used in the recording

of the words in Database-1 and Database-2, the placement of the microphone was

different. In the recording of Database-1 and Database-2, the microphone was placed

about 2 centimeters in front of the mouth. However, in the recording of Database-

3, the microphone touched the mouth. As a result, the sounds in the TI corpus

have considerably more high frequency energy. Thus, snce the ratio of low- to high-

frequency energy of the utterances in Database-3 can be considerably different from

that of the other utterances used to develop the voiced sonorant detector, several voiced

and sonorant sounds in this corpus were excluded from the detected sonorant regions.

As for the semivowels contained in Database-3, only the /1/ shown in Figure 5.7 and

a /y/ were excluded from detected voiced sonorant regions.

The problem of excluding very weak sonorant sounds can possibly be corrected in

several ways. One possible correction is to adjust the relative energy threshold used

to extract voiced regions. However, such a modification may result in the inclusion of

stop gaps. Alternatively, estimates of the voiced and sonorant regions can be refined by

tracking formants everywhere (not using continuity constraints outside of the initially

detected voiced sonorant regions) and expanding the initial region to include areas

where continuous tracks are extracted.

In addition to excluding a few voiced and sonorant sounds, the voiced sonorant

detector also included some unvoiced and nonsonorant sounds. In some instances,

such inclusions resulted in a semivowel which was not classified because its context

was not correctly recognized. For example, consider the classification of the /w/ in

the word "square" shown in Figure 5.8. As can be seen from the overlaid formant

tracks, the low-frequency /k/ burst is included in the detected voiced sonorant region.

As a result, an energy dip, shown in part c, is placed in the beginning of the /w/ and

an energy peak, shown in part b, occurs within the /k/. Therefore, the prevocalic

/w/ is considered to be intervocalic. As a result, it is analyzed by the intersonorant

classification strategy. While this energy dip region has most of the features for an
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intervocalic /w/, the offset occurring at approximately 280 msec is too abrupt for a

/w/ in this context. Although this offset is due to the /k/ burst, it is taken to be the

offset of a preceding vowel. Thus, the /w/ is not classified.

This may be a difficult problem to solve without a reliable pitch detector. On

the other hand, some modifications in the voiced and/or sonorant parameters may

be sufficient. For example, changing the voiced parameter from a bandlimited energy

from 0 Hz to 700 Hz to one from 0 Hz to 300 Hz and using a similar relative measure

(the threshold may need to be changed) should exclude many of the low-frequency

stop bursts from the detected voiced region. In addition, a change in the sonorant

parameter may also give better results. That is, it may be more appropriate to look

at only low-frequency energy as opposed to a ratio of low-frequency energy and high-

frequency energy.

Finally, intersonorant energy dips are sometimes detected in vowels and in semivow-

els which are prevocalic or postvocalic. Unlike the case just discussed, these interson-

orant energy dips are not due to errors in the voiced sonorant detector. Such energy

dips sometimes cause semivowels to go undetected or to be analyzed by an inappropri-

ate algorithm which results in their being unclassified. Examples of this phenomenon

are shown in Figure 5.9. In the word prime," shown on the left side, an energy dip

occurs during the /r/. As a result, an energy peak is placed at the beginning of the

/r/. Consequently, the upward movement in F3 from the /r/ and through the /aY/

is not detected by the sonorant-initial F3 dip detector. (Recall from the discussion of

Section 4.3.1. that the detection of significant formant movement in sonorant-initial

semivowels is dependent upon accurate detection of the first vowel region which is as-

sumed to occur around the first energy peak in the detected voiced sonorant region.)

Instead, the /r/ is analyzed by the intersonorant recognition algorithm. While the dip

region has all of the features for an /r/, the movement in F3 is not appropriate for

an intervocalic /r/. Instead of F3 increasing slightly before the energy dip, F3 should

decrease from its value within the preceding vowel if the /r/ is indeed intervocalic. As

a consequence, the /r/ is not classified.

A similar situation occurs for the /r/ in 'cartwheel." Due to the placement of

the energy dip and energy peaks in the first voiced sonorant region, the sonorant-final

F3 dip detector does not mark the downward movement in F3. (Again, detection

of significant formant movement signalling the presence of sonorant-final semivowels

depends upon the accurate detection of the last vowelregion which is assumed to occur
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around the last energy peak within the detected voiced sonorant region.) Instead, the

end of the transcribed /a/ is analyzed by the intersonorant recognition strategy. As in

the previous example, the dip region has the necessary features for an /r/ classification,

but the nearly flat F3 between the energy dip and the end of the voiced sonorant region

is not appropriate for an intervocalic /r/. Thus, the /r/ is not classified.

5.5 Semivowel Recognition Results

The overall recognition results for the data bases are compared in Table 5.1. On the

left side of the table are the detection results which are given separately for each data

base. The top row specifies the semivowel tokens as transcribed. The following rows

show the actual number of semivowels that were transcribed (# tokens), the percentage

of semivowels detected by one or more acoustic event (detected), and the percentage of

semivowels detected by each type of acoustic event marked by the detection algorithms.

For example, the detection table for Database-1 states that 97% of the transcribed

/w/'s contained an F2 dip within their segmented region.

The classification results for each data base are given on the right side of the

table. As before, the top row specifies the semivowel tokens as transcribed. The

following rows show the number of semivowel tokens transcribed, the number which

were undetected (this number is the complement of the percent detected given in the

detection results) and the percentage of those semivowel tokens transcribed which were

classified by the semivowel rules. For example, the results for Database-1 show that

90%o of the 558 tokens of /r/'s which were transcribed were correctly classified. The

term "nc" (in the bottom row) means that one or more semivowel rules was applied

to the detected sound, but the classification score(s) was less than 0.5.

Recall from the discussion in Section 5.2 that there will not always be agreement

between the detection and classification results. That is, a semivowel which is consid-

ered undetected may show up in the classification results as being recognized. Thus,the

numbers in a column within the classification results may not always add up to 100%.

The teased recognition results are given in Tables 5.2 - 5.7 (see pages 173 - 178).

Included in the tables are the classification results for nasals. These results are given

because the nasals are the only other consonants which are sonorant in all contexts.

In addition, as mentioned in Chapter 3, a parameter which captures the feature nasal

is not included in the recognition system. Thus, we expect there to be some misclas-
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Table 5.1: Overall Recognition Results for the Semivowels.

Classification

Database-i

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w

369

98.6

47

97

0

41

21

1

540

96.7

51

83

0

10

54

r

558

97.4

36

46

1

95

1

y

222

96.2

35

0

92

2

78

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%o)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%)

Database-2

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w

181

98.3

49

93

0

37

30

w

28

96.4

61

93

0

47

61

1

274

98.5

59

85

0

7

69

1

40

92.5

89

83

0

36

50

r

279

96.4

44

49

1

90

2

r

49

100

61

65

0

94

4

y
1Y0 # tokens

105 undetected(%)
98.1

41 w(%)41
(%)

9w-(%)

r(%)

87 Y(%)
nc(%)

Database-3

y

23

96

57

0

91

0

70

# tokens

undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%)

w

181

1.7

48

12.7

29

3.5

0

6.7

w

28

3.6

46

21.6

21.6

7.1

0

0
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Detection

w

369

1.4

52

9.1

31.4

4

0

2

r

558

2.6

3.4

0

0

90

0

4.7

1

540

3.3

7.5

55.7

30.4

.2

0

3

Y

222

2.9

0

0

0

0

93.7

4.9

1

274

1.5

3.6

57.7

33.8

.4

0

2.9

1

40

7.5

10

52.6

24.7

0

0

5.1

r

279

4.3

1.9

0

0

91.3

0

4.3

r

49

0

0

0

0

89.8

0

10.2O
0.2

y

105

2.8

0

0

0

0

84.9

13.3

Y

23

4

0

0

0

0

78.5

17.2



sifications of nasals as semivowels.

Note that detection results are not given for the nasals. While formant dips and

peaks are marked in their hand-transcribed regions, it is not clear how to interpret

these results since the formants are influenced by the presence of nasal poles and zeros.

The nasals detected by energy dips can be inferred from the undetected results given

in the classification tables.

As can be seen in Tables 5.2 - 5.4, the sonorant-initial semivowels are divided into

the classes: semivowels which are not preceded by a consonant, semivowels which are

preceded by a voiced consonant, and semivowels which are preceded by an unvoiced

consonant. In the latter two categories, the semivowel may or may not be in the same

syllable as the preceding consonant. Thus, the category for semivowels which follow an

unvoiced consonant contains both of the /r/'s in the words "misrule" and "enshrine."

The intersonorant semivowels which are given in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 are separated on

the basis of whether the semivowels are intervocalic or in a cluster with either another

semivowel or a nasal. The latter division includes both the /y/ in "granular" where the

intersonorant /y/ occurs in an intervocalic sonorant consonant cluster and the /r/ in

"snarl" where the intersonorant /r/ occurs in a word-final sonorant consonant cluster.

Recall that the acoustic study of Chapter 3 shows that typically nonsonorant and

voiced consonants may appear to be sonorant when they occur between two sonorant

sounds. Thus, some voiced consonant and semivowel clusters such as the /v/ and /r/

in "everyday" are realized acoustically as an intersonorant sonorant consonant cluster.

However, since this phenomenon does not always occur, results for such semivowels

are given in either the data for the sonorant-initial semivowels or the data for the

sonorant-final semivowels.

When comparing the recognition results of the three data bases, the many differ-

ences between Database-3 and the other corpora which were summarized in Section

2.1 should be kept in mind. In addition to these distinctions, the sparseness of the

semivowels in Database-3 affects the recognition results. As can be seen from the

teased results, no /y/'s occur in intervocalic position and and all prevocalic semivow-

els are preceded by a consonant. In addition, only /r/'s which are not syllable-final

occur in sonorant-final position. Thus, several semivowels in particular contexts in

Database-1 and Database-2 that receive high recognition scores are not covered in

Database-3.

In view of the differences between the data bases, the detection and classification
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results are fairly consistent. In terms of detection, the results from all three data bases

show the importance of using formant information in addition to energy measures.

Across contexts, F2 minima are most important in locating /w/'s and /1/' s, F3 minima

are most important in locating /r/'s and F2 maxima are most important in locating

/y/'s.

When in an intervocalic context (see Table 5.5), however, the detection results using

only energy dips compare favorably with those using the cited formant dip/peak. Note
that 95% of the intervocalic semivowels in Database-1 are detected by an energy dip.

This is more than the 90% predicted by the acoustic study of Section 3.2.4. The
reason for this difference is that, while energy dips which were less than 2 dB were not

considered significant in the acoustic study, such energy dips were not disregarded in

the recognition system if a formant dip and/or peak also occurred in the dip region

marked by the surrounding energy peaks.

There are a few events listed in the detection results which, at first glance, appear

strange. In each data base, some of the /r/'s contained an F3 peak in addition to an

F3 dip. However, in all of these instances, the /r/ was adjacent to a coronal consonant

such as the /r/ which precedes the /s/ in foreswear" and the /r/ which precedes

the /6/ in "northward." Thus, there is a significant rise in F3 at the end of the /r/.

Examples of this type of contextual influence are shown in Figure 5.10.

Similarly, there are a few /y/'s which, in addition to an F3 peak, contain an F3

dip. As can be seen in the words yore," pule" and yon" shown in Figure 5.11, F3

starts from a value between 2500 Hz and 3000 Hz in the beginning of the /y/, and

then dips to a frequency between 2000 Hz and 2400 Hz before it rises to the necessary

frequency for the following sound(s) (note that an F3 dip was not marked in the /y/ of

"yon" because the minimum occurred around 2400 Hz which is too high a frequency

for it to be due to an /r/). This type of F3 movement was seen across all speakers in'

many such words. However, this finding is not reflected in the results for Database-Z

and Database-3 since the F3 dip was said to occur in the hand-transcribed region of

the following vowel. This phenomenon for /y/ has also been noted by Lehiste (1962)
who states that this type of F3 transition is part of the phonetic distinctiveness of /y/.

From her acoustic study of word-initial /y/'s, Lehiste found that the F3 transition
from the /y/ into the following vowel involved a downward movement to a specified

value near 2000 Hz and then a rapid movement to the target for the following vowel,

if the vowel target was different from approximately 2000 Hz.
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Figure 5.10: An illustration of formant movement between /r/'s and adjacent coronal

consonants in the words "foreswear" and "northward." (a) Wide band spectrogram

with formant tracks overlaid. (b) Location and depth of F3 dips placed by interson-

orant dip detector. (c) Location and depth of F3 peaks placed by sonorant-final dip

detector.
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As for the classification results, there is a considerable number of the /w/'s and /l/'s

which get classified as w-l in all three data bases. This result is not surprising given

the acoustic similarity of these two sounds. As the acoustic study discussed in Chapter

3 shows, no one measure used in the recognition system provides a good separation

between these sounds. Note, however, that in several contexts, the system is able to

correctly classify these sounds at a rate better than chance. Considering the contexts

in which both sounds occur, the best results are obtained when they are word-initial

(that is, sonorant-initial with no preceding consonant). As can be seen in Table 5.2,

only a few /w/'s are called /1/ and only a few /l/'s are called /w/. This result is not

surprising. The prevocalic /1/ allophone occurs in this context. Therefore, an abrupt

spectral change due to the release of the tongue tip will usually occur between the /1/

and the following vowel. Between a /w/ and adjacent vowel(s), however, the spectral

change is usually gradual. Furthermore, since there is no influence of a preceding

sound, many of the sonorant-initial /w/'s have a high degree of the feature back and,

therefore, a very low F2, whereas most of the prevocalic /l/'s will not have such a

close spacing between F1 and F2. As can be seen from the other tables, the number

of confusions as well as the number called /w-l/ increases significantly when they are

preceded by other sounds.

If we consider the classification of /w/'s as either /w/, /1/ or /w-l/ to be correct,

then the scores for the /w/'s in Database-i, Database-2 and Database-3 are 92.5%,

89.7% and 89.2%, respectively. Similarly, the lumped scores for the /l/'s in Database-i,

Database-2 and Database-3 are 93.6%, 95.1% and 87.3%, respectively. Alternatively,

since it is equally likely that a sound classified as /w-l/ is a /w/ or an /1/, we can

assign half of the /w-l/ score to the scores for /w/ and /1/. With this tabulation,

the scores for the /w/'s in Database-1, Database-2 and Database-3 are 68%, 62.5%

and 56.8%, respectively; and the scores for the /l/'s in Database-1, Database-2 and

Database-3 are 70.9%, 74.6% and 64.9%, respectively.

From a comparison of the results for Database-1 and Database-2, we see that a

considerably larger percentage of the /w/'s in Database-2 were not classified. This

result accounts for the difference in correct classification scores. Most of these "no

classifications" are due to a particular speaker who had strong low frequency /k/

bursts which were included in the detected voiced sonorant region. An example of

a no classification caused by the inclusion of such sounds within the voiced sonorant

regions was discussed in the previous section.
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The /w/ and /1/ scores for Database-3 are lowest. However, as stated earlier,

some contexts occurring in Database-1 and Database-2 were not covered by Database-

3. For those contexts in which /w/ and/or /1/ occur, their scores in Database-3

are comparable and sometimes better than those contained in the other data bases;

however, the classification scores in the other contexts tend to be higher. Thus, it is

the lack of coverage which accounts for the apparent decrease in correct recognition of

these sounds and the apparent increase in the number of confusions between them.

The overall results for the /r/'s in the data bases are comparable. However, the

detection and classification results for the sonorant-final /r/'s given in Table 5.7 appear

to be significantly worse for Database-3. This is so because all of the sonorant-final

/r/'s in Database-3 were followed by the consonant /k/ in "dark." Only 12 of the 14

repetitions of this word were transcribed with an /r/. In three of the 12 repetitions,

a situation similar to that discussed for "cartwheel" in the previous section occurred.

That is, an intersonorant energy dip occurred somewhere in the /a/ and /r/ regions.

As a result, any downward movement in F3 between the coronal consonant /d/ and the

retroflexed /a/, was not detected. This outcome is apparent from the detection results

which state that only 75% of the /r/'s contained an F3 dip. Thus, we feel that had

this data base contained some syllable-final /r/'s which were also sonorant-final, the

classification score for the /r/ in this context would be comparable to that obtained

for the other data bases. A finding in support of this claim is the many //'s and

/a/'s contained in Database-3 which were called /r/. These syllabic /r/'s occurred in

the words "your" and water." The word "your" was also contained in Database-1

and Database-2 (in these data bases, it was spell as yore"). However, in these data

bases, this word was always transcribed with a vowel followed by an /r/.

As for the /y/'s, the overall results show that the classification scores for Database-

2 and Database-3 are lower than the scores for Database-1. For Database-2, this

lower score is due mainly to one of the two speakers for whom the classification of

intersonorant /y/'s in clusters with nasals was poor (see Table 5.6). The reason for

this poor classification is illustrated in Figure 5.12. Given on the left side are several

displays corresponding to the word banyan" which is a part of Database-1. The

pattern of events illustrated is typical for the intervocalic nasal-semivowel clusters

seen in this data base. In contrast, the same displays are shown for the same word

said by the speaker of Database-2. The main differences between the pattern of events

for these two words lies in the energy dip region which is defined by the offset preceding
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Table 5.2: Recognition Results for Sonorant-Initial Semivowels Not Adjacent to a

Consonant.

Detection Classification

Database-i

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w

70

100

43

97

0

57

37

l

40

90

33

70

0

10

55

r

56

100

25

79

0

98

0

y
46

95.7

43

0

95

2

95

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%o)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%)

Database-2

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w 1

33 21

97 95

18 50

97 81

0 0

36 14

48 62

r y

27 19

96 100

30 10

89 0

0 100

93 0

0 100

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-1(%)

r(%o)

y(%)
nc(%)

w 1 r

33 21 27

3 5 4

67 0 7.6

9 76 3.8

21 5 0

0 0 81

0 0 0

0 14 7.6
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w 1

70 40

0 10

80 5

1.4 63

17.1 15

0 0

O 0

1.4 7

r

56

0

5

0

0

95

0

0

y

46

4.3

0

0

0

0

91.4

4.3

nasal

64

14

5

20

3

5

9

44

y nasal

19 28

0 7

0 0

0 10.7

0 3.6

0 10.7

94 3.6

6 64.3



Table 5.3: Recognition Results for Sonorant-Initial Semivowels Adjacent to Voiced

Consonants. -

Detection Classification

Database-I

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w I r

35 29 67

94 100 94

40 55 18

94 86 55

0 0 1

40 31 90

43 48 0

y
30

97

13

0

87

3

77

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

Database-2

w I r y nasal

35 29 67 30 0

6 0 6 3 0

37 24 6 0 0

11 28 0 0 0

40 48 0 0 0

3 0 88 0 0

0 0 0 90 0

3 0 0 7 0

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w

18

100

56

94

0

61

17

1 r

13 31

100 100

62 42

100 52

0 0

8 94

62 6

y
14

100

21

0

79

0

93

# tokens

undetected(%)

W-l(%)

r(%)

y(o)

nc(%)

w I r y nasal

18 13 31 14 0

0 0 0 0 0

78 8 0 0 0

0 38 0 0 0

22 54 0 0 0

0 0 97 0 0

0 0 0 79 0

0 0 3 21 0

# tokens

detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w I r y

0 13 13 9

0 92 100 89

0 31 31 0

0 85 85 0

0 0 0 77

0 23 100 0

0 38 0 55

Database-3

w

# tokens 0

undetected(%) 0

w(%) O

1(%) 0

w-l(%o) o
r(%) 0

y(%) O
nc(%) 0

I r y nasal

13 13 9 0

8 0 11 0

0 0 0 0

46 0 0 0

38 0 0 0

0 92 0 0

0 0 56 0

8 8 33 0
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Table 5.4: Recognition Results for Sonorant-Initial Semivowels Adjacent to Unvoiced

Consonants.

Detection Classification

Database-I

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w

144

98

10

94

0

53

19

1

123

93

11

85

0

27

46

r

129

98.4

10

53

3

95

1

Y

69

97

4

0

94

3

72

# tokens

undetected(%)

w(%)

l(%)
w-l(%o)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%o)

Database-2

w I

# tokens 69 56

detected(%) 97 100

Energy dip(%) 26 16

F2 dip(%) 87 93

F2 peak(%) 0 0

F3 dip(%) 45 20

F3 peak(%) 22 71

w

# tokens 14

detected(%) 92.86

Energy dip(%) 21

F2 dip(%) 86

F2 peak(%) 0

F3 dip(%) 57

F3 peak(%) 64

r

60

93

10

58

3

85

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

y

30

100

13

0

93

0

87

# tokens

undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

Database-3

r y

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

# tokens

undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)
w-l(%)

r(%)

y(o)

nc(%)

w 1

69 56

3 0

45 12.5

16 25

22 62.5

3 0

0 0

12 0

w 1

14 0

7.14 0

71.43 0

7.14 0

7.14 0

7.14 0

0 0

O 0

r y nasal

60 30 2

7 0 0

2 0 0

00 0

0 0 50

86 0 0

0 97 0

5 3 50

r y nasal

0 0 13

0 0 23

0 0 38

0 0 23

00 0

0 0 8

00 0

0 0 8
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w

144

2

51

11

25

8

0

3

r

129

1.6

4.6

.8

0

83.7

0

9.3

1

123

7

20

32

37

1

0

3

y

69

0

0

0

0

0

90

10

nasal

4

25

0

25

0

0

25

25



Table 5.5: Recognition Results for Intervocalic Semivowels.

Classification

Database-1

# tokens
detected(%)

.Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

# tokens

detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w

73

100

99

100

0

23

16

w

42

100

88

100

0

22

37

1

188

100

97

88

0

2

43

1

99

100

96

86

0

1

57

r

145

100

93

52

0

99

0

r

79

100

96

53

0

96

0

y
44

98

86

0

95

0

89

y

25

96

84

0

96

0

72

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

(%)

w-l(%)
r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

Database-2

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

(%)

w-l(%o)

r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

Database-3

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

w

14

100

100

100

0

1

13

100

92

70

0

r

24

100

96

83

0

y
0

0

0

0

0

36 15 100 0

57 54 0 0

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

I(%)
r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

w I

14 13

0 0

21 0

36 62

7 0

r y nasal

24 0 8

0 0 37.5

00 0

00 0

96 0 12.5

0 0 00 0

0 0 4 0 25
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Detection

w 1

73 188

0 0

35 1

14 54

48 43

3 0

0 0

0 2

w'1

42 99

0 0

21 1

19 57

48 40

10 1

0 0

2 1

r

145

0

3

0

0

97

0

0

r

79

0

1.25

0

0

97.5

0

1.25

y

44

2

0

0

0

0

100

0

y

24

4

0

0

0

0

87.5

12.5

nasal

88

0

2

24

1

6

14

53

nasal

42

0

16.6

4.7

4.7

4.7

4.7

69

�



Table 5.6: Recognition Results for Semivowels in Intersonorant Cluster.

-Detection Classification

Database-i

# tokens

detccted(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

# tokens

detccted(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dlip(o%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%o)

w

47

100

89

100

0

11

21

w

19

100

95

95

0

21

21

# tokens

detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(7%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

1

57

93

62

52

0

4

50

1

32

90.6

56

56

0

9

78

w 1

0 14

0 86

0 64

0 21

O0

0 36

0 14

r y

73 33

92 92

23 38

18 0

0 85

90 0

0 54

r

36

92

39

19

0

86

0

y

18

89

71

0

100

0

82

r y

0 14

0 100

0 93

0 0

0 100

0 0

0 79

# tokens

undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)
r(%)

y(%o)

nc(%)

Database-2

# tokens

undetec ted(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%)
Database-3

# tokens

undetected(7o)

w(%)

1(o)
W(%)
w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%)

177

w 1

47 57

0 7

51 9

6 47

40 30

0 0

0 0

2 7

r

73

8

0

0

0

85

0

12

y nasal

33 48

8 6

0 0

0 8

0 4

0 0

100 4

0 78

w 1

19 32

0 9.4

58 3

5 59.4

32 22

0 0

0 0

5 6.2

r
36

11

0

0

3

86

0

11

y nasal

18 26

11 4

0 15.4

0 11.5

0 3.8

0 7.7

56 3.8

33 53.8

w 1

0 14

0 14

0 29

0 50

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 7

r

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

y nasal

14 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

93 0

7 0



Table 5.7: Recognition Results for Sonorant-Final Semivowels.
- Detection Classification

Database-i

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

# tokens
detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

# tokens

detected(%)

Energy dip(%)

F2 dip(%)

F2 peak(%)

F3 dip(%)

F3 peak(%)

1

103

99

8

93

0

1

89

1

53

100

38

91

0

0

89

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
i

r

88

97

10

18

1

95

7

r

48

94

9

26

2

85

9

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-1(%)

r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

Database-2

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%)

Database-3

r

12

100

25

8

0

75

17

# tokens

undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

1

103

1

0

97

1

0

0

1

1

53

0

0

90.6

5.6

0

0

3.8

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
O

r nasal

88 260

3 37

2 0

0 5

0 3

91 1

0 3

6 51

r nasal

48 134

6 40

2 0

0 6

0 2

90 0

0 2

2 50

r nasal

12 23

0 70

0 9

0 4

0 0

75 0

0 0

25 17

178



and the onset following the intersonorant energy dip occurring within the /n/. The

location and confidence of the energy dip is shown in part b. In the word on the left,

the offset, which can be seen in part f, occurs at about 280 msec. The onset, which

can be seen in part g, occurs at about 420 msec. Thus, the duration of the energy dip

region is approximately 140 msec and the region includes both the /n/ and the /y/.

In the word on the right, however, the offset occurs at about 190 msec and the onset

occurs at about 260 msec, so that the duration of the energy dip region is only 70 msec.

In this case, the energy dip region includes only the /n/. Recall that duration is one

of the main cues used to determine if an intervocalic dip region contains one or two

sonorant consonants. Thus, the recognition system correctly decides that the energy

dip region in the word on the left contains two sonorant consonants. Consequently,

the abrupt offset marking the beginning of the /n/ is not included in the classification

of the /y/. However, in the case of the energy dip region in the word on the right,

the algorithm decides that it contains only one sonorant consonant. Thus, the abrupt

offset due the /n/ and the F2 and F3 peaks due to the /y/ are assumed to be cues

for the same sound. Consequently, this /y/, as well as most /y/'s occurring in this

context spoken by this speaker, is not classified.

5.6 Consonants called Semivowels

The teased results as well as Table 5.8 show that many nasals are called semivowels.

As stated earlier, one main reason for this confusion is the lack of a parameter which

captures the feature nasal. Presently, the main cues used for the nasal-semivowel

distinction are the offsets and onsets. This accounts for the generally higher misclas-

sification of nasals as /1/. While the rate of spectral change is often abrupt between

nasals and adjacent sounds, the data of Section 3.2.5 show that this is not always the

case, particularly when the nasals are adjacent to unstressed vowels. Thus, they are

sometimes classified as other semivowels as well.

In addition to the nasals, a few flaps, /h/'s and sonorant-like voiced consonants are

also called semivowels. The latter sounds are grouped into a class called "Others" and

their recognition results are shown in Table 5.8. Examples of these types of confusions

are shown in Figure 5.13.

In "frivolous," the intervocalic /v/ is classified as an /1/. Note that it does have

frequency values in the range of those acceptable for an /1/. In "waterproof," the F3
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Table 5.8: Recognition of Other Sounds

- Database-i

as Semivowels.

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-(%)

r(%)

y(%)
nc(%)

r

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-l(%)

r(%)

y(%)

nc(%)

E

# tokens
undetected(%)

w(%)

1(%)

w-(%)

r(%)

y(%o)

nc(%)

nasals others

464 508

24 81.5

1 1

11 3.3

3 .8

2 .6

6 1.4

53 11.4

)atabase-2

nasals others

232 135

24 69

5 0

7 6

3 1

3 2

3 3

55 19

)atabase-3
nasals others

44 121

50 73

15 0

13 2.5

0 0

5 2.5

0 5

17 17
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vowels

2385

1

5.5

2

6

8.6

39

vowels

1184

1

5

4

4

10

42

vowels

350

2

9

4

15

9

62
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Time (econd)
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Tme (cAdam)

Tm (cond) Tm (s )

Figure 5.13: Wide band spectrograms with formant tracks overlaid of four words

which contain consonants that were misclassified as semivowels. The /v/ in "frivolous"

was class;fied as an /1/. The /r/ in "waterproof" was classified as /r/. The /h/ in

"behavior" was classified as /y/. The /b/ in "disreputable" was classified as /w-l/.
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dip occurring in the /r/ resulted in it being classified as an /r/. Recall that the /r/

rules will classify the detected sound as an /r/ if it is determined to be "retroflex" with

either a "close F2 and F3" or a "maybe close F2 and F3." Since the /r/ has these

properties, the abrupt onset and offset surrounding it were not used in its classification.

The /h/ in behavior" occurs after the /y/ offglide in the vowel /i/ and before

another front vowel. Thus, it was probably articulated with a vocal tract configuration

similar to that of a /y/. As can be seen, it has formant frequencies in the range of

those acceptable for a /y/. As a result, it was misclassified as this semivowel. Finally,

the /b/ in "disreputable" was classified as /w-l/. Note that, in addition to formant

frequencies acceptable for a /w/ and an /1/, the /b/ does appear to be sonorant, and

the rate of spectral change between it and the surrounding vowels is gradual.

In conclusion, the nonsemivowel consonants do share some of the features expected

of the assigned semivowels such that the confusions made are not random. However, it

is apparent that more features are needed to make the necessary distinctions. For ex-

ample, the property "breathiness" may be the only additional cue needed to recognize

that the /h/ in "behavior" is indeed an /h/ and not a /y/.

5.7 Vowels called Semivowels

The classification results for the vowels are also given in Table 5.8. No detection

results are given for the vowels since different portions of the same vowel may be

detected and labelled a semivowel. For example, across several of the speakers in

Database-1 and Database-2, the beginning of the /oY/ in "flamboyant" was classified as

either /w/, // or /w-l/ and the /y/ offglide was classified as a /y/. When phenomena

such as this occur, the vowel shows up in the results as being misclassified as /y/ and

either /w/, // or /w-l/. Similarly, though this situation never occurred for this word,

if the beginning of the /oY/ was detected but not classified and the /y/ offglide was

classified as /y/, then the vowel would show up in the results as being not classified

and as being misclassified as a /y/. Thus, for these reasons, the vowel statistics for

the data bases in Table 5.8 may not add up to 100%.

As can be seen in Table 5.8, there are a number of vowels or portions thereof

which are classified as semivowels. Most of the misclassifications are understandable.

That is, vowels or portions thereof which are called /y/ are high and front. Vowels

or portions thereof which are called /w/, /1/ and /w-l/ are back. Finally, vowels or
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portions thereof which are called /r/ are either retroflex or round. A sampling of some

of the vowel portions which are called semivowels is given in Appendix B.

The classification of vowels as semivowels occurs for several reasons. First, some

misclassifications occur because what has been labeled as a vowel is probably a semivowel.

Examples of such possible mislabelings are shown in Figure 5.14. As can be seen, the

"offglides" of these vowels do in fact appear to be semivowels.

In "stalwart," the significant rise in F3 from the beginning of the /a/ region resulted

in the classification of the end of the transcribed /a/ as an /1/. Recall from Sections

3.2.2 and 4.3.2 that this type of F3 movement is often indicative of a postvocalic /1/.

Thus, while the /1/ was not included in the transcription, it was correctly recognized

as /1/.

Recall from Section 3.2.4 that the // in "plurality" and the /iY/ in queer" both

contain significant intravowel energy dips which suggest that parts of them are non-

syllabic. In addition, there is a significant F3 minimum in the // and significant F2

and F3 maxima in the /iY/. As a result, the mid portion of the // was classified as

/r/ and the mid portion of the /iY/ was classified as /y/. These classifications also

appear to be reasonable.

Finally, the /w/ offglide of the /aW/ in wallflower" was classified as /w/. Although

an intersonorant energy dip was not detected in the /w/ offglide, an F2 dip was

detected in this region. In addition to the results of Section 3.2.4, the detection

results of Table 5.5 for /w/'s show that, across the data bases, intervocalic /w/'s

always contain an energy dip. (Even though energy dips occur in the /w/'s which

are excluded from the detected voiced sonorant regions, they are not included in the

detection results. This accounts for the result in Database-2 which states that only

88% of the intervocalic /w/'s contained energy dips.) Thus, it does not appear as if

a well enunciated /w/ was produced. However, whether a clear /w/ was articulated

or not, the recognition- of the /w/ offglide as /w/ should not be detrimental to any

system which is trying to recognize this word.

Second, such misclassifications occur because a label is being assigned too early in

the recognition process. That is, as we will discuss in Chapter 6, either a label should

not be assigned until more information regarding context is known, or a label should

perhaps not be assigned at all. Examples of such assignments are shown in Figure 5.15.

In the word forewarn," the beginning of the first /o/ is called a /w/ because of

the labial F2 transition and the falling F3 transition arising from the following /r/.
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Figure 5.14: Wide band spectrograms with formant tracks overlaid of four words which

contain vowels, portion of which were classified as semivowels. End of /a/ in "stalwart

was classified as /1/. Middle of /a/ in "plurality" was classified as /r/. Middle of /iY/

in "queer" was classified as /y/. End of /aW/ in "wallflower" was classified as /w/.
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Figure 5.15: Wide band spectrograms with formant tracks overlaid of words with vowel

portions which, due to contextual influence, were classified as a semivowel. Beginning

of first // in "forewarn" was classified as /w/. Beginning of // in "guarantee" was

classified as /y/.
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Figure 5.16: Wide band spectrograms with formant tracks overlaid of three words with

vowel portions which were classified as /r/. The vowel portions are the end of the /i/

in whippoorwill," the end of the first /o/ in conflagration" and the end of the /u/

in "miscue."
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(Recall that the data of Section 3.2.2 show that /w/'s in retroflexed environments are

characterized by this type of F3 movement.) Similarly, in guarantee," the beginning

of the // is called a /y/ due to the transitions of F1, F2 and F3 caused by the

preceding /g/ and the following /r/. In the latter example, it is not clear that the

assignment of a /y/ is incorrect since it is possible to pronounce "guarantee" with a /y/

between the // and /a/. In fact, when this utterance is played from the beginning

of the sonorant region, a clear /y/ is heard.

Along these same lines are some examples shown in Figure 5.16. In the word

"whippoorwill," the retroflexion due to the /3/ is anticipated in the vowel /i/. As can

be seen, F3 falls to about 2000 Hz near the end of this vowel. This sort of spreading

of the feature retroflex across labial consonants which do not require a particular

placement of the tongue was seen for many such words in the data bases. Although

it is not as clear cut, it appears as if a a similar phenomenon occurs in the word

"conflagration." As before, F3 of the vowel, which in this case is the first //, falls to

about 2100 Hz. Presumably, the declination in F3 is due to both the /r/ which causes

the // burst to be low in frequency, and the /9/ which is responsible for the velar

pinch in F2 and F3 of the //. Finally, as mentioned earlier, some rounded vowels are

called /r/. The reason that this happens is shown in the word "miscue." Although

F3 typically rose during the /w/ offglide of a sonorant-final /u/, as can be seen in

Figure 5.16, F2 and F3 both fall from the /y/ to the end of the /u/ such that their

frequency values are acceptable for a sonorant-final /r/.

Finally, the classification of vowels as semivowels is sometimes due to intravowel

energy dips. Examples of this occurrence are shown in Figure 5.17. As can be seen,

an energy dip, shown in part c, occurs in the word-final /iY/ in "guarantee" and in

the second vowel of the word explore." As a result, these portions of the vowels were

analyzed by the recognition system. In the former case, the detected portion of the

/iY/ was classified as a /y/. In the latter case, the detected portion of the transcribed

/o/ was classified as /w-l/. Even in these instances, the classification of what may be

the offglide of the /Y/ and an inserted /w/ as semivowels is not unreasonable.

5.8 A Comparison with Previous Work

The approach and performance with respect to the recognition of semivowels of two

acoustic-phonetic front ends are discussed in this section. In particular, the acoustic-
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Figure 5.17: An illustration of the words "guarantee" and "explore" which contain
intravowel energy dips which resulted in portions of the vowels being classified as
semivowels. (a) Wide band spectrogram with formant tracks overlaid. (b) Location of
energy peaks. (c) Location and confidence of energy dips.
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phonetic front end developed at Lincoln Laboratories (Weinstein et al., 1975) and the

acoustic-phonetic front end of the MEDRESS recognition system (Medress, 1980) are

compared with the semivowel recognition system of the thesis. It is important to note

that the implementation of these systems, particularly the one at Lincoln Laboratories

since it was documented more thoroughly, were studied prior to initiating the present

work, and in some ways guided this research.

5.8.1 LLAPFE

The semivowel recognition results obtained by LLAPFE (the Lincoln Laboratories

Acoustic-Phonetic Front End) across 111 sentences spoken by six males and one female

are summarized in Table 5.9. Like the data in the thesis, the results are divided on

the basis of where the semivowels occurred within the voiced sonorant region. Further

teasing of the data is not possible from the tabulated results.

As can be seen, LLAPFE does not attempt to recognize all semivowels occurring

in all possible contexts. Although the data base contained the prevocalic /y/ in com-

pute," it was recognized in conjunction with the adjacent vowel. Thus, no recognition

results are given for this semivowel. In addition, no attempt was made to recognize

sonorant-final /r/'s. The authors felt that recognition of this sound was considerably

more difficult than sonorant-initial /r/'s, since speakers will slur and sometimes omit

it. Finally, the semivowels /w/ and /1/ are recognized as a single class. No further

acoustic analysis is done to differentiate between them.

There are many similarities and many differences between the approaches used in

LLAPFE and those used in our system. First, in both systems, the utterance is divided

into sonorant and nonsonorant regions. Second, whereas recognition is divided into

detection and classification in our system, these two steps are sometimes combined

in LLAPFE. For intersonorant semivowels these steps are separated, whereas, for

sonorant-initial and sonorant-final semivowels, they are combined. In the latter case,

an /r/ identifier simultaneously segments and labels sonorant-initial /r/'s and a /w-l/

identifier simultaneously segments and labels sonorant-initial and sonorant-final /w/'s

and //'s.

Third, both systems look for certain acoustic events to occur within semivowels.

However, compared to the detection process in our system, the types of events marked

in LLAPFE are not as exhaustive nor as uniform across context. For example, inter-

sonorant semivowels are detected solely on the basis of significant energy dips (note
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Table 5.9: Semivowel Recognition Results for LLAPFE: A "-" in the tables mean

that the desired number could not be computed from the stated results. (Weinstein

et al., 1975)

Sonorant-Initial Semivowels

w-I

# tokens
undetected(%)

w-1 (%)

r (%)
3M(o)

r

- 88

30 17

70 0

0 64

0 19

Intersonorant Sonorant Consonants

(*computed from the percentage of those detected)

w-l r w-l + r nasals v,

# tokens >59 >22 87 >117 >38

undetected(%) - - 7 - -

w-l (%)
r (%)

nc (%)

83*

0

17*

0

91*

9*

56'

23*

14*

2*

0

98*

5*

0

95*

Sonorant-Final Semivowels

w-l

# tokens

undetected(%)

w-l (%)
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that intersonorant consonant clusters such as the /n/ and /1/ in "only" are treated .

a single dip region). As the results show, only 93% of the intersonorant semivowels

are detected in this way. This result is consistent with the data of Section 3.2.4 which

show that some intervocalic semivowels which follow stressed vowels and precede un-

stressed vowels do not contain energy dips. The example cited by Weinstein et al. of

an intersonorant semivowel which did not contain an energy dip occurs in this context.

The example given is the /1/ in "millisecond." Whereas Weinstein et al. attribute the

failure to detect these intervocalic semivowels to their energy dip detector, we would

attribute it to the way these sounds are produced.

These detection results highlight the importance of using additional acoustic events

which are based on other spectral changes. As can be seen from a comparison of the the

intervocalic energy dip results of Tables 5.5 and the intersonorant energy dip results

in Figure 5.9 (we are assuming that all of the intersonorant semivowels are the second

member of the cluster), the detection data obtained by our system and LLAPFE are

comparable. However, by combining acoustic events based on energy measures with

those based on formant tracks, our system detects all of the intervocalic /w/'s, /l/'s

and /r/'s occurring in all three data bases. In addition, we have found these formant

minima and maxima to be particularly important in the detection of postvocalic /r/'s

and //'s which are in clusters with other sonorant consonants. As the data of Section

3.2.6 show, these liquids do not usually contain an energy dip.

This latter point brings up another major difference between the two systems.

Several cues are used in our system to detect the occurrence of more than one sound

within an intersonorant dip region. However, LLAPFE treats intersonorant clusters

as a single dip region. This inability to resolve both sounds in such clusters probably

accounts for most of the intersonorant /w/'s and /l/'s which are misclassified as nasals.

Although these confusions are not shown in Table 5.9 (they are a part of the data,

for "nc"), Weinstein et al. state that 12% of the intersonorant /w/'s and //'s were

classified as nasals.

For both systems, the degree of formant movement is important for the identi-

fication of sonorant-initial and sonorant-final semivowels. Both systems look for an

F3 minimum to occur within a sonorant-initial /r/. Similarly, they look for an F2

minimum to occur within a sonorant-initial and sonorant-final /w/ and /1/. However,

in addition, our system looks for F3 peaks to occur within most /l/'s and within some

/w/'s which are in a retroflexed environment. As can be seen in our detection data,
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the marking of F3 peaks is important for the detection of /1/'s. This additional acous-

tic cue may account for the improved recognition performance of these sounds by our

system.

As in our system, LLAPFE classified the beginnings of many back vowels which

are preceded by labial consonants as /w-l/. In fact, Weinstein et al. state that 27% of

the sounds classified as /w-l/ were vowels preceded by /f/, /v/, /p/, /b/ - /m/.

Fourth, temporal information regarding the rate of spectral change is one of the

properties used in our system to distinguish semivowels from other sounds and to

distinguish between /w/'s and prevocalic /1/ allophones. Based on the classification

results given in Table 5.2, this cue is useful in distinguishing between these sounds.

While the time of spectral measures similar to the onsets and offsets are used in

LLAPFE to segment semivowels, the values of these parameters are not used to dis-

tinguish between /w/'s and /l/'s.

Fifth, the acoustic properties in our system are directly related to specified fea-

tures. Although similar measures are used in LLAPFE, no association with features

is explicitly stated. In addition, the properties in our system are all based on relative

measures which tend to make them speaker-independent. However, the acoustic cues

used in LLAPFE are sometimes based on relative measures and sometimes based on

absolute measures. Consequently, speaker dependent thresholds as well as thresholds

based on the sex of the speaker are sometimes needed.

Finally, in our system, the acoustic properties are quantified using fuzzy logic such

that the result is a confidence measure. Therefore, acoustic properties with different

units are normalized so that they can be integrated, and the result will be another

confidence measure. In addition, with this formalism, primary and secondary cues can

be distinguished and qualitative descriptors can be assigned to the acoustic properties

so that the rules can be easily understood. These features are not present in LLAPFE.

In that system, rules are a composite of measurements and there is no convention for

quantifying, on the same scale, measures with different units. Thus, /r/ and /w-l/

rules use only formant frequencies such that the application of them results in another

frequency measure which does not relate directly to an acoustic event. For example,

the /r/ rule in LLAPFE segments and labels a sonorant-initial /r/ if the result of the

composite measurement is less than 400 Hz.
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Table 5.10: Semivowel Recognition Results of the MEDRESS System: A -" in the

tables mean that the desired number could not be computed from the stated results

(Medress, 1980).

w 1 r y

# tokens 90 164 359 37

undetected(%) 28 38 9 43

w () 56 - - -

1(%) - 50 - -

r(%) - - 85 -

y (%) - - - 30

5.8.2 MEDRESS Recognition System

The semivowel recognition results obtained by the phonetic analysis component

of the MEDRESS system are summarized in Table 5.10. The results given are based

on the same 220 alphanumeric sequences (two, three and four words long) and data

management commands used to develop the system. The utterances were spoken by

three males.

Unfortunately, the semivowel recognition results are not separated on the basis

of context. Furthermore, confusions between the semivowels and misclassifications of

other sounds as semnivowels are not given. Thus, a thorough comparison of the recog-

nition results obtained by that system and those obtained by our system is difficult,

especially in the case of /1/ and /w/. However, as can be seen from a comparison of

the overall recognition results obtained by each of the data bases used in the thesis

and the overall recognition results given in Table 5.10, our system does significantly

better in the recognition of /r/'s and /y/'s.

In the paper describing the MEDRESS system, the discussion regarding the pho-

netic analysis component is brief. Therefore, an in-depth comparison of the recognition

approach used in that system and that used in our system cannot be made. However,

some similarities are evident. Like our system and LLAPFE, the MEDRESS system

divides the speech signal into sonorant and nonsonorant regions and uses an energy dip
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detector to locate intersonorant semivowels. Furthermore, similar formant frequencies

and movements are used to recognize the semivowels. It is not clear if minima and

maxima in formant tracks are also used to detect semivowels, and it is not clear if de-
tection and classification are done separately or simultaneously. Unlike LLAPFE and

like our system, temporal information is also used to recognize /l/'s. In the MEDRESS

system, this information consists of a measure which captures discontinuities in F1 at

the junctures between semivowels and adjacent sounds. Finally, no speaker-dependent
or sex-dependent adjustments are made.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Discussion

6.1 Summary

In this thesis, we have developed a general framework for an acoustic-phonetic

approach to speech recognition. This approach to recognition is based on two key

assumptions. First, it assumes that phonetic segments are represented as bundles of

features. Second, it assumes that the abstract features have acoustic correlates which,

due to contextual influences, have varying degrees of strength. These assumptions

are the basis for the framework which includes the specification of features and the

determination, extraction and integration of their acoustic correlates or properties for

recognition.

Although the implementation of this framework or control strategy has been tai-

lored to the recognition of semivowels, it is based upon the general idea that the

acoustic manifestation of a change in the value of a feature or group of features is

marked by specific events in the sound. These acoustic events correspond to maxima

or minima in particular acoustic parameters.

Thus, a major part of the control strategy of the semivowel recognition process has

been to mark those acoustic events which may signal the occurrence of a semivowel.

Once marked, the acoustic events are used in two ways. The time of their occurrence in

conjunction with their relative strengths are used first to determine a small region from

which all of the values of the acoustic properties are extracted and, second, to reduce

the number of possible classifications of the detected sound. It is important to note

that almost all of the acoustic properties are based on relative measures. Therefore,

they tend to be independent of speaker, speaking rate and speaking level.
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Although there is room for improvement in the implementation of each step in

the framework, the recognition results show that the acoustic-phonetic framework is

a viable methodology for speaker-independent continuous speech recognition. Fairly

consistent overall recognition results in the range of 78.5% to 95% (obtained across

contexts for a class consisting of both /w/ and /1/) were obtained. These results

are for corpora which include polysyllabic words and sentences which were spoken by

many speakers (both males and females) of several dialects. Thus, the recognition

data show that much of the across-speaker variability is overcome by using a feature-

based approach to recognition where relative measures are used to extract the acoustic

properties.

On the other hand, there is still variability due to phenomena such as feature

assimilation. In essence, the correct classification results and the misclassifications

which occur show that the system is identifying patterns of features which normally

correspond to semivowels. That is, many mislabelings of vowels or portions thereof

and of other consonants as semivowels are caused by contextual influences and feature

spreading effects which introduce feature patterns that are similar to those expected

of the semivowels. These sorts of misclassifications bring into question the assignment

of phonetic labels to the patterns of features. This issue is discussed in the following

section.

6.2 Discussion

Throughout the thesis we have seen a number of instances of feature spreading. For

example, the data of Section 3.2.4 and the recognition results given in Table 5.8 show

that consonants that are normally classified as nonsonorant and voiced will sometimes

appear as sonorants when they occur between vowels and/or semivowels. In addition,

the feature retroflex appears to be highly susceptible to spreading. In this case, this

phenomenon can not only result in spreading of the feature retroflez from an /r/ or

/3/ to nearby vowels and consonants, but, in certain circumstances (see Section 3.3),

an underlying vowel and following /r/ can merge to form an r-colored vowel. Although

it is not as clear, this same sort of phenomenon appears to occur between vowels and

postvocalic, but not word-final, /l/'s as well.

Except when mergers occur, we have considered it to be an error when, due to

feature spreading effects, segments that are transcribed as vowels or portions thereof,
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or as consonants other than semivowels, are identified by the system as semivowels.

However, it is clear that in most of these cases, the sounds do have patterns of features

expected for the semivowels. In fact, as was shown in Chapter 5, many segments

that would be classified as semivowels in the underlying lexical representation were

not transcribed as such, although they were detected and correctly classified by the

system. The reasons for their exclusion from the transcription are two-fold. First,

the transcription of the utterances was done in the early stages of the thesis when

we did not understand as well as we do now the more subtle cues which signal the

presence of a semivowel. For example, when a postvocalic /1/ follows a vowel which has

many of the same properties, such as the /1/ in "wolfram," the distinguishing cue for

the /1/ is often a rising third formant. Without the automatically extracted formant

tracks, this F3 transition was not always apparent. Second, when we listened to the

utterances, a clear semivowel is not always heard. That is, in words like wolfram,"

judgement regarding the presence of an /1/ is often ambiguous. Thus, since the system

sometimes recognizes semivowels which were not transcribed, but are- in the underlying

transcription of the utterance, it appears as if it is often correct rather than performing

a misclassification, and it is probable that the transcription is incorrect instead.

Along these same lines, an analysis of some of the misclassifications of vowels as

semivowels revealed that contextual influences can also result in vowel onglides and

offglides which have patterns of features that normally correspond to a semivowel.

That is, in the case of vowels which already have some of the features of a semivowel,

adjacent sounds can cause formant movements which make portions of them look like

a semivowel. These effects are apparent from many of the misclassifications listed

in Appendix B. For example, across all of the speakers in Database-1 and Database-

2, there are many instances where part of the transition between vowel sequences

such as the transition between the /eY/ and /I/ in Ghanaian," and the transition

between the /aW/ and /3/ in "flour," were recognized as a /y/ and /w/, respectively,

but were not transcribed as such. Similarly, as was shown in Chapter 5, there are

several instances where sonorant-initial back vowels preceded by labial consonants are

called either /w/, /1/ or /w-l/, and sonorant-initial front vowels preceded by coronal

consonants are called /y/.

It is not clear that the labeling of the offglides of diphthongs as semivowels should

be called an "error." In addition, it is not always clear that the labeling of the onglide

of vowels as semivowels is an error. A case in point is the example shown in Figure 5.15
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where the beginning of the /a/ in guarantee" is called a /y/. The initial segment has

a high front tongue body position, leading to formant trajectories similar to those for a

/y/. However, in other cases, the classification of a vowel onglide as a semivowel is not

as acceptable. An example is also shown in Figure 5.15. In this case, the beginning

of the first /o/ in "forewarn" was labelled as a /w/. While this onglide has several

acoustic properties in common with a /w/, this mislabeling is not as palatable, since

/f/ and /w/ do not form an acceptable English cluster.

What these sorts of misclassifications show is that the system is recognizing certain

patterns of features. In most instances, the patterns of features do correspond to

a semivowel, even though some semivowels are not transcribed. However, in some

instances, they do not, and it is this type of mislabeling which suggests that either

labels should not be assigned to the patterns of features, or that contextual effects

need to be accounted for before labeling is done.

If phonetic labels are assigned to the patterns of features, it is clear that some

mechanism which accounts for feature spreading effects is needed. That is, we need

to understand feature assimilation in terms of what features are prone to spreading,

and in terms of the domains over which spreading occurs. In addition, techniques for

dealing with other contextual influences such as those seen in the words "forewarn"

and "guarantee" are needed. Such a mechanism may consist of rules which, if based

on phonotactic constraints, will "clean up" phone sequences such as /fwo.../ so that

they will appear as /fo.../.

If, instead of phonetic labels, lexical items are represented as matrices of features,

it may be possible to avoid misclassifications due to contextual influences and feature

spreading, since individual sounds are not labeled prior to lexical access. For example,

consider the comparison given in Table 6.1 of what may be a partial feature matrix in

the lexicon for an /a/ and postvocalic /r/, with property matrices for these segments

in the two repetitions of "carwash" which are shown in Figure 3.42. The lexical

representation is in terms of binary features, whereas the acoustic realizations are

in terms of properties whose strengths, s determined by fuzzy logic, lie between

0 and 1. We have not researched any metrics for comparing binary features and

quantified properties. However, this is an important problem which needs to be solved.

Instead, we will assume a simple mapping strategy where property values less than 0.5

correspond to a "-" and property values greater than or equal to 0.5 correspond to a
"+ ,,
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Table 6.1: Lexical Representation vs. Acoustic Realizations of /ar/.

lexical representation realization #1 realization #2

a r a r a r

high 0 0 0

low + - 1 0 1

back + I 1 1

retroflex - + 0 1 1

With this simple metric, a match between acoustic realization #1 and the lexical

representation is straightforward. However, the mapping between acoustic realization

#2 and the lexical representation is not as obvious. It may be possible for a metric to

compare the two representations directly, since the primary cues needed to recognize

the /a/ and /r/ are unchanged. That is, the features low and back are indicative of

the vowel /a/ and the feature retroflex is indicative of an /r/ or /3/. On the other

hand, we may need to apply feature spreading rules before using a metric. The rules

can either generate all possible acoustic manifestations from the lexical representation

or generate the "unspread" lexical representation from the acoustic realization. For

example, the data presented in Section 3.3 show that many r-colored vowels may

underlyingly be represented by a vowel followed by /r/. Thus, acoustic realization #2

can be translated into acoustic realization #1.

In summary, many interrelated issues are highlighted by the thesis. These issues

include the proper structure of the lexicon, feature assimilation, the mapping between

binary features and quantified acoustic properties, and the determination, extrac-

tion and integration of the acoustic correlates of features. A fuller understanding of

these matters is clearly important for an acoustic-phonetic approach to recognition

and, therefore, in our opinion, they are important for speaker-independent continuous

speech recognition.
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6.3 Future Work

There are many directions in which this research can be extended. The issues

discussed in the previous section and the analysis of the the misclassifications and no

classifications in the recognition data suggest several logical extensions. In this section,

we discuss some ideas and propose some experiments.

Some of the results presented in Chapter 5 show that we need a better understand-

ing of how some features are manifested in the acoustic signal. The acoustic properties

for some features are well established. However, the proper acoustic properties for oth-

ers are not as clearly defined. For example, we defined the acoustic correlate of the

feature "sonorant" in terms of a ratio of low frequency energy (computed from 100 Hz

to 300 Hz) and high-frequency energy (computed form 3700 Hz to 7000 Hz). While the

use of a parameter based on this acoustic definition resulted in the inclusion of most

sonorant sounds in the detected sonorant regions, some sonorant sounds in Database-3

which had considerable high frequency energy were excluded, and a few stops with low-

frequency bursts and little high frequency energy were included. Given these results,

and based on our understanding of the mechanism of production of sonorant sounds,

a more appropriate definition of this feature should probably be in terms of very low

frequency energy. That is, it appears as if a relative measure based on only the signal

energy in some range below F1 may produce better results. Clearly, much work needs

to be done in determining the proper acoustic properties of some features. Knowledge

gained in the areas of articulatory and perceptual correlates of features can guide this

research.

The recognition data also show that some of the parameters used to capture the

acoustic properties need to be refined. In some cases, there is a straightforward trans-

lation of the definition of an acoustic correlate into an adequate parameter for its

extraction. However, in other cases, the transformation of an acoustic property into

a reliable parameter is not as clear. Such dilemmas will probably be resolved as we

gain more knowledge in areas such as auditory processing. For example, consider the

formant tracker developed in the thesis. As in past attempts at formant tracking, in-

correct tracks due to effects such as peak mergers, increased formant bandwidths, and

nasalization are sometimes produced. The solution to this problem may be the devel-

opment of a better formant tracker, or other techniques which extract the same sort

of spectral information (e.g., Seneff (1987) has developed an auditory-based technique

which extracts line-formants," straight-line segments which sketch out the formant
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trajectories without explicitly labelling F1, F2, F3, etc.). On the other hand, the so-

lution to this problem may be the use of additional measures, such as spectral tilt and

the frequency range of the major spectral prominence, in conjunction with formant

tracks. Such measures do not require the resolution of spectral peaks. Thus, their use

in regions where formant tracks are likely to be incorrect (e.g., in nonsyllabic regions

where, due to a constriction, formants may come together or their bandwidths may

increase) may give better results.

A better understanding of the acoustic properties for features and parameters from

which they can be reliably extracted will not only improve the performance of the

present recognition system, but will also allow for the natural extension of this ap-

proach to the recognition of other sounds, including the devoiced and nonsonorant

semivowel allophones. The addition of other features should also reduce the misclas-

sifications of other consonants as semivowels.

Another extension along the same line is an investigation of the confusions made

between semivowels. The recognition data show that in some contexts, there is consid-

erable confusion between /w/ and /1/, and, to a smaller extent, between /w/ and /r/.

Perceptual tests where different acoustic cues can be manipulated and further acoustic

analysis of the sounds which were confused may reveal additional or more appropriate

acoustic cues needed to make these distinctions. In addition, such research may give

insights into how the different acoustic properties should be integrated. That is, such

a study may allow for the distinction between acoustic properties which are primary

and those which are secondary.

Finally, feature assimilation and lexical representation are important issues which

need to be better understood. The mapping between the acoustic signal which con-

tains the effects of spreading phenomenon and items in the lexicon is a difficult and

important problem. The recognition results of Chapter 5 lead us to believe that the.

proper representation of lexical items is in terms of feature matrices. Thus, we need

to develop techniques for accessing lexical items, which are represented by binary fea-

tures, from quantified acoustic properties which, due to phenomena such as feature

spreading, have varying degrees of strength and extent over time. Spectrogram read-

ing provides an expedient framework in which this question can be studied, since it

eliminates the problem of computer extraction of the acoustic properties. That is, the

acoustic properties can be identified from this visual representation. In attempting

to compare the lexical items and the extracted acoustic properties, several issues will
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have to be addressed. First, the proper structure of these representations must be

developed. For example, whereas lexical items are represented in terms of matrices of

features, it is probable that some further structure is imposed on these matrices, taking

into account what is known about syllable structure, larger units such as words and

feet, relations between features, etc. Certainly, units larger than segments are needed

to adequately capture contextual influence. Thus, for example, the feature matrix may

consist of columns which describe the transitions between the phonetic segments as

well as a column for the steady state characteristics of the sounds. Second, this type

of spectrogram reading experiment should give some insight into the features which

are susceptible to spreading and the contexts in which spreading is likely to occur.

Finally, this experiment should help to determine whether or not feature spreading

rules are needed or if this phenomenon can be accounted for in a natural way without

elaborate rules.
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Table A.1: Alphabetical listing of the

tions. The transcriptions, originally

were checked to ensure consistency.

Words

African

afterward

airline

albatross

almost

already

always

anthrax

Aquarius

arteriosclerosis

assuage

astrology

bailiwick

banyan

beauty

behavior

bellwether

bewail

bless

blurt

bourgeois

brilliant

bucolic

bulrush

polysllabic words and their phonemic transcrip-

from the Merriam-Webster Pocket Dictionary,

Phonemic Transcription

'aefrIkin

'aeftawad

'er*l'aYn

'albatr'os

'lm'oWst

olr'Ediy

'olwaz

'aenOr'aeks

akw'aeriYas

art'IriYoWsklar'oWsis

aswcY'

astr'alajiY
b'eYliw'Ik

b'anyan

by'utiY

bIh'eYvya

b'clw's6a

biYw'eYl

bl'cs

bl'3t

b'urZw'a

br'Ilyant

byuk'alIk

b'ulr'A'S
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Word

bureaucracy

bureaucratic

bushwhack

calculus

caloric

canalize

carwash

cartwheel

cellular

chignon

chivalric

chlorination

choleric

clean

clear

cognac

coiffure

conflagration

contrariwise

cordwainer

correlation

cream

cumulative

curator

cutthroat

darwin

demoralize

derogatory

devoir

dillydally

dislocate

disqualify

disquisition

Phonemic Transcription

bya'akrisiY

by'3akr'aetik

b'u*, hw'axk

k'lkyulas

kal'orik

k-n'ac'aYz

k'arw'ag

k'art*hw'iYl

s'slyula

s'iYy'an

Sav'alrik

kl'oWran'e ysn

k'alarIk

kl'iYn

kl'ir

k'oWny'ak

kwafy'ur

k'anflagr'cysin

k'antr'criYw'aYz

k'ordw'e Yn

k'oral'eYsin

kr'iYm

ky'umyulitiv

kyur'e Yta

k'A^t* roWt

d'arwfn

dam'oral'aY z

dIr'agtoWriY

davw'ar

d'iiY*d'aliY

d'Islowk'eYt

d'Iskw'alaf'aY

d'ISkwaz'Isin
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Word

disreputable

diuretic

donnybrook

dossier

dramatic

dwell

ellwood

emasculate

ennui

enshrine

esquire

Eurasian

eurologist

everyday

exclaim

exclusive

exploitation

explore

expressway

exquisite

extraordinarily

extrapolate

familiarity

farewell

fibroid

flamboyant

flirt

flour

flourish

fluorescence

foreswear

forewarn

fragrant

Phonemic Transcription

d'Isr'spyutabI

d'ayyur'ctIk

d'aniY*br'uk

d'osy'eY

drom'aetIk

dw'cl

'1lwud

im'askyul'eYt

'anw'iY

insr'aYn

'skw'aYr

yur'eYlin

yur'alabost

'EvriY*d'ey

ikskl'eYm

Ikskl'usIv

'Ekpl'o Yt'e Ysin

Ikspl'oWr

ikspr'cs* w'e Y

Ekskw'izit

Ikstr'ordn'crli Y

ikstr'apal'eYt

fam'ily'aratiY

faer*w'El

f'aYbroYd

flaemb'oYant

fl'rt

fl'awr

fl'urIs

flur'ksns

forsw'aer

foWrw'orn

fr'e Ygrant
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Word

fraudulent

frivolous

froward

frustration

fuel

Ghanaian

gladiolus

glass

granular

grizzly

guarani

guarantee

harlequin

harmonize

heirloom

heroin

horology

humiliate

incredulously

infrequently

interweave

inward

Israelite

kyat

laceration

leapfrog

legalistic

legislation

librarian

linguistics

livelihood

loathly

locale

Phonemic Transcription

fr'oj'ulnt

fr'Ivlos

fr'owwad

fr'Astr'cYsin

fy'ul

gan'eyan

gl9'diY'olas

gl'aes

gr'anyula

gr'izliY

gw'aron'iY

9'aerant'iY

h'arlIkwan

h'arman'aYz

'aerl'um

h'croWin

hoWr'alariY

hyum'IliY'eYt

'Inkr'Ej'ulasliY

'Infr'i Ykwantli Y

'intaw'iYv

'Inwad

'Izri Yal'aYt

kiYy'at

l'aes3'eYsin

l'iYpfr'o9g

1' iY 9l'IstIk

l'cytsl'eYsin

laYbr'eriYon

lirjqw'istiks

l'aYvliYh'ud

l'oWdliY

lowk'ael
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Word

luxurious

mansuetude

marijuana

marlin

memoir

menstrual

miniscule

miscue

misquotation

misquote

misrule

muscular

musculature

northward

Norwegian

oneself

onslaught

ornery

periwig

picayune

plurality

poilu

pollywog

postlude

postwar

prime

promiscuously

pule

puree

purulent

quadruplet

quarry

queen

queer

Phonemic Transcription

1' Agl'uri ys
m'answIt'ud

m'aeraw'ana

m'arlin

m'£mw'ar

m'enstrul

m'inisky'ul

m'Isky'u

m'IskwoW t'eYsin

m'Iskw'oWt

m' Isr'ul

m'askyula,
m'Askyula'ur

n'orOwad

norw'i Yjin

w' An* s'clf

'an*sl'ot

'ornaiY

p'ErIw' 9

p'IkiYy'un

plur'alitiY

pwal'u

p'OliYw'ag

p'oWstl'ud

p'oWstw'ar

pr'aYm

pram'iskyusliY

py'ul

pyur'eY

py'urant

kwadr'Aplit

kw'oriY

kw'iYn

kw'Ir
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Word

queue

quotation

radiology

rationale

rauwolfia

reconstruct

requiem

resplendent

reunion

rhinoceros

ringlet

riyal

roulette

rule

scroll

seaward

shrill

silhouette

skew

sling

slop

snarl

soliloquize

splenetic

splice

spurious

squall

square

squeamish

stalwart

Swahili

swap

swing

swirl

Phonemic Transcription

ky'u

kwowt'eYn

r'eYdiY'allIiY

raww'ulfiYa

r'ikrnstr'Akt

r'ckwiYam

rispl'ndint

r'iYy'unyan

raYn'asas

r'rJlht

riYy'ol

rul't

r'ul

skr'oWl

s'iYwad

sr I

SIlow 't

sky'u

sl'tT

sl'ap

sn'arl

sl'lilakw'ayz

splin'ctIk

spl'aYs

spy'uriYas

skw'ol

skw'er

skw'iYrmi

st'olwat

swah'iYliY

SW) L

SW'T
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Word

swollen

swung

thwart

transcribe

twain

twilight

ukulele

unaware

unctuous

unilateral

unreality

urethra

vuvula

view

volume

voluntarily

voyageur

wagonette

wallflower

Walloon

walnut

walrus

waterproof

weatherworn

whippoorwill

whitlow

widespread

willowy

withdraw

withhold

wolfram

wolverine

worthwhile

wristlet

Phonemic Transcription

sw'oWhn

SW'Aq

Ow'ort

trxnskr'aYb

tw'eYn

tw'aYl'aYt

y'ukal'eYliY

'Anw'aer

'^r3klawas
y'unal'2ette
'Anri Y'elti Y

yur'iY0ra

y'uvyul

vy'u

v'alyum
v'alint'EraliY

vw'Qy'o,' -

w'agx9n'et

w'ol*fl'aWa

wal'un

w'oln'At

w'olris

w'ota*pr'uf

w'E6aw'oWrn

hw'ipaw'l

hw'itl'OW

w'aYd*spr'cd

W'IloWiY

w'IO*dr'o

wI0*h'oWld

w'ulfram

w'ulva'iYn

w'As*hw'aYl

r'Istlit
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Word

wrought

- yawl

yell

yearlong

yon

yore

Phonemic Transcription

r'ot

y'al

y'Ir*l'oJ

yan

Y'oWr

Table A.2: Word-initial semivowels which are adjacent to stressed vowels.

Table A.3: Word-initial semivowels which are adjacent to vowels which are either

unstressed or have secondary stress.
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w 1 r y

wallflower leapfrog requiem uvula

walnut livelihood ringlet yearlong

walrus loathly wristlet yell

waterproof rule yawl

weatherworn wrought yon

widespread

willowy

wolfram

wristlet

w 1 r y

Walloon librarian rauwolfia Eurasian

withhold linguistics resplendent eurologist

locale rhinoceros urethra

riyal

roulette



Table A.4: Prevocalic semivowels that are adjacent to a fricative and adjacent to a

stressed vowel.
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w 1 r y

assuage flirt disreputable coiffure

devoir flour enshrine fuel

foreswear flourish fragrant view

swap legislation fraudulent

swing sling frivolous

swirl slop froward

swollen infrequently

swung misrule

thwart shrill

whippoorwill

whitlow

worthwhile

bourgeois



Table A.5: Prevocalic semivowels that are adjacent to a

vowel which is either unstressed or has secondary stress.

Table A.6: Prevocalic semivowels which are adjacent to a stop

vowel.

fricative and adjacent to a

and adjacent to a stressed
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w 1 r y

bushwhack conflagration anthrax behavior

cartwheel dislocate cutthroat dossier

mansuetude flamboyant frustration humiliate

northward fluorescence leapfrog uvula

Swahili grizzly African

voyageur incredulously everyday

livelihood Israelite

loathly urethra

onslaught wolfram

promiscuously

wallflower

w 1 r y

Aquarius bless brilliant cumulative

dwell blurt bureaucratic pule

linguistics clean conflagration purulent

quarry clear cream queue

queen granular

queer grizzly

twain incredulously

twilight librarian

quadruplet

withdraw



Table A.7: Prev'ocalic semivowels which are

which is either unstressed or has secondary

Table A.8: Prevocalic semivowels

adjacent to a stressed vowel.

adjacent to a stop and adjacent to a vowel

stress.

which are adjacent to a fricative-stop cluster and
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w 1 r y

coiffure chlorination albatross bucolic

cordwainer gladiolus bureaucracy bureaucracy

guarani infrequently contrariwise bureaucratic

harlequin plurality donnybrook calculus

infrequently quadruplet dramatic curator

poilu whitlow fibroid disreputable

quadruplet fragrant puree

quotation waterproof

requiem

soliloquize

w 1 r y

disqualify exclaim astrology miscue

exquisite exclusive expressway spurious

misquote explore extrapolate skew

postwar resplendent frustration

squall splice reconstruct

square scroll

squeamish transcribe

-I --



Table A.9: Prevocalic semivowels which are adjacent to a fricative-stop cluster and

adjacent to a vowel which has secondary stress.

Table A.10: Prevocalic semivowels

adjacent to unstressed vowels.

which are adjacent to a fricative-stop cluster and

Table A.l: Intervocalic Semivowels which occur before stressed Vowels.
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w 1 r y

disquisition arteriosclerosis menstrual emasculate

misquotation splenetic muscular

wristlet musculature

promiscuously

w I r y

bewail caloric arteriosclerosis kyat

interweave correlation curator picayune

marijuana legalistic derogatory reunion

rauwolfia roulette diuretic riyal

unaware soliloquize Eurasian

ukulele eurologist

unilateral fluorescence

Walloon horology

plurality

urethra



Table A.12: Intervocalic Semivowels which follow vowels which are stressed.

Table A.13: Intervocalic Semivowels which occur between unstressed vowels.
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w 1 r y

froward astrology Aquarius Ghanaian

seaward bailiwick caloric

bucolic demoralize

choleric extraordinarily

disqualify familiarity

eurologist flourish

gladiolus heroin

horology librarian

humiliate luxurious

plurality periwig

pollywog purulent

radiology spurious

soliloquize voluntarily

swollen

unreality

willowy

w 1 r y

afterward calculus chlorination diuretic

unctuous cumulative choleric

dillydally contrariwise

fraudulent correlation

incredulously guarani

musculature marijuana

silhouette

voluntarily

..-- �- I----



Table A.14: Intersonorant Semivowels which are adjacent to other seniivowels.

Table A.15: Intersonorant Semivowels which are adjacent to nasals.
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rw rl Ir 1w ly

carwash harlequin bulrush bellwether brilliant

Darwin marlin chivalric stalwart cellular

forewarn snarl walrus Ellwood volume

Norwegian airline

heirloom

yearlong

w 1 r y

ennui walnut forewarn banyan

inward almost harmonize granular

memoir ringlet unreality chignon

weatherworn cumulative



Table A.16: Word-final semivowels.

1

bewail

cartwheel

dwell

farewell

fuel

locale

miniscule

misrule

pule

rationale

riyal

shrill

squall

swirl

whippoorwill

worthwhile

rule

yawl

yell

r

clear

coiffure

devoir

esquire

explore

flour

foreswear

memoir

musculature

postwar

queer

square

unaware

Table A.17: Postvocalic semivowels which are not word-final.
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1 r

oneself bourgeois

wolfram foreswear

wolverine northward

withhold cartwheel

cordwainer

thwart

- ---- ��



Table A.18: Word-initial vowels.

tense

African

afterward

airline

albatross

almost

already

always

anthrax

arteriosclerosis

ennui

heirloom

onslaught

ornery

lax

Aquarius

assuage

astrology

Ellwood

emasculate

enshrine

esquire

everyday

exclaim

exclusive

exploitation

explore

expressway

exquisite

extraordinarily

extrapolate

incredulously

infrequently

interweave

inward

Israelite

unaware

unctuous

unreality
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Table A.19: Word-initial nasals and /h/'s.

m n h

mansuetude northward harlequin

marijuana Norwegian harmonize

marlin heroin

memoir horology

menstrual humiliate

miniscule

miscue

misquotation

misquote

misrule

muscular

musculature

Table A.20: Intervocalic nasals and /h/'s.

m n h

demoralize canalize withhold

dramatic chlorination behavior

familiarity donnybrook livelihood

humiliate Ghanaian Swahili

promiscuously harmonize

squeamish miniscule

rhinoceros

splenetic

unilateral

wagonette
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Table A.21: Word-final nasals.

m

cream

exclaim

heirloom

requiem

volume

wolfram

n

African

airline

banyan

chignon

chlorination

clean

conflagration

correlation

Darwin

disquisition

enshrine

Eurasian

exploitation

frustration

Ghanaian

harlequin

heroin

laceration

legislation

librarian

marlin

misquotation

Norwegian

picayune

queen

quotation

reunion

swollen

twain

Walloon

wolverine
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sling

swing

swunC
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Appendix B

Vowels Misclassified as Semivowels

The following list of words contains a sample of vowel onglides and vowel offglides

which were recognized as semivowels. The portion of the vowel which was misclassi-

fied" as a semivowel can be inferred from the phonemes within the parenthesis follow-

ing the words. These sounds surround the vowel onglide or vowel offglide. Thus, the

phonemes (/bu/) after the word bourgeois" in the column labeled w,w-l,l" indicate

that the beginning portion of the vowel /u/ was sometimes recognized as /w/, /w-l/

and /1/. Similarly, the phonemes (/iYA/) after the word aquarius" in the column

labeled y" indicate that in one or more repetitions of this word, a /y/ was not tran-

scribed, but the offglide of the /iY/ was recognized as a /y/. Note that the symbol

"#" is sometimes included in the parenthesis. This symbol denotes a word boundary.

Thus, the (/,#/) following the word "behavior" in the "r" column means that in one

or more repetitions of this word, the last sound was transcribed as an /3/, but was

recognized as an /r/. Finally, in examples of "misclassifications" of vowel portions as

/r/ which involve spreading of the feature retroflex, three sounds are in the parenthe-

sis. As in the other cases, he sounds surrounding the vowel portion classified as /r/

are given. However, to mark the direction of feature spreading, the position of the /r/

or // with respect to these sounds is also shown.
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Table B.1: Portions of vowels which were classified as a semivowel.

w,w-l,l

bourgeois (/bu/)

bulrush (/bu/)

bushwhack (/bu/)

foreswear (/fo/)

forewarn (/fo/)

flamboyant (/b3Y/)

postlude (/ud/)

loathly (/oW'/)

promiscuously (/UA/)

unctuous (/uA/)

wallflower (/a/)

1

albatross (/ob/)
almost (/om/)

always (/ow/)

disqualify (/faY/)
disreputable (/ 14/)

locale (/ow"/)
miscue (/u#t/)
rau wolfia (/uf/)

skew (/uff/)

stalwart (/aew/)

wallflower (/of/)
unilateral (/ 1 H/)
view (/utI/)

walrus (/or/)

whitlow (/o'"/)

withdraw (/a"/)
wolfram (/uf/)

wolverine (/uv/)

y

african (/afr/)

aquarius (/3I/)

behavior (/Ta/)

cellular (/:31/)

conflagration (/ogr/)

cordwainer (/3H/)

disreputable (/r p/)
everyday (/rvr/)

extraordinarily (/^A/)

fibroid (/aYbr/)

horology (/a/)

laceration (/3er/)

luxurious (/,i/)

periwig (/31,')

plurality (/am/)

urethra (/A/)

unilateral (/:/)
wallflower (/31/)

whippoorwill (/Ipa/)

wolverine (/3ir/)

aquarius (/iYA/)

arteriosclerosis (/tI/)

arteriosclerosis (/iYow/)

astrology (/j'i/)

correlation (/eyl/)

Eurasian (/erY/)

everyday (/eY#/)

dillydally (/da/)

dossier (/iyeY/)

flamboyant (/orE/)

fraudulent (/ji/)

gladiolus (/irow/)

Ghanaian (/eYr/)

guarantee (/gm/)
humiliate (/irer/)

mansuetude (/tu/)

radiology (/iYa/)

radiology (/jiy/)

reconstruct (/kr/)

requiem (/ijr/)

riyal (/iYa/)

wagonette (/g9/)

MAY 2 2 1993
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